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DEDICATION & SPECIAL RECOGNITION

The Board of Directors and the Seminar Conmmittee dedicated
the Tenth National Seminar to James C. Marsh and Daniol F.
Rankin whom we all knew and loved.

The Society recognizes with regret the retirements of
C. Donald Garrett, George McClain and Willard Thompson who
have actively participated in NCMS for many years. Their
unselfish contributions to the professional development of
Classification Management is an inspiration to all those
who follow.

Olt!9
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REVIEW OF EAST YEAR responsibility .or rot ention shouai' contl[tue
INY to rest with the countracting offlier and did
FREDRICK .1. l1AIt.L.E_ President not see a need to mitigate this rea'onsihil--

liv by O5D intervention with any other symteia
Ont July 19. 1971. the present board of Directori oit hand1lrg ret tntSon.
assumed ottice and the conduct of the Soctety'rc
business. Otticere are: Jim Buckland, Martin 2. Submit twe additiouat position pap.'rs to 0%1),
Marietta, Orlando, Florida. Vice President and
Membership Chairman; Dean Richardson, Texas a, We recormmended the abolution of the 15M
Instruments, Dallas. Texats. Secretary; and anld incorporation of all requirement.
Sheila Dottson, Naval Weaponm Center, *China Lake, into one directive to permit the inspector
Treasurer. Members of the Board are: Jim and the Inspected to both be working to
Bagley. NRI.. Washington, U. C.. and Tom O'Brien. the same set of requirements. In addi-
now Director, Security Plans and Policies. ODAC.A) t .on to the coat savings that would be
(Security Policy) Education and Standards Corn- evident by the need to imsue atnd mawin-
mittee: Jack A. Robinson, Centet tox Naval t4oin only one manual. Alsao suggested
AnalystK, Arlington, Virginia, Editor NCMS coding the paragraphs tnumei•cally to the
Bullet in; Eugene Suto, Research General Corp. , Information Security Program Regulat ion
McLean, Virginia; Commtnicatioti 6 Congressional 5200.1K so we could better corrtilate and
Liaison; and, Jim Mrarn, Sandia Laboratoriee, underct'nd the dual stanldlardts when they
Albuquerque, New Mexico. who as poet President, exist.
past Secretary, and coordinator for the edi:ing
and printing of the NCMS Bulletin, served the RESUILTS: 081) responded that thia concept
Society with every attrength of his being, had bean previouttly studied and wats re-
departed Irem our physical prtHenCe in December jleete.d as'd that the bits is of re tiction
of last yea. We all sincerely miss his wit. were still valid. Also that the 1SK was
his keen insight and his deep devotion to the policies. practtices and procedures, whileI
Society that he loved so well. In addition to the VIM contained detailed security
the Board members, as elected, the following requirements, and the ISR was not intended
also served the Society with distitnction this to be applicable to industry, although
year; Mr. Doni-ld Woodbridge. KMS Fusionl Inc.. they are available fox distribution, and
Ann Arbor, Mich, out diattinguished Society iltdustrv should nior be burdened with

Couns,4lor; Mr. LorLmer McConnell tit System maittaining theri,
Development Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif. am

our J.ournal Editor. In addition we have had the b. We submittted a second paper recommending I
privilege to call upon our legal cemmittee, the establishmaentt of a central repository
C. Donald G(arrett, George Macelait and Frank May, for all cLastifticatic-n guidance that is
all rettred and all in the Washington/Virgitia puhllishod, and it'comzuexxded that 1MC be
area. plus Mr. Bill Florence who hala been considered as this repository, where any
Special Assistant to tilet Prestident for Congres- activity could have access to the mult iple
sloaal Intormation and hast been responsible for guidance oilt atny one subt ject it tit their
the congressaional orailitigtt that you have recoivd, . registered field of interent,

With this impressive array of talent we proceed RESULTS; This recommendatdion is still
on to what I think was, in many ways a successful uwidax consAderattion by 050.
year;

3. OBJECTIVE: Restructut-e the maewuitnt to con-
We first set objectives and they are as follows, duct the busint••s reeting in a more efficietnt
with the results when there were any: manner.

1. Prepare a follow-up letter to 091) on a RESULTS: We snuck it in on y,.u tits morning.
previously submitted position paper on the
subject of greater leniency in contractor 4, 0tErCTiýE: Suppott 4- mid-year mini-semtnar

retentionl of informartion oIL coatract coMple- in at' atea not normally mupported by the
teon. annual sominar or clhapter activities, .-

RESULTS: We receiekd anl indepth reltaonse RESULTS: The Board of Directors participated
from OSD on this subject indicating that they in a .supplorted one day seminar In lOallam,
blieved that the 1SK and EO 11652 emphasized Texas hosted by Taxis ltvsptrutnentit" ano Dean
the "need to know" aspect anld that the Richardson. Thirty to forty attendees (rom'

t.
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the Southwest attended and clasuificat ion know what we wanted to tiay hut were inept with
swinagemont to much more mleaninigful to that wo~rds goem to our Coinnector, itonald Woodbridge.
aBup Thiink you lPon for a complicated tank well1 done.

ASILIEz The Board earnestly oolieitn thle AS a result of tile Interface by Director (,on*
opportunity to support at aainair fur you In Suto, the Society in nyow registered with thle
youir area, or your commad, primarily to Natitonal keferral C.rntet * Science slid Technology
February of each year, In conjunct ion with D~ividion, Library of Cunittest as a teginttered
our mid-vr.&r Board meeting. We are avaisl- Intormatien Source.
able as speakers, panelists ort just audience
part icitpat, A.If you are interested. please In O,'tohei the Board approved limited support
contact one of us. wet are patacnt ly usn- for chatpter% in financing the hosting of guestl
committed for 1975. In 1973 we were in speakers ir ordier ito assist them to strengthening
OrlAndo with Mart in Marietta iind thin year their programs and inicreasing their appeal to Ohr
in Dallas, with Texas Itiotruments. We Jon 't mt-mhership.
charge and we do love to talk on our favor-
Ito aubject--Claatfi~cation MAnagement. IN May, the Society wan invited to participate

In theo Information Security Management Pillot.

k)&]KCTlVE; IUpdate the Agency/Clastaiti hat ion course at the ic Dfonoe hi dust rial SeCuritty Inn ii-
remsponsible pvrsoni listing that we published tute. Richmonod. Virginta, andi am I indicated
several years, ago. earlier. the reaults of attending the course

will he discussied In detail tomorrow by the
RESULTS; The fitrst draft has been completed school and by both thle Industrial and the Covern-
and is current ly being uapdatedainod wIll soon moent attenders,
be publ ished si anx attachment to an edition
of the Bulletin. In .June. the Society acted upon the recomnenata-

t inns of the Nomination Commi ttee' headed by Dick
AUDITIONAl. ACCOMPL.ISHMENTS have been the revi- Boberg tit Sierra Research Inc.., Santa Monica,
sion and rv&-caign of the m.-mbership application Calif., also a past President, and voted on the
blank and a rewritie of the NCMS Frochurev ho*A Eh are of direct ort for the next three vvar a and
the result of blond sweat and tears ,at ouir Vice the selection ol ~itrvctro rn till tnv 4ic~,:anete
President Jim Buckland. caused by death and resignations; over thle past

year. Your ballots created o first in the history
And the last but what I believe the movt signi- of the% Society in that there were only 4 votes
ficant , a complete revamil of the Society bylaws, sepa~,rating the Iii en four succes~tul elinkidates.
bringing them ull to date after ten yeara of Society policy is such that wo do not annouice
practical Application. All changes were adminis- tile numbers of votes, howevel the ballotsA are
trative in nature anti served to have the bylIawu on file with the Executive Secrotaty in Alexandria,
reflect the actual operation of Lthe Society, all Va, for an~dit Rhoold Houch ever be thle dogire of
changes were within the authority of the Board of ony of the membership. Elected for three full
Di rec ton except for the abol it ion of thle Asso- yetar were Pean 1(ichardson, .!act, kohlnoon anJ
c fate meutbertabip category, and makinig all (ene Suto. f illI of whom were ruinnting fr vo-
members regular members. This was put to t he elect ion. Elected tor a 2 year terml WAS JIM
vo-e (if the memberwhip by putting a ballot In Buckland, aluo running tor reelect ion. Two new
thle Bullet in, h1oweVer Only 60 ballots were electees are Richard [qutala ki1 Hughes Aircraft
raturneou; thia necessitated sendling personal Corp .. Culver City (So. C'Alif Chapter), .%td

lett~ers to those who did not respond. This then Jim Managee. Applied Technology Inc., Sounnyvale,
resul ted in a return of 116 voted, 115 for and I Calif, (Ho. Cal if. Chapter ChniritAn). raeci for
aigainst the resolution. As this thlen repre- one year terms. Ski we have basicall'y the same
sented a majority of the membership, the Board Board of Dairectors for niext year, with tw~o
declared the resolution passed. As with any freshmen from whom we expect aome now ltie and

such task accomplielhed by committee, there were vitality.
many suggested changes and attempts at the ulti-
maite in the revision ovtr a period of a year, rThe past year hasp seen all of us, both uto'vern-
until such time ast we reached a selectv ILo f ment and Indutlury,. going through thle expcrience,
terminology that was acceptable to the entire of a sparce budget. * eeningtly coupled with a
board. Our moat heartfelt appreciation for pronounced increase in the reepnotbihltLy And
shouldering the comf lote burden of theae re- wor'kload of the Clanstalfication Professaion.
writes, for hits patience with those of uts who Many of us were unable to travel aso we had
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projected. but in spite of this I feel that the Congress, and tamiliarise yc.u with rhe views of
Society praew.)red and p-rogresied, and &a all tha Department of Defense reflected In our
Freridenta before me. I know that I was unlvbie reports and testttaou-. with respect to legila-
to assist tha Board in accomplishing a&4 that we tien.
would have liked te as the calendar bacame an
eneamy rather thn an ally. For your ouu'tmnding As you know, the Uspartment of Defense Informm-
assistance. understanding and support I thank you tion Securtty Pt:rgram is the .argest in scope
all. of any otaii Department of tt.e Executive Branch

w=th some 12,000 contractors and ovr 1100 major
DoD activitleas involving soveral million cleared

KEYNOTE ADDRESS people. Our Prog;'am and the policies associated
BY with its implementation sire far-reaching. There
JOSEPH J. LIEBLINH is nt. doubt that the Department of Defense creates
Deputy Asaistant Ser'etary of Defense u're classified information and materitl than all

(Security Policy) other D.partrnts and Agencies o: the Executive
Office of Assiatant Secretary of Defense Panch combined. This greet volume of classified

.- oevtrqll--• ~ mate-ial derives from the mission of the Depart-

mtit. the worliwide disposition of its elements
it is always a pleasure for me to appear before and the sensitivity of its nationAl and inter-
the membership of the National Classification national operation!..
Management Society--a membership compriaed of
professionals woo are knowledgeable in all as- The Congress has, by introduction of many bills
pects of the Information Security Program. I in both houses. Itdicated a deep concern that
have learned, doting my years in this field, of information about Defense pollýicies, practices,
the Importance of the free exchange of ideas And operatintat be given the widest pv.sible
through forums such as this and the benefits dissemination, wiubject only to the restraints
which are derived from such exchange by tot)t we imposed b1y national secutity. We, 1v the Depart-
in Defense and you In industry, ment of Defense) share that concern.

I note from the &aleida of this Te,th Natonal ',--he overwhelsiut, majority of thr Dcpartmecrt's
Seminar that the presentations to be made in thle official records are ur.claasified, These are
time ahead will cover some very important as- accessible to the pu t 'ic, unltas they are with-
peats of the Program. I encourage your full ind held for reasors other than security clasaifi-
frank participation in the topics to ",e presented -ation specified in the Freedom of Information
particularly, during the times allocated for Act. The -%ublic Is now provided with a wealth
floor questions and panel d i acussions. of intsrmtion on such things as laser technology,

sophisticated conmunnicationa systems and earth
We have just passed the secood anniversary of the resources satellites whihh, a few years back,
effective date of Executive Order 11652. it is would not have been roleased due to its sensltiv-
appropriate at this time for us to reflect on our ity. There has been a definite shifting of
progress and discuss plane for turt~ertnce of emphastis to further sosure that the public is
Program objectives. made fully cognizant of Dfefunse activities.

Thire is a wide range of media being fully
Durinp the past few weeks we nave repurted on our utilited for informing the public such as daily
management of the Program to both the ib.use and press briefings and releases, publication of
the Senate. In this connection, I should note articles by Defense and Industry authors in
that much of our progress in establishing the te.Inical and scientific journals and wide
significant changes brought about by Executive dissemination of scienvtific and technical
Order 11652 and fully loplementing its provisions papers in the national and international
is, in part, des to the continuing interest of conmunities. Other means of keeping the public
oamitteec in the House and Senate in exercising and the Congress Informed include our participa-

their oversight responsibilitiae. tion in symposiums and Peminars such as this;
appearances before Congressional committtzes and

The details of progress achieved b-: the Depart- public speeches by Defense officials, in this
ment of Defense will bi( discusuedf by Mr. VanCook regard, the Departme nt has an excellent track
who, for the pnst year, as my Djirector of lnfor- record. To improve it, we are continually
mation tascurity. h-A contrkbuted materially to stý-iving to reduce classification in the first
the terulta we have thus far obtained. 1 would instance, eliminate overclasstfication and
like -o touch -)-k some of the hfgtti,-%hts, bring acelerate downgrading and declasifics~ion.
you up to date on legisa1tion penrding before the

- --- -& + 1 I '
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In the past, the uystem of security classifica- Board has considered and acted upon significant
tion allowed too many papers to be classified for inforsation security matters such as (I) improved

too long a time, To deal with this problem, a security education and training programs, (2) the

comprehensive study was initiated by the Presi- developr :nt and adoption of inspection procedures,

dent in January 1971 with a view to achieving a (3) the gathering, maintaining and reporting of

better balance between the two competing princi- statistical data, and (4) the initiation of

plea of releasing information to the public and Program, Project or System declassification

of preserving confidentiality. I was personally programs.
involved in the early stages of this study which
culminated in the issuance of Executive Order Within my office, a Division is assigned responsi-
11652. The Order established within tle Execu- bility to monitor the Information Security Program
tive Branch, a new and progressive system for through inspection and reporting. Since its

the. classification and declassification of establishment, its members have conducted on

official information relating to the national site, in-depth reviews of the Information Security

security. Program at major Department of Defense component
headquarters and at selected major Defense con-

By this time, the provisions of the Order and tractor facilities throughout the United States,

Department of Defense implementing issuances are
well known to this audience. Consequently, I These surveys have helped the Department to
will not review their specifics. Razher, I identify strengths and weaknesses in program

would like to describe some of the more signifi- implementation and to effect improvements in
cant actions which have been taken to make the the program.
Information Security Program more effective.

To insure that the provisions of Executive Order

Monitoring of khe program is under the direction 11652 are being carried out cffectively at the

of Departmental Classification Review Comittees, working level, we have required Department of
one at- the Office of the Secretary of Defense Defense components to report the results of their

level and one in each military department; a inspections. These show that during the period
Defense Information Security Advisory Board; and June 1, 1972 through December 31, 1973, over 2500

inspection teaml in the ottice of the Sccretary formal inspections were conducted within the
of Defense and the military departments. These Department of Defense componeats, In addition,
Committees act on suggestions and complaints approximately 10,000 informal reviews and security
involving the administration of the Order and assistance visits were conducted for the purpose
review appeals of requests for official records of making the Information Security Program more
when a proposed denial is based on their con- effective.
tinued classification under the Order. They are
chaired by senior officials in the Office of the Among the more significant management actions are
Secretary of Defense and in each Department who, these:
in addition to their committee responsibilities,
have responsibility for compliance with and First, in its continuing efforts to control the
implementation of the Order. number of classification actions, the Department

of Defense has consistently emphasized the need
In addition to the departmental review committees, to reduce the number of persons who may classify

the Defense Information Security Advisory Board information. Since the issuance of Executive
was established to advise and assist my boss, Order 11652, the Department has reduced that
Secretary McClary, in the fulfillment of his number from 31,048 to 7,033 - a 77% reduction.
management and monitorship responsibilities. The
Board is chaired by me and is comprised of repre- Second, the Department has directed continuing
sentatives from major components of the Depart- attention to limiting the use of the authority
ment of Defense. With respect to suggestions provided in Executive Order 11652 to exempt
and complaints, the Board acts es a working arm information from the General Declassification
of the Defense Departmental Review Comaittee. Schedule. We have ordered a detailed survey as

The mission of the Board is to review and evaluate to the extent to which exemption authority is
the effectiveness of the administration of the used. We have found lingering tendencies to
Information Security Program and to develop and avoid application of automatic downgrading and

recommend new or revised uniform policies, proce- declassification. This is one of the problems
dares, standards and criteria necessary to meet we are continuing to address. In this connection,
changing conditions, or to correct deficiencies I continue to encourage your challenges in those

in the Program which come to its attention. The cases when you find security classification
guidance insufficient or overbearing.

I ,
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Third. we are reviewing security classification Defense industry likewose has reduced its
guidance for the purposes of accelerating down- clamsified holdings from 15.4 million classified
grading slnd declassification where possible and documents to 13.8 million. The result is that
restricting the use of exemption authority. We material remaining in inventory is better pro-
are paying particular attent ion to the declassi- tected and costs associated with safeguarding
ficacion ot total programs. The downgrading or are avoided.
total declassitication of programs, projects,
and systems or portions thereof has alreadv Seventh, we have established an Information
resulted in the downgrading or declasaifieat ion Security Management ,orse in the Department ot
of tens of thousands of related documents. Many Defense. This two-week course is available for
of you have participated in these actions and I both government and defense contractor security
encourage you to continue to carry out your management personnel on a% limited basist. Itin
oversight roles with the vigor you have shown In purpose is to provide these personnel a compre-
the past and make every effort to see that hens liv understanding in interpretat ion of all
guidancke in your hands meets current operational aspects ot the Departnse'nt's Informat ion Security
requirements. This is an opportune time to Program with part icular emphasis on classifies-
recommend declastsficat Ion of programs which you tlio responsibilities. They, in turn. will be
believe no longer warrant security classifies- expected to pass on the knowledge gained through
tion protection, this formal training to personnel within their

respective activities who are Involved in classi-
Fourth, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for fication matters. Additionally, through all
Public Affairs has been authorized to declassify available channels of informaltion, the Depart-
information originated within the Department of ment has stressed to its people that each has a
Dl-fense. This delegation of declassification particular responsibility to understand the
authority facilitates the review and declassifi- objectives of the new Information Security
cation of testimony of Defense witnesses before Program and to do their utmost as individuals
Congressional Committees. to achieve them.

Fifth, wn have issued guidelines who!4c eftect ts As of March 31, 1974, the Department has, under
to declassify the majority of the Department's thie provisions of Executive Oidet 11652, receivcd
official records dated prior to June 30. 1Q50. 582 requests from sources outside the Department
To provide smoie indication of the results for the review of 10 year old classified material
achieved through the use of these guidelines, for declassification and telease. Of these. 534
the military departmtents have reported the de- have been acted upon and the information sought
classification of 110,000 lineat feet of clasi- has been declassified and provided in whole or
fied records. The Archivist of the United States, in part in 85% of the cases processed. In only
who has been authorized by the Secretary of lot of the cases, have the requests for declassi-
Defense to apply these guidelines to Defense fication been denied.
records in his custody, has reported the declassi-
ficat ion of approximately -50 million pages. These I would like now to turn to the proposed legis-
guidelines have also been authorized for use In lation which is pending before the Congress.
such activities as the Hoover Institute, the
MacArthur Library and the Library of Congress. Underlying the proposed Congressional bills seems
all of which hold certain Department of Defense to be the belief that the Executive Branch hal--
historical records in their custody. I might add used the classification system to withhold or
that a study is currently under way to determine at least inhibit the flow of information to the
whether it is feasible to apply similar guide- Congress. Let me assure you that the Department
lines for the declassification of official depart- of defense recognizes the concern of the Congress
mental records as they become 20 years old, that it have access to classified information in

order to fulfill its responsibilities. To this
Sixth. the Department undertook a project to re- end, the Department has established policy that
duce to the absolute minimum, consistent with the Department of Defense components will make
operational requirements and nationlal security1  maximum information available promptly to,. and
the number of Top Secret documents retained in cooperate fully with, Congressional comnittees,
files and storage. 180,469 documents w,re and that classified information not available
eliminated from the Top Sectet inventory during to the public will be maide available to the
the period February 1. 1Q71 through March 31, 1973 Congress in confidence.
leaving a total of 541,S3I. We have plans to con-
duct a similar project during this calendar year.

I,
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The Department does have reservations as to system. Nor do we chal'.enge the Congress over-

whether the provisions of the legislation pro- sight responsibility in connection with the

posed will actually improve the opirations of classification system. On the contrary, we

the present system. Many of the bills propose encourage the continuing interest of Congres-

the establishment of a commission or a committee sional Committees but in an oversight rather

outside the Executive Branch with authority to than a management capacity.

control the classification and declassification

of documents. With respect to this provision, To so on, most of the bills currently pending

the Department does not feel that it Is the long provide for automatic downgrading and declassi-

term answer to dealing with a gr-at volume of fication at one year intervals. From our

classification and declassification decisions experience, we believe that the twelve month

which would daily face such commissions or interval for downgrading and declassification

committees. We believe that the broad powers is totally unrealistic. This time interval

of decision which arc proposed to be vested in would fail to provide adequate protection for

these comsittees or commissions would pre-empt that information properly classified in the

the President's authority to classify informa- interests of national security. The Depart-

tion in the interests of national security and ment's experience over the past two decades

to restrict its dissemilation. His constitu- with classification matters shows that informs-

tional authority in these respects is recognized tion properly classified would not Iose its

in various statutes and by the Courts. The fuct sensitivity to an extent whi.h would permit

that the President would appoint the committee uncontrolled dissemination in the proposed

or commission members by and with the consent of designated time frame. In all likelihood,

the Senate does not neutralize the effect of the original classifiers might tend to overclassify

preemption. Such legislstion wuuld create a information in an effort to protect it for

policy making body outside 'he Executive Branch longer periods of time, thereby abusing the

with ultimate authority for classification and system and majerially increasing classified

declassificatien policy determinations relative inventories, and the storage, handling and

to Information concerning national defense. The transmission costs associated with the higher

net effect would be that Congress would be deter- level classification. The bills which provide

mining what national defense informnLlon co'uld for automatic downgrading and declassification

be released to the public. The Department of also recognize the sensitivity and need fuL

Defense would, therefore, be limited severely in extension of classification of certain informa-

making determinations on clsssificatiOn, declassi- tion and establish elaborate procedures for

fication and safeguarding matters of vital accomplishing this.

national security interest over which the Secre-

tary of Defense must bear ultimate responsibility. We believe that the proposed procedures for

referring to a commission or committee each

The vesting of this authority in a commission or request for eytension of classification are

a committee that does not have day-to-day exposure administratively unworkable. For example, as

to the many factors and circumstances that control I mentioned earlier, the Department of Defense

classification and deciassification determinations top ?ecret inventory as of March 1973 was

would reduce the possibilities of achieving and 510,539 documents. We would estimate that the

maintaining a viable and progressive program. The vast majority of these would require classifi-

decision to classify or declassify must of cation beyond the time limit permitted by the

necessity be made by individuals who are ulti- proposed legislation. Many of the requests

mately familiar with and responsible for the sub- for extension of classification submitted to

stantive information under consideration. No the Commission or a Cummittee will involve in-

external commission or committee or the staff of formation covered by statute, such as the Atomic

such commissions or committees, faced with the Energy Act and othei information concerning

volume of decision making, could become knowl- intelligence sources and methods, coamunica-

edgeable of the. vany activities and programs of tions and electronic intelligence and crypto-

the Executive Branch requiring protection in the graphic information. Such information has

interest of national security to make sound indefinite classifiction life and any declaasi-

judgments. Knjvledge of complementary information ficatio," determination should be made by personnel

within these programs is particularly critical to who, as a result of day-to-day operations, have

any declassification judgment. From what I have complete familiarity with the subject and are,

thus far discussed on the proposed legislation, I therefore, able to determine the impact of

would not like to leave the impression that va declassification of the subject matter on

challenge Congre5s's right to legislate to pro- nationas secuzity. Consequently, these documents

vide a statutory base for the classificatioll would require a minimum of three or possibly four

........ i
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reviews by the Commission or Committee for THE GOVERNMENT'S SECURIri CLASSIFICATION AND
extension of the classifications in highly sensi- DECLASSIFICATION PROGRAM
tive areas. It is difficult to perceive how pro- BY
cedures could be estanlished wherein this volume WILLIAM L. BROWN, Executive Director
could be processed in an orderly manner and yet,
still be responsive to current operational In January 1971, the President directed that a
requirements. review be made of the security classification

procedures under Executive Order 10501. A
Executive Order 11652 expressly recognized that committee was set up under then Assistant
"The interest of the United States and its Attcrney General William Rehnquist to study the
citizens are best served by making information existing classification system and to make
regarding the affairs uf Government readily recommendations with respect to its operation
available to the public." At the same time, it and to propose steps that might be taken to
acknowledged that "There is some official infor- provide speedier declassification. Based upon
mation and material which, because it bears that review and other studies, a new and pro-
directly on the effectiveness of our national gressive Executive Order on the classification
defense and the conduct of our foreign relations, and declassification of national security in-
must be subject to some constraints for the formation and material was issued by the Presi-
&ecurity of our nation and the safety of our dent on March 8, 1972. The Order, known as
people and our allies." The Department of Executive Order 11652, became effective on
Defense, like all other departments and agencies June 1, 1972. It is important to note that this
in the Eyrcutive Branch, has made progress toward reform was the first major overhaul of the
achieving these complementary goals. We expect Government's classification system in 20 years.
and will achieve further improvements in the
Department's information security system. The Interagency Classification Review Committee

was established to assist the National Security
Of necessity, the progress has been evolutionary. Council in monitoring implementation of the new
Certainly, it may be slower than some of our order and any implementing directives issued by
critics would like but nevertheless, it is effec- the President through the NSC. The Committee's
tive. It is indeed difficult to articulate black role as envisioned by the Executive Order was
and white solutions in implementing a program of to be a novel one--indeed--a bold one. In years
this great magnitude and complexity within pant it had been assumed--or perhaps hoped--that
available resources. We have introduced a new the Government's security classification system
system to the millions of people in Defense and would be self-policing. As we all know, that
industry worldwide. The re-education process is aseumption was not borne out. As the President
an undertaking which cannot be accomplished over- himself stated when he issued the new Executive
night. We are dealing with a system which Order:
depends ultimately on the exercise of sound
individual judgment. "Unfortunately, the system of classification

which has evolved in the United States has
In the days ahead we will be working together failed to meet the standards of an open and
toward achieving the overriding objective-- democratic society, allowing too many papers
responsiveness to the needs and interests of the to be classified for too long a time. The
public while safeguarding sensitive information, controls which have been imposed on classifi-
We are reviewing all proposals of significant cation authority have proven unworkable, and
interest which are made available to us and which classification has frequently served to con-
are designed to meet this goal. I encourage your ceal bureaucratic mistakes or to prevent
input. I believe that the facts which I have embarrassment to officials and administrations.
laid out before you and the additional ones to be
supplied by Mr. VanCook this afternoon fully "Once locked away in Government files, these
support the statement that since Executive Order papers have accumulated in enormous quantities
11652 was promulgated, there has been i vast and have become hidden from public exposure
improvement in the system. for years, for decades--even for generations."

Philosophically speaking, in a democracy, there
is no security in unnecessary government secrecy. "The many abuses of the security system can no
We are on course with reasonable management longer be tolerated."
techniques to make the Department of Defense , , ,
Information Security Program a most effective
one.

Lt
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"Yet since the early days of the Republic, The Committee was initially composed of senior
Americans have also recognized that the Fed- representatives of the Departments of State,
eral Government is obliged to protect certain Defense, and Justice, the Atomic Energy Commis-
information that might otherwise jeopardize sion, the Central Intelligence Agency, and the
the security of the country." National Security Council Staff. Subsequently,

, , , the Archivist of the United States was added to
the Committee membership, and he currently

"Clearly, the two principles of an informed serves, by designation of the President, as the
public and of confidentiality within the Committee's Acting Chairman. The Committee
Government are irreconcilable in their purest meets at least once a month in the West Wing of
forms, and a balance must be struck between the White House.
them."

In exercising its responsibilities, the Committee
Thus, the novelty of the ICRC lay in its role as steadfastly strives to keep two fundamental goals
a Government-wide overseer of the new and more of the Executive Order in the constant balance
progressive security classification and declas- mandated by the President; i.e., the legitimate
sification system established by the Executive need of protecting information and material which
Order. 7he boldness lay in the belief that the bear directly on the effectiveness of our national
Committee could actually perform that function defense and the conduct of our foreign relations
successfully. Time will tell. Some Congressmen must be continually balanced with the concept of
are betting that the Committee cannot do it. I an informed citizenry in a free society. I am
am betting that it can. However, it can only do happy to say that under the auspices of the ICRC,
it if professionals like yourselves get enthusi- significant progress has been made by the Govern-
astically behind the program and instill that ment in achieving these goals. Of course, this
same enthusiasm in those that work for you. is not to say that all the goals have been

reached. Far from it! There is still much work
The ICRC is the first White House level committee to be done and, furthermore, it will always be
with overall rpsponsibility for the Government's necessary to exercise an oversight responsibility.
security classification program. In addition to llowevcr, I am pleased with the progress being
its oversight responsibility, the Committee is to made and I can assure you that the IURC intends
receive, consider and take action on suggestions to continue vigorously pursuing its oversight
and complaints from persons within or outside the responsibilities.
Government with respect to the administration of
the Order, and, in consultation with the affected I think that a brief review on how the ICRC
Department or Departments, it Is to assure that carries out its responsibil.ities will be of
appropriate action is taken on such suggestions interest.
and complaints.

In the beginning, the Committee spent a good
Some three weeks before the Committee fisat met, deal of its time on two subjects, namely
a National Security Council directive was issued reviewing and approving agency implementing
on May 17, 1972, whereby the President gave more regulations and reviewing appeals from agency
specific directions concerning the implementation denials of declassification requests. In each
of the Executive Order. That directive specified case, the time was I believe, well spent, for
in even more detail the functions of the Commit- the regulations are now in effect and the
tee. The Committee was directed to "place Committee has pro" 'n itself independent and
particular emphasis on overseeing compliance with capable in exercising its appeals responsi-
and implementation of the Order and programs bilities. The Committee also developed its
established thereunder by each Department." own appeal procedures which were published in
Moreover, the Committee was "to develop means to the Federal Register last summer.
(a) prevent over-classification, (b) ensure
prompt declassification in accord with the pro- In 1972 it appeared to many on the Committee
visions of the Order, (c) facilitate access to that they would be deluged with appeals.
declasslfied material and (d) eliminate unautho- Lengthy discussions took place on how the
rized disclosure of classified information." Committee should cope with this expected flood.
Finally, it was to hear appeals from the denials
of declassification requests made under the As a matter of fact, the expected deluge of
mandatory declassifietion review procedures of appeals to the Committee never materialized.
the Executive Order. In part this was because, after a few false
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starts, the system proved to be responsive. In 11652 and the programs established thereunder.
part, too, it was because the Commnittee made its The reports are submitted by some 37 agencies
own position quite clear: it was not going to be and departments within the Executive Branch.
a rubber-stamp for agency denials. Thus, agencies
have approached their responsibilities with an What are these reports? Let me give you a
impressive conscientiousness. Between June 1, brief outline.
1972, when the new Executive Order went into
effect, and the end of December 1973, the agencies 1. Report of Authorized Classifiers. This
of the Federal Government acted upon 873 requests is a list of people with authority to
for declassification. The overwhelming majority classify by name and title or by title and
of those have been granted either in full or in organization, and totals for each classi-
part, most of them in full. While we are very fication category.
pleased with this part of the program, we have
been encouraging speedier determinations and, 2. Report of Classification Abuses. This is
indeed, there has been a great deal of improve- a report of instances of under- or over-
ment. The Government's experience with the classification, unnecessary classifica-
Freedom of Information Act has been that the num- tion, improper marking or improper exemp-
ber of requests from the public have increased tion from the General Declassification
each year since the Act became effective. We are Schedule or other discovered occasions of
beginning to see the same pattern develop with classification abuse. Abuses are primarily
respect to mandatory review requests at the agency discovered through the use of departmental
level. inspection programs.

The first appeal to reach the Committee--for the 3. Report of Mandatory Declassification Review
"Gaither Report" of 1957--resulted in declassifi- Requests. This is a log-type report ofcation; the agency's denial was reversed. To declassification requests made pursuant to
date, the Committee has had to deal with only five Section 5 of the Order reflecting the
appeals of denials. That is by no means a deluge, requester, date of request, subject matter,
though the time the Committee members spent on date and nature of departmental act±on,
each appeal was considerable. That so few appeals costs and other information associated
have reached the Committee is a tribute both to with those requests; and
the willingness of agency officials to make the
new system work by making material available and 4. Quarterly Summary Report. This is a
to the vigor with which the ICRC has pressed the statistical summary of the number of docu-
new system. ments classified by a department during a

quarterly reporting period. Departments,
The promulgation of agency regulations and the I might add, are also given an opportunity
work of the ICRC in handling appeals under the to elaborate on accomplishments in achieving
mandatory review provision of the Executive Order the objectives of Executive Order 11652.
are only part of the story of the Committee's Among the things that the Quarterly Summary
role. At least as important--perhaps, in the Report allows the ICRC to do is to see how
long run, more important--is the reporting system many classified documents are being exempted
which the Committee has developed, from the General Declassification Schedule.

This is an area, by the way, that still
In September 1972 the Chairman of the ICRC, needs improvement as too many documents are
Ambassador Eisenhower, requested the assistance being exempted for insufficient reasons.
of the National Archives and Records Service in
preparing a series of management report forms As my brief outline indicated, the reports
which could be used by governmental depurtments serve as a valuable tool to be used by the ICRC
in preparing the quarterly reports required by in measuring how well a particular department
Section X.C. of the National Security Council is doing in implementing the new classification
Directive of May 17, 1972. Suitable report forms and declassification program. So now, for the
were quickly developed by NARS in cooperation first time, someone is in a position to know
with the various interested agencies and they were with reasonable accuracy what agencies are doing--
established as permanent requirements by the ICRC or not doing--in the area of security classifica-
on February 27, 1973. This calendar year quar- tion and declassification. To the fullest extent
terly reporting system is the primary means by possible, these reports are analyzed each quarter.
which the ICRC evaluates departmental compliance When a deficiency or other matter requiring
with, and implementation of, Executive Order improvement &re noted, it is brought to the

II
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attention of the responsible department along Department of State - 64%, Department of Trans-
with a request that the matter be ismmediately portatLion - 86%, and the Department of the
rectified. To the extent possible, the ICRC Treasury - 75t. I think the figures I just gave
assists the department in solving the various you all add up to a rather remnrkable fete for a
problems as they develop. At times, this can bureaucracy which had been marching in the other
be a time-consuming process, siics several direction for so long.
departments have not as yet fully implemented
every aspect of the reporting requirements, Since there is a direct relationship between the
primarily because of the large volume of material number of those who can classify material and
generated together with a lack of manpower and the volume of material classified, these figures
adequate resources. However, steady progress are especially impressive. We are still classi-
has been made and, indeed, moast departments have fying a great deal of information, but the volume
fully implemented the requirements. is now being brought within rational bounds.

In order to determine the reliability of the Millions of pages are also being declassified in
statistical information being received through active declassification programs in a number of
the reporting system, the ICRC recently required agencies. The National Archives and the AEC lead
reports from each reporting department which the way. Indeed, the bulk of the declassification
describe how various kinds of statistics are review of 30-year-old material is being conducted
developed. For example, since the ICRC allows at the National Archives in some instances with
departments to obtain statistics for these the assistance of Agency personnel specifically
quarterly summary reports by an actual count or assigned to this project. The goal of this
by a scientific sampling system, the ICRC program is to review by 1915 all of the perma--
required each department using the sampling nently valuable records of the Federal Government
system so that the ICRC could review it and which were created during World War II and eaLlier
determine if the system was scientific enough periods. As of today, the National Archives has
to allow extrapolation of a reliable estimate declassified over 75 million pages, including
of what an antual count would be. The same type declassification carried out at the Roosevelt,
of request was made for copies of departmcntal Truman, Eiseuhower, and Kennedy Presidential
inspection programs which are used to find Libraries. That active declassification program
classification abuses. Where it is determined is continuing.
that a department has an unreliable sampling or
inspection program, the departme.nt is required Other agencies have conducted their own co.pre-
to revise its program to meet acceptable stan- hensive declassification reviews. Most notable
dards. the Atomic Energy Commission has declassified

over 1.2 million documents of the over 2.2
The reports already provide some idea of whet is million documents reviewed since their classi-
happening, and the picture they give has, over- fication review program beg.n several years ago.
all, been a very pleasing one. The best exateple The Defense Department has reduced its Top Secret
is the substantial reduction in the number of document inventory by 25Z and has taken action to
persons authorized to classify national security develop guidelines for blanket declassificstion
information. This has been a major effort. The or downgrading of DOD records which nre over 20
total number of authorized classifiers within years old. The Defense Department has also
all departments has been reduced by over 71% initiated action to introduce into NATO an
since Executive Order 11652 went into effect and automatic downgrading and declassification system
this reduction is continuing. The number of patterned after that established by Executive
classifiers in Government now stands at approxi- Order 11652. During 1973 the State Department
mately 17,000 whereas in early 1972 it was 59,316. published five volumes in tue series "Foreign
Percentages of some of the major reductions Relatiovs of the United States" resulting in
achieved between the time the Executive Order declassification of approximately 8,000 hie.t
pent into effect and December 31, 1973, are as level documents on American foreign policy in
follows; Agency for International Development 1947 and 1948. These and other agency declassi-
and Overseas Private Investment Corporation - 70%, fication programs reflect the commitment of the
Arms Control & Disarmament Agency - 60%, Civil agencies to make the new classification and
Service Commission - 79%, Department of Commerce - declassification program work.
99%, Department of Defense - 76%, General Services
Administration - 96%, United States Information The quarterly reporting of classification abuses
Agency - 50%, Department of Justice - 542, is also useful. It reflects certain trends with
National Aeronautics and Space Administration - respect to the types of classification abuses
61%, Executive Office of the President - 81%, committed. We have found that abuses are committed

-.-.
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primarily in the following areas: (1) improper to make infcrmation regarding the affairs of
classification, (2) failure to properly mark a Government readily available to the public.
document with the stamps appropriate for assigned
classification and for the assigned declassifica- I have already indicated the Government's
tion schedule or exemption therefrom, and (3) the success in this area, but I would like to add
unauthorized use of classification authority, one more item. In order to make this new and

important right better known to the public the
Departments are required to take action to correct ICRC has published a pamphlet entitled Know
classificaýion abuses when they become known by Your Rights to Mandatory Review of Classified
notifying the responsible employees that their Documents. Numeroua copies of the pamphlet
actions are in violation of Executive Order 11652 have been furnished to all agencies dealing
and the implementing NSC Directive. Repeated with classified information and to members of
abuses are grounds for an administrative repri- the public. The pamphlet is an informative
mand. One very r tfpctive way to lover the number reply to a request to an agency for information
of classificat '  is through the use of on mandatory review rights. The ICRC has
frequent and w orientation and training suggested that when a Freedom of Information Act
programs. The lated such programs request is turned down by an agency because the
and has encouraý !ncies to do the same. requested document ib classified, an insert
Such programs hu .tfectively used by a such as this ICRC pamphlet in any turndown
number of the rept ag departments. It is response would be an ideal way to meaningfully
important that these programs impress on each comply with the spirit of the Executive Order
authorized classifier his or her new and personal and implementing NSC Directive. The first
responsibility with respect to clarsification printing of this pamphlet (3ome 15.000 copies)
decisions and impress upon them the fact that is all but done, and a second printing is now in
sloppy classification practices !an no longer be the works.
tolerated. I cannot stress the importance of
this statement enough except to say it again. The ICRC, I think, has made its belief clear that
Sloppy classification practices can no longer be a reduction in the number of documents classified
tolerated. is one indication of agency good faith in com-

plying with Executive Order 11652. Consequently,
Our unauthorized disclosures reports indicated it has encouraged such reductions in the firm
that there was a very limited number of important belief that a tighter classification system
unauthorized disclosures of classified information consistent with the requirements of the Executive
during calendar year 1975--10 to be ex&ct. None Order is a better system and one more in the
involved Top Secret information. The disclosures interest of the national security as well as in
consisted exclusively of leaks to the press, the interest of an informed citizenry. This
While any unauthorized disclosure of classified tighter system is mandated by the Order's
information is a serious matter, there are firm limited definitions of each of the three classi-
grounds for confidence that one of the primary fication cate3ories of Top Secret, Secret, and
goals of the Executive Order is being achieved, Confidential and by the prohibition against
i.e., the protection of information or material classification for purposes other than national
which bears directly on the effectiveness of our security purposes. The Order specifically states
national defense and the conduct of our foreign that in no case shall information be classified
relations, in order to conceal inefficiency or administra-

tive errors, to prevent embarrassment to a person
One especially noteworthy and innovative right or Department, to restrain competition or inde-
given by the Executive Order is the right of pendent initiative, or to prevent for any other
mandatory review which I touched on earlier, reason the release of information which does not
This is a right which allows any member of the require protection in the legitimate interest of
public or any governmental department to make a national security. The classification stamp mu.t
mandatory declassification review request of be used with judicious restraint. I firmly believe
classified information or material over 10 years that it Is in the real interest of the national
old provided that the information or material is security to have a tight system which commands
described with sufficient particularity to allow the respect of all who work with it. Executive
the requested agency to identify and find it and Order 11652 when fully implemented will be such
provided that the request is not unduly burden- a system.
some. This right of mandatory review is a major
progressive step forward in meeting one of the The second quarter of calendar year 1973 was the
primary goals of Executive Order 11652 which is first quarter for which the ICRC has complete



figures on the number of documents classified by On it there is a motto which was once called
most departments. While it is too early to see to my attention. It Is a quotation from the
if a definite downward trend has been established, Roman philosopher Seneca; he said: "I will
the Committee has been informed by several hold my rudder true." This is precisely what
agencies that they estimate that there have been the ICRC has been doing. And, ladies and
marked reductions in the number of documents gentlemen, in a bureaucracy as large as the
classified from years past. The ARC, for example, Federal Government's--that is no mean achieve-
shows an 83% reduction in the number of documents ment.
classified Top Secret in 1973. -The USIA estimates
that 30% fewer documents were classified in 1973 Thank you very much.
than in 1972. There are good grounds for hope
that as time goes on the statistics will demon- QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
strate a progressive reduction in classified
material and greater agency control over it. MR. CHELIUS: During the appeals process, does

a representative from the agency who is denied
All departmente having classification authority the request disqualify himself from voting?
were required by the NSC Directive to undertake
the establishment of a data index system no later MR. BROWN: Ordinarily when an appeal, or when
than July 1, 1973, for Top Secret, Secret, and a request, a mandatory review request, is made,
Confidential information in selected categories it goes to the department on the operational
approved by the ICRC as having sufficient histori- level that originally handled the material or
cal or other value appropriate for preservation, is responsible for the information contained in
The system is required to index the selected the material.
categories of Information and material produced
and classified after December 31. 1972. Detailed When an individual is turned down, it then is
instructions on how to set up the data index were appealed to Departmental Review Committee.

issued.January 23, 1973. Most agency systems are Now, the committee is set up with senior agency
fuLly opezational. While a few are still being officials. To my knowledge, these officials
developed the results, so far, are encouraging, usually are not in on the initial decision, and
However, this system is not nor was it ever if the appeal is subsequently turned down at
intended to be a panacea. It does, however, have the departmental committee level, it can be
a number of useful purposes particularly for those appealed to the ICRC, but, so far as I know,

smaller agencies who index 1002 of their classi- there's been no conflict.
fied material. It is also particularly useful
for information retrieval purposes. MR. ROBINSON: .lack Robinson from CNA, and I

would like to ask a question.
Since attending my first ICRC meeting In the
Roosevelt Room at the White House last summer, I One of the reports that you require is on
have been very impressed by the good sense, good abuses, and you have consented that there have
will, and firm dedication of the Committee's been some reported. It's a little hard to
members. Executive Order 11652 charted a new and visuali-e calling the shots on yourself and I
progressive course which the Committee has was just wondering the view of the committee
generally followed with an impressive tenacity as to what has been reported.
resulting In real progress. The Committee's
Annual Progress Report was recently publicly Could you give us some idea of perhaps numbers--
released by the White House Press Office. Upon if those are not improper to comment on--and
its release, Gerald Warren, Deputy Press Secretary, some of the of like, the DoD say, "By the way.
said that the President continues to take an we did make some abuses and we did this last
active interest in this program and he is quite week, and we shouldn't have."
pleased with the progress being made by the
Counittee. However, like anything else, progress MR. BROWN: Well, arý you can imagine, this is
has to continue or you lose ground. The Commit- a problem getting people to report on themselves,
tee thus has every intention of continuing its getting departments to report abuses to higher
implementation of this new and progressive levels. Many agencies are doing it. Some are
program. not doing it so well. There's a lot of improve-

ment that needs to be made in the reporting of
There is a bronze plaque on the wall of the classificational abuses, but I think as time
Roosevelt Room in which we meet honoring F.D.R. goes on and as the agencies become used to the
As yod know, he always loved the sea and sailing, system, they will report more and more abuses.
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I think it's more of a reflection on an agency these fallacies and these abuses to the extent
to report no abuses then to roport abuses, be- we can, I think we'll be in good shape.
cause we know there are abuses. If they're not
being reported, they're not doing their job. Now, 1 don't know about whether this five

hundred thousand documents of the department

Furthermore, Congress has expressed interest in are legitimately classified Lop secret or not.
this. The Muskie Committee recently asked for I would assume they are. As Joe Liebling
copies of all the reports of classification pointed out, there are over three million
abuses. We've got a similar request for the people within the Department of Defense. There
Moorehead Committee, so I think it's going to are a lot of documents being classified, but I
be incumbent upon every agency to be honest and am also sure that there are a lot of documents
straightforward in reporting the abuses, right now In the Department of Defense that

have been improperly classified, but the
I think the best way to find abuses in the way important point 1 think is that they have
that the ICRC has set up and that is for the recognized this. The policy makers in the
agencies to have departmental inspection pro- Department of Defense have started off on the
grams rnd hay, good programs that can report right track. They're getting the word out.
these abuses to the committee.

One way they're getting the word out is by the
MR. FLORENCE: This is Bill Florence, Consultant. very fact that Joe Liebling appeared here today
My question goes to the degree of progress that and told you what their policy is, and I think
I'm hearing so many statements about recently, they are making progress.
today's luncheon talk, and your talk, and I have
in mino a figure of the number of top secret Now, perhaps as to the specifics on it, Joe or
documents that--cited as representing a degree Art VanCook could comment.
of progress, and implementing Executive Order
11652. The Department of Defense has stated MR. VAN COOK: I'm Art VanCook, Director,
that they have five hundred and forty-one Information Security Division, Office of Deputy
thousand five hundred and thirty-nine documents Assistant Secretary of Defense. I want to talk
marked Top Secret. about the five hundred and forty-one thousand

five hundred and thirty-nine documents that
Now, by your Executive Order definition, this Bill alluded to.
means that each and every one of those documents
subjected to unauthorized disclosure will cause He knows as well as many of us here that we
exceptionally grave damage to this nation, not have to be talking about information rather
just grave damage, but exceptionally grave damage, than we do documents. Now, one piece of in-
end my question is; At what point in time would formation that's generated at the National
you consider that you have reached the goal of Security Council level to get to the Department
only top secret information being in those of Defense worldwide may result in the creation
documents that were treated, qualified? For the of ten thousand documents, but in those ten
point Is, I don't think that the country could thousand documents is the same piece of infor-
stand five hundred forty-one thousand exception- mation. So it's not that we have five hundred
ally grave damages, and forty-one thousand five hundred and thirty-

nine separate pieces of information. We do
There must be some place here where there's an have five hundred forty-one thousand five
excessive number of documents, and I just wonder hundred thirty-nine originals and copies there-
if this is the sort of a criteria that you might of; how many originals. I don't know, but just
have in mind here as to A certain amount of to conduct the Department of Defense business,
progress made, to say, "We've got there." we have to get these documents disseminated on

a worldwide basis.
MR. BROWN: As I indicated, we have made progress
and we've made significant progress, but you know Now, how much Information we're talking about
it's like anything else, the job is never done. that's in the top secret category, I can't tell

you, but we do have safeguarding procedures
I've also indicated that i' will require con- established in both the Department of Defense
tinuing oversight. As long as you have human and defense industry which are designed to
beings working with the program, you're going to protect these individual pieces of paper.
have fallacies; you're going to have abuses, and
whatnot, but as long as we can continue to have I think you sliould have no fear that we've got
an oversight responsibility and to cut down on five hundred and forty-one thousand or a half
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a million documents kicking around, floating. Now, I ask about the five hundred forty-one

Each and erery one is under some stringent safe- thousand documents and I'm told just the infor-

guarding procedures, and we've had--I don't know mation is important, that these five hundred

of any unauthorised disclosures in the Top Secret forty-one thousand may be many, many copies of

classification category within the past year or the aame item of inforration.

two years or three, or whatever so I think we

have to be talking more on information than we MR. LIEBLING: That's correct. One, you gave

should be talking about pieces of information an indication that we have twenty-five percent

which are lying around in safes* reduction. Now, within that reduction, it can

be a downgrading or elimindtion from inventory.

The point is. that we are working toward reducing Now. the degree, of course, we don't know,

our classified inventories, in this case, a because we don't have total numbers.

reduction of twenty-five percent, to eliminate

or to reduce the hazard of unauthorized dis- Now, as you said, "as far as you can determine."

closure. How can you know if you do not have access to

those documents at all?

MR. FLORENCE: May I follow through just to be

sure I've got the answer to the question I asked7 We've indicated a twenty-five percent reduction

and all we're poTtraying is the fact of a pro-

I think I do h.ive the answer, that the repre- 8ressive action. We're not saying we have a

sentation of using documentation of five hundred utopion solution to the pr:blem at all. There

forty-one thousand is not itself any degree or isn't any speaker yet in the last four years

Indication of reducing classification of infor- who has said that.

meation.

HR. CHELIUS: I think--I'm not sure--I think DOD PANEL--PROGRESS AND EFFECTS OF iMPLfE2ENTA-

that's a misleading statement, Bill. TION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11652
MR. ARTHUR VAN COOK, Moderator

MRg. FLORENCE: It's a question of if thAL is an Director. Informatiot, Security Division

indication of reducing the classification of Office of Deputy Assistant secreat-y of

information, then Mr. VanCook seems to be a Defense (Security Policy)

little bit out of sympathy with the idea. Office of Assistant Secretary of l)etem-e
(Comptroller)

Mr. VanCook said that you've got to put your mind

on the information aspects of the classification LT. CO[. CHARLES T, GRIMES, USA. Panelist

rtetod, not on the number of documents, and so i Office of Assistant Chief of Staff for

will ask if Mr. VanCook will answer then: Isn't Intelligence

the information aspect of what we're talking about Derartment of the Army

the important thing and not the number of vehicles MR. FRANK LARSEN, Panelist

called documents that carry that information? Head, Security Review and Classificaition Section

Office of Chief of Naval Operations

MR. CHELIUS: Art? Department of the Navy

MR. LIEBLING: 1ay I ask a question, please? MR. LAWRENCE MYERS

Chief, Classification and Information Security

MR. CHELIUS: Nr. Liebling, the Office of the Branch

Assistant Secretary of Defensi. Headquarters, USAF

MR. LIEZLING: Are you talking about the fact, PRFSENTATION BY MR. VAN COOK

Bill, that the half-million was excessive or

that they may be overclassified? It is my pleasure to again appear before this

audience. Mr. Liebling, in his presentation

KR. FLORENCE: My question now is that the repre- this afternoon, covered generally the, high-

nentation of a reduction of the number of docu- lights of the progress of the Department of

scents does not--as far a. I can tell--show a Defense since promulgation of Executive Order

reduction of the classification of Information. 11652. 1 am joined here this afternoon with

This was reprevented as being "We're making Larry Myers of the Department of the Air Force,
Trogiess w n reprsnas bein We'remaFrank Larsen of the Department of the Navy and
progress in hearing classtfictin n of information, Col. Grimes of the Department of the Army. It

progessin earng cassfictio of nfomaton, is our intent to familiarize you with results of

because we got five hundred forty-one thousand certin p ogr amslwhich s ow conclu esvly ht

documents." certain programs which show conclusively that



the Department of Defense Information Security inspections were conducted within the DoD com-
Program is being carried out with a high degree ponents. In addition, approximately 10,000
of initiative and effectiveness. informal reviews and security assistance visits

were conducted during the same period. As a
I deal with the members of this Panel directly result of these inspections and reviews, signi-
on an every day basis. Since I have been ficant reductions have been made in the numbers
assigned as Director of Information Security, I of classified documents held in ccmponent inven-
have enjoyed a close working relationship with tories. For example, in one major component, an
them and they have cooperated fully with me and 88% reduction in classified holdings has been
members of m staff. I take this opportunity to achieved. These reductions, in turn, have
express my appreciation to each of them. They resulted in the reduction of the physical storage
are prepared to expand on certain portions of my facilities required and have improved the security
presentation and to be responsive to your ques- of that classified information remaining in in-
tions concerning any and all portions. ventory by consolidation of resources. Concomi-

tantly, components have reported a notable re-
From the outset of the establishment of the In- duction in administrative security violations
formation Security Program, top level management by as much as 432 in some .ctivities. The fore-
in the Department of Defense has emphasized the going results are positive manifestations of
need for immediate and effective implementation effective monitorship and implementation of the

and has called for maximum support and continuous Information Security Program in the Department
monitorship on the part of command and super- of Defense.
visory officials at all levels throughout the
Department. To assist in obtaining assurance To make Program reviews and inspections more
that this was being accomplished, Mr. Liebling effective, an inspection checklist was developed
on June 13, 1972, established an Evaluation which is comprised of 83 questions, each refer-
Division in his office. This Division is charged enced to specific and pertinent portions of DoD
with the responsibility for monitorship ot the Regulation 5200.1-R. Program reviews have shown
Department of Defense Information Security that the checklist is being widely used by com-
Program through inspection and reporting. Since ponents as an educational tool and in the inapec-

its establishment, members of this Division have tion programs.
conducted reviews of the Information Security
Program as major DoD component headquarters and We have closely examined the results of the
at major Defense Contract facilities throughout Program reviews conductd in component head-
the United States. quarters. Where deficiencies have been identi-

fied; component senior officials have been
The Information Security Program reviews and requested to take necessary corrective action

inspections conducted by the Evaluation Division and to report when such action has bean accow-
have proved beneficial in identifying both plished. In addition, component senior officipils
positive and negative aspects of program imple- are made aware of the innovative approaches to
mentation and are one uf our most effective effective implementation developed by other
monitorship tools at the Departmental level, activities and are encouraged to adopt similar

Besides thnir value in identifying trends, they procedures where feasible.
also bring to our attention the development of
novel and innovative approaches within various One of the most recent significant tallow-on
DoD components which are designed to increase monizorship activities has been a project to

the effectiveness of Program implementation. review the implementation of the Information
Security Program rithin the major activities of

To ensure that effective monitorship programs the Office of the Secretary of Defense. This
are in being within componente as well as at the action could have a significant impact on achieving
Departmental level, the senior officials of all the goals established by the President in Executive
DoD components, who are responsible for the Order 11632 because it is at the highest Depart-

Information Security Program were requested to mental levels where control and curtailment of

provide an analysis of the inspection programs classifications and exemptions can have the most
conducted in their respective components during significant influence on the volume of classified
the period June 1, 1972 through December 31, 1973. documents created.

Review of DoD component self-inspection reports In conjunction with the establishment of monitor-
indicated that during the period June 1, 1972 ship programs, the Assistant Secretary of Defense
through December 31, 1973, over 2500 formal (Comptroller) has directed that the designation



of classification authorities will he limited to future which deal with information related to
the minimum number of absolutely required for that covered by the revised guidance.
efficient administration. Since the issounce of
Executive Order 11652, the Department of Defense As a by producc of this review and report, the
has reduced Top Secret classification authorities following significant benetits were gained-
from 803 to 591, Secret classification author-
ities from 6,884 to 3.025 and Confidential 9 Many technical characteristics of seven
authorities from 23,361 to 3,417, The latest missile systems, one radar system and 126
total of 7,033 classification authorities repre- ordnance systems were downgraded and the
seants a net reduction of 24,015 classification fiscal data relating to these latter systems
authorities, or approximately a 77% reduction was declassified. In addition, 10 air
from the number of officials previously autho- weapon systems were totally or partially
rized to classify information under Executive downgraded and the hardware of two electronic
Order 10501, as amended. systems was declassified.

The Department of Defense has also directed One activity reported that 68,346 classified
continuing action toward limiting the use of maps and associated documents were declassi-.
Exemption Authority within the Department. To fied, 14,000 were downgraded to Confidential
this end, the Assistant Secretary of Defense and 19,300 downgraded to Secret. The reduc-
(Comptroller) called for the detailed review of tion in requirements associated with the
classified information by responsible officials protection of these documents such as
to ensure that, on every item of that informa- handling, transmission and accountability,
tion, the classification levels assigned and resulted in a cost avoidance of approximately
dates or events for downgrading and declassifi- $22,800. In addition, 387 tons of Confidential
cation are the minimum consistent with the material and 111,600 Secret documents were
interests of national security. destroyed in this same activity.

To complement this action, the Assistant Secre- a Downgrading and declassification action on
tary of Defense (Comptroller) on October 18, 1973, one classified Project resulted in an esti-
in a memorandum to the heads of all DoD compo- mated cost avoidance of approximately $iO0,000.
nents, directed that during the period November
1, 1973 th. )ugh October 31, 1974, a mandatory In a separate action, Mr. Liebling in August 1972,
review of all security classification guidance initiated a project to review for downgrading and
issued by or under the auspices of their respec- declassification Military Standardization Handbook
tive components be conducted and the results of 140C, Security Classification and Cognizant
that review be provided to his office on a Activity of Electronic Equipment. This handbook
quarterly basis. lists over 100,000 separate items of standardized

electronic equipment both classified and unclassi-
The results of the review conducted by components fied.
for the first two quarters under this program
have been examined. These results indicate that The results of this review completed on March 31,
9,916 Program/System/Project security classifira- 1973, show that of the 7,338 classified items
tion guides and Contract Security Classification contained in the Handbook, total declassifica-
Specifications were reviewed. tion was accomplished for 2,350 of them. This

represents a 32% reduction in classification.
Of these, 23% were revised to cause earlier dowr- Action on this project Is continuing to determine
grading and declassification and 10.5% were statistics on the number of pieces of hardware
revised to cause fewer exemptions from the and documentation such as technical and modifica-
General Declassification Schedule. In other tion work orders that have been declassified as
words, over 3300 classification guides and a result of this action. Initial result3 indi-
Contract Security Classification Specifications cate that literally hundreds of thousands of
were revised to accelerate the downgrading and sets, component parts, spare parts and technical
declassification process. The significance of and modification work orders will be declassified.
zhis action is that the revision of these
guidances, in turn, will cause earlier down- In support of the President's program for the
grading and declassification of hundreds of declassification ar.d release of historical records,
thousands of documents which are already classi- the Deputy Secretary of Defense approved guide-
fied on the basis of the original guidance and lines to authorize blanket declassification of
will eliminate the unnecessary classification of the great majority of the Department's official
a like amount of documents to be created in the records dated prior to July 1. 1950. Declassifi-

cation teams of major components are engaged in
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the review of this material and thus far, have and tranofeyvinS It to Federal Records Centers
reviewed and approved for declassification with- in o: er te t -Jnce the classified inventory to
in the Department over 110,000 linear feet of the v..imum consist .it with operation and
classified recerds. The Archivist of the United national securit4 requirements. The Department's
States has been authorized by the Secretary to Information Sect'-ity Program managers plan to
apply these guidelines to Deiense records held conduct another "I' program during this calendar
In his custody. Through the application of the year.
Defense guidelines to these records, the
National Archives and Records Service, In To have •ze e- finitive data available regarding
cooperation with the Department of Defense, has the clasuified inventory of Defense Industrial
declassified approximately 50,000,000 pages. A facilities, the Defense Contract Administration
study is currently being conducted to determine Services was directed to conduct a survey of all
vhether it is feasible to apply similar guide- industrial facilities under its cognizance to
lines for the decl.ssification of official obtain data on the volume of classified docu-
Departmental records as they become 20 years ments received, generated, transmitted or referred
old. outside the facility, destroyed, declassified and

held in inventory in the various classification
At the Department's request, the United States categories for Fiscal Year 72.
delegation to the NATO Security Committee sub-
mitted a Defense developed proposal to that The survey shoved that the beginning FY 72 in-
Committee to incorporate within NATO, a classi- ventory was comprised of 15,390,167 classified
fication management program similar to that which documents. The inventory at the end of FY 72
is in use throughout the Department of Defense showed a total of 13,876,192 classified documents;
and which is based on the provisions of Fxecutive a net reduction of 1,513,675 classified documents
Order 11652. or 10% of the beginning inventory. The results

of this survey are a good indication that industry,
if adopted, this proposal will provide, for the consistent with good records management practices,
riret time, an automatic downgrading and declassi- is progressively reducing its classified inventory.
fication system within NATO.

In connection with quarterly reports, extensive
Concurrent with the actions thus far described, effort has been expended by the Department in an
the Department of Defense has been actively effort to develop viable sampling techniques

engaged in developing ways and means of reducing which will provide the Interagency Classification
classified inventories and in gathering statisti- Review Committee with a reliable estimate of
cal data in order to establish a statistical base classification/downgrading/declassification
against which to measure program progress with a actions of the Department worldwide. On April 5,
higher degree of accuracy. 1973, the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Comptroller) requested the heads of the Military
i'or example, on December 14, 1972, the Deputy Departments to conduct a survey of at least two

Secretary of Defense directed the heads of all activities in their respective services during
Department of Defense components to conduct a the period Hay 1 through May 31, 1973.
Top Secret inventory riduction project within
their respective activities during the period A total of seventy-five (75) activities were
February 1, 1973 through March 31, 1973. selected by the Military Departments for the

conduct of the survey. The results showed that
Reported results of this project showed that the approximately 7% of the information created in
Department of Defense met the established 25% the surveyed activities was being placed in the
reduction goal. By March 31, 1973, 180,469 docu- Advanced Declassification Schedule, 42% in the
ments were eliminated from the Top Secret inven- General Declassification Schedule, 42% exempted
tory leaving a total of 541,539. This was from the General Declassification Schedule, and
accomplishes. generally by the destruction. 7% excluded. The higher than desired exemption

rate may be explained by the fact that many of
The results of this program show that the task of the selected activities were heavily involved in
weeding out non-record material which serves no intelligence and communications activities.
useful purpose can be accomplishEd. Department Despite this fact, the results do provide an
of Defense components have been urged by top accurate base against which to measure program
level management to continually examine classi- progress in the same activities. To achieve
fied material in files and storage areas with a this end, the heads of the Military Departments
view to declassifying, downgrading, destroying were requested to conduct, during the period



may 1 - May 31, 1974, another survey of the After more than a year's experience with the
same activities which were selected last year. Information Security Program and based on the

results of Departmental Program reviews, it
:o be more responsive to the requirements of became evident that certain changes were
the Quarterly Sumary Report to the Interagency required in the Department's implementing

Classification Review Committee. the Department regulation to improve its effectiveness.
han also utilized statistical data developed by

the Defense Communications Agency through the For example, experience taught us that changes
Switch Network Automatic Profile System (SNAPS). were required to be made to the regulation to
This is an established automated sampling system re-institute the former Group 3 provision for
for the gathering of data on the total number of automatic downgrading. A change was, therefore,
messages processed through 19 switch network made to the regulation which prescribes that
communications centers worldwide. As presently former Group 3 material shall be downgraded at
established, the system allows the Department to 12 year intervals but not automatically declassi-
report, on a quarterly basis, the total number fied. This action will, through downgrading,
of messages generated throughout the Department remove numerous documents from the requirements
by classification category. For example, during of annual inventory and at the same time, will
the period September 1, 1973 through November 30, assist in ensuring that new documents deriving
1973, there were 6,750 Top Secret, 223,250 their classification from this category of
Secret and 659,400 Confidential messages pro- documents are classified at levels consistent
cessed in worldwide communications centers. It with current national security interests.
should be pointed out that only 5% of the total
message traffic processed is classified. Another major change was adopted which was

designed to accelerate declassification of in-
To improve on this presently established sampling formation and material and minimize exemptions.
system and thereby be more responsive to Inter- Departmental Program Reviews and comments from
agency Classification Review Committee require- the field indicated that more information was
ments, the Assistant Secretary of Defense being exempted under the category 3 provisions
(Comptroller) requested the Defense Communica- of the Executive Order than was believed neces-
tions Agency to conduct a feasibility study to sary. By placing information in this category,
determine the mechanics and lead-time require- clauuification would bp maintained for periods
ments for modification of the Switch Network up to 30 years from the date of origin. '7o
Automatic Profile System to permit the gathering accelerate declassification, the regulation
of statistical data regarding the downgrading/ was changed to provide that information placed
declassification/exemption status of all classi- in exemption category 3 concerning scientific
fied messages. That study was recently completed and technical matters, installations, programs
and the results showed that the gathering of the and the like shall be automatically declassified
data is feasible. Consequently, the added at the end of 15 calendar years. This is a
sampling requirement was levied on the Defense progressive action which should force Top
Communications Agency and the first quarterly Secret Classification Authorities to more
report is due to be submitted in July 1974. closely examine information being placed in

this Exemption category.
The Department of Defense undertook to establish
a data index system in accordance with the provi- In addition to these major changes, other sub-
sions of the May 17, 1972 National Security stantive changes were adopted which impose more
Council Directive. It was decided that initial restrictive guidelines for the designation of
Data Index System actions by the Department should original classification authority who authorized,
be taken on a selective basis in a few key compo- approved or sanctioned exemptions called for in
nents. To this end, the already automated Docu- a classification guide to be placed on the docu-
ments Control System in the Office of the Joint ment. This latter change will allow speedier
Chiefs of Staff, the Defense Documentation identification of the exemptor when a question
Center System and the Documents Indexing System arises as to overuse of exemption authority.
in the Defense Communications Agency have been
designated as the data bases for initial Data Because of the number of these and editorial
Index System implementation, Should the initial changes involved, it was decided to publish a
phase of implementation prove to be practical complete reissuance of DoD Regulation 5200.1-R.
and economical, the system will be extended
throughout Headquarters offices in the National The ultimate success of any Information Security
Capital Region. Program depends upon the individual - his
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motivation, his dedication and his knowledge and interpretation of the Information Security
femiliarity with Information Security practices, Program with particular erphasis on proper
policies and procedures. classification of information In the interests

of national security; progressive downgrading
Recognizing the importance of this "keystone" and declassification; and safeguarding of
element, both the Office of the Secretary of classified inforw .ion against unauthorized
Defense and the Defense components have taken disclosure. This all encompassing course should
positive steps toward educating military and materially assist personnel in implementing and
civilian perscrnnel at all levels of command and monitoring the Department's Information Security
supervision to assure full understanding and Program at command and organizational levels and
compliance with the Executive Order, the National in satisfying command/supervisory responsibilitier
Security Council Directive and the Department's for effective compliance with Program requtrements.
implementing regulation. In this regard, regula-
tory issuances, presentations, video tapes, The "pilot" class for this course was conducted
articles and publications have been used to in June 1974. Attendance at this class was
advantage, limited to invited representatives who were,

themselves, knowledgeable of the subject matter
Since the date of promulgation of the Executive and who could, therefore, provide valid comments
Order, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for improvement of subject matter or manner of
(Security Policy) and senior representatives of presentation in future classes. Their comments
his office have participated in numerous national are currently being evaluated. Seven classes
security seminars and symposia such as this. It are scheduled for FY 75. During FY 76, a
has been repeatedly emphasized at these gather- traveling team will be established to present
ings that the overriding objective of the Execu- the class at various Government and Defense
tive Order is to make more information on govern- Contractor activities throughout the United
ment affairs more readily available to the public. States.
Moreover, attendees have been consistently urged
to become personally involved in the Program and PRESENTATION BY LT. COL. GRIMES
to challenge government classifications when they
felt that overclassification or unnecessary I'm Lt. Col. GrImes and I represent the office
classification was involved. of the Assistant Chief of Staff, Department of

the Army.
Within the components, in addition to formal
classroom instructions, security managers use Gene, if you can get Gen. Abrams to sign a general
security briefings, conferences, security news- order confirming this (pointing to the rank of
letters, bulletins and security assistance visits Colonel on his name plate), I'd be forever grate-
to enhance the quality of the instruction. ful.

Ongoing planning within components includes the Mr. Brown was speaking today about the Interagency
development of specdfic programs to include (1) Classification Review Committee, and I'd like to
Information Security Training at Service Schoohs, reemphasize some of the things that he told you.
(2) the development of methods and training aids
designed to assist action officers, clerks, Freedom of Information, FOI, as we call it, is
typists and secretaries in applying classifics- personal to me, because I'm also the Secretary of
tion/downgrading/declassification markings, the Army Classification Review Committee. I wish
(3) special educational needs based upon the I could tell you that we haven't been inundated

* findings of component inspection programs and with appeals for information, but we have.
(4) Information Security training of reserve
personnel in order to use their services, in We haven't had a lot of appeals, but the quality
turn, as instructors in the field during their and the quantity is staggering.
annual. two weeks acti, uuty training.

In fact, Friday, just before I left to come douwn
Finally, in the education and training field, the here, I fin~zhed a thirty-volume history of theDepartment has established an Information Security Counter Intelligence Corps, it covered the period

Management Course at the Defense Industrial 1918 through the Korean War. It was like trying
Security Institute. This course, of two weeks to declassify the Encyclopedia Brittanica.
duration, will be available for both Government
and Defense Contractor security management It's just amazing, and it's all being done for one
personnel. Its purpose Is to provide these individual. This gentleman is going to receive apersonnel a comprehensive understanding and sanitized copy of the history. I don't think

everyone here is aware that this is a requirement,
In the Army.
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If an individual requests a document, and we back to the originator, or to the contracting
can't give it to him because of classification, official for further guidance.
we are required to sanitize it; in other words,
remove that which is exemt and provide him with I know this does not set too well with the
the information that is unclasoified, This is a people that are out there in industry. They
horrendous problem. I personally spent two weeks think this is going to jeopardize their contract.
standing in front of a Xerox machine reproducing But I think if you go back and say, "look, we're
this document and 1 can assure you it is a questioning under paragraph such-and-such of the
terrible problem, because we are just not staffed regulation," you will be doing exactly what
for it. This added burden had to be performed in Mr. Liebling wants you to do. If you don't get
addition to my normal duties as a Department of any reaction to your question within thirty days,
the Army Information Security Staff Officer. I guarantee that if you write to us you will get
There are two of us providing this service with- action. I think that Ed Reiss here can verify
in the Army and it is a tremendous--and I repeat that. His boss is quite interested in the
that--a tremendous burden, but it is being done authorities and in the downgrading instructions
and it is being done in light of and in accord- that are on AMC contracts.
ance with the guidance given by the President.
We are all, I think, trying to get as much infor- Ed is with AMC, by the way.
mation to the public as possible.

I have seen letters that were sent out by Hq.
We had another individual who came in and appealed, AMC stressing such action by their subordinants.
one appeal, eighty documents. Now, I'm not Now, if you cooperate, here is a way in which
speaking about four or five pages per document. you can help us to do what the President would
I'm speaking about area studies on Hungary, like us to do. It gives you, if you will, a
studies on Japan, area studies on China, and littie clout. You can question the classifica-
several other countries all of which are classi- tion--ox the downgrading of a document; by that,
flied. 1 mean, has it, in fact, gone before a Top Secret

Authority, or is this just a contracting officer's
This material must be sanitized, and this is a opinion? If it is, then he has violated the
very ditticult prublem. in many instances, there Security Regulation, and we would like to know
is State Department, JCS and intelligence material about it. I'm sure Hr. Bro,n would, too.
incorporated in each volume so there's the addi- Remember that this response is supposed to be
tional problem of coordinating with these agencies, provided to you within thirty days, If you
The Job, however, is being done; it's a little havea't received it within a reasonable amount
slow in some instances, but everybody is trying of time, I'm sure tha' if you put a little note
very hard. What I'm saying is that I support on it and fire a copy of that up to us, we'll
Mr. Brown's position. We down at the working get a reply pretty quickly.
level, are definitely, behind the effort. The
reason I bring this out is because the next topic That's really all I have, I don't want to repeat
that I want to discuss with you is the reduction what Mr. Van Cook has already said, so we'll
in the number of classification authorities. leave it open to questions.

In the Army a year and a half ago, we had over PRESENTATION BY MR. LARSEN
thirteen thousand authorized classifiers. The
most recent report that I submitted this past Progress is the theme, and if you'll remember,
Friday shows us below three thousand, last year Dan Dinsn% reported to you that as a

result of the Naval Inspector General's review
We now have only fifty-three positions in the of the offices of CNO, some rather serious
Army that are authorized to exempt material, discrepancies (which were no surprise) existed
That is not very many, and what it really boils regarding our classification management program.
down to is that the action officer must go through
his boss to a TOP SECRET authority to obtain docu- As a result of his report, which was approved
ment exemption. This is often difficult, so what by the Chief of Naval Operations, we had a
does he do? He uses outdated lnt-uctions on the charter to move out and do something about
material to be classified, The result is that you control and make progress with a good classifica-
may receive improper guidance from your contracting tion management program in the Navy, and I'm here
officer. We cannot look at each contract--it today to very briefly try and report what we feel
would be impossible for us, but you can. In Regu- are some of our successes in this regard.
lation 5200.1-R, there is a requirement that allows
anyone who receives a document on which the classi- Success is kind of a relative thing. I'm reminded
fication or the downgrading is questionable, to go of the two gals who competed throughout the years
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No, I won't rcloist that we' re doing a perfect job. As tar ats I know, only thea Air Force hast on Its

but I think the Air F~orce is doing a good job slid books one rule that is a atop forward. That Is
doing a better jcib year by year. I don't clkair.. a rule that permits any individual in the Air
any credit for thisl, because classification Force to come inito departmental headquarters
manage~ment is largely a matter of cooperation with no fear of, being stopped by a commander
amonlg alot of people. Thtinga don't Set done by along the line, andl to be Augured a reply. In
any onl: person. Here at the seminar. tite of the any case where there is even the slightest

moot valuable things that will happen will be the allegation of classification to hitte inefficiency
interc-hange tif ideas atmong yourselves, amoni all or embarrassment.
of us. Some improvements will result,. and I hope
that there will be r. lot tit that interchanige. A How. while we have had no such case reported, we
little arithmetic shows that--at a time when feel the reporting procedure is particularly
we ro all mhort on personnel In clausification important . The problem in clasalficat ion Is otit
management--about four man years are beving devoted particularly that the Navy or the Air Force or
ito thin nominat- by youir at tendance, and the prep- the Army classify an operational plan. It is

orat ion for It. kir look at it another way: about not particularly that we classify one piece of
a, million dollars has been spent in travel. per tec~hnical inforhiation. Tlhe major problems arise
diem satlaries. *and so, forth. It doesn 't matter when and It peoplIr feel a c tasuif icat ion is made
whether it's my salary or Arit'a salary or the ito keep) informat ion from the ptubl ic Intentilonally.
"ZOAlay oif anly contractor. It All Comes out (if Our rule am it fimplieH Ostrate that any charge of
Govorunm'nt t ax's, so I'm ner toin when I sany thle that wort cannot he short at pped, cannot be
tintorchange ot ideas should hr ing foi th something blocked from htvailquat-terr, And providesi for the
produc't ivi'. individual to corre~spond directl1y with It if hi'

hams nout rece ivedl acknowi edgmm'nt
]it talking about improvementra that have been made.
I note again that they are mat ters of cooperat I ill Another point where I think the Air Force is
anid I dono't claim them all to he Air Force only. doing well, andi I think otherm are, too, to Isn
"Sope of thle changes are major. Some ate minor, the review ot World War document a. Now, I'm
hut I thla~k they're all rersna.li.told that the Air force is well ahead of t he

schedule of completing thism Johbhy 'i!S. We' re
Firet of Aill. in reviewing our Air Force guides. movins, ahlead of others, anid we're moving ahead
I svet that the conversion to the fi ft-ven-year oft til hinaer.
decltasi titeat ion rule for scientific and techni-
cal materiAl is appearing pretty much across the If that 's trute. I t hink t hat Alan Thompsion has
board. You have some gtuides thait haven't boon it bigi share oft the credit coming to film, because
converted yet,* but it's being atdopted and pot we senit him raw people ovter there. Hvi' sat them
into efflect in the guidies ast they'ro~ rewritten, down and workedi with them and provided them with
it should be noted that ithe 15-yrar rult; in not aulminist rat ivi support and with the loiadership
ani Idea that originated with the Air Force. It to get something done ont that job. A big job lit
oriliinatod in Mr. Liebhling'a office, in Hr. Van being done.
Cook'st oftlieo.

Additionally, we moved outside of the archbives
We support it who leheartotit y . and have Lihe sAnne kind of review going Into out

Air Force Histori cal material,* and I 'm happy ito
"Secondly * I think that t he new tiecurity manager's say we've completetd the World War !I perilod And
couro e is probably the biggest single stop for- %tand now betwoen World War 11 and Korea.
ward thatt'a been taken. There's boon a real need
tor ouch at %course. Theo idea originated with A.iothor point--one that I'm very happy with.
everybody. and if it' eventually a Whopping Again, we're talking about old documents, and
auCCOs., it w!il b4.a credit to the people At t he it has to do with the Library of Congross. It'"
11efenav Inst it nie ii Richmond so murti as anybody. a I air oxnmpl1 of cooperat ion, I think.
But I would note that on our own part, we went
out of ouir way to help that school get tiff itt, There were sit ttug in thle Library ot Congress
atround by hleIping draft course outi1 los and by thousnilds tif V111hi feet of c lass if it' doculments
rev low lg the course. And we took one stolp wi thi no l ikel ~ihood thait the.y Woull Ill ever be
furthiert We looked avrons Weat Coast it, E~ant roviewed for doc matinficAtioti for two' reaisons.
Coast to see who we thougtht wats tho botit manl to
he noi insruaictor in that course, and w e coo- One' ot them wits that the Library of Conigresso
ilinded hife seolection. I hope the Instiittuto finds was outside thle Uxok-tt iye Branch And thie seconid
him at happ11Y choliC, reason derived t rom the fact that the Itbrtiry
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had no declassification authority. This cane to we have an exceptionally fine program for pre-
our attention in the Air Force and, admittedly, santing the guidance to the man who has the
all we had was an idea. authority to make exceptions to the GDS, and for

processing this material through so that proper
We drafted up a proposal and wrote back to them, approval is received. I'm not going to discuss
recommended they Sn in and ask for authority to it in detail, because Mr. Klein will talk to you
apply the same guidelines used by the National about it later, but I note that OSR has seen fit
Archives and to apply that not only for the Air to point to it as an example which we can use
Force, but DoD-wide also. elsewhere in the Air Force.

That action took us, I suppose, about one hour I'm sure that the Air Force was ahead of all
of our time. It took probably several score of other agencies in any part of the Government in
hours to be staffed by Mr. Van Cook and others establishing a desired objective of stating a
in his office, but it came out and the Library topic-by-topic declassiftcation date, rather than
of Congress now has the authority and the guide- the mere entry of GDS or XGDS in classification
lines and those documents that were frozen there guides. We haven't reached a point where that's
before will be declassified, done in all guides, but the guides are coming in

in Ilrge numbers with Topics identified for down-
I'd like to point to an area where I think the grading to 1 such-and-such, information, secret,
Air Force has done something very worthwhile, confidential, and unclassified with the year shown
The rest of DoD has moved up ahead of the Govern- for each ac:ion. You'll find that a large amount
ment as a whole by moving from a thirty-year of the work on that, in some of the best guides.
guideline to a 1950 declassification standard, is coming out of our Aeronautic Systems Division,
Their policy says that all documents, with a few where Mr. Gates is in charge as far as classifi-
exceptions, l9O and earlier, will be declassi- cation is concerned.
fied. I'm happy to say that within the Air Force,
for our own information only, we have similar One more itemi earlier, Mr. Liebling mentioned
guidance and have had it for some time. It the authority of the Assistant Secretary of
extends through i955, which simplifies Lite DefenrsE to declassify documents. In our Initial
declassification a great deal. implementation, we gave to our Air Force Office

of Information the full authority to declassify
In one particular area, we have made, I think, a after completion of their security review, and
very large achievement. I don't know how many of this has sped up the process many times.
you have had occasion to see our nuclear weapons
classification guide. It's been completely It doesn't mean they can overrule the Air Force,
revised to bring it up-to-date in terms of the but it does mean the results of their review are
new Executive Order, and I believe that it will authority enough without going back to anyone
stand up in comparison with any guide throughout else.
DoD or throughout the Governmet.t in terms of
excellence as a classification guide. The As a general statement, and I hope that others
particular reason I wanted to mention that here here would support us (I am thinking primariiy
was to add a footnote for some of you. of Art), I believe that in any case where there's

been a proposal for liberalization and broader
A person that many of you know well retired just declassification standards, the Air Force has,
last month from the Air Force, and that's Ed without exception, supported the proposal. Now,
Calvert. As an informational aside, fur those of there'll come a time, I'm sure, when we'll be on
you who don't remember him, Ed was one of the the other aide, but I believe our performance to
originators of the Society, one of the people who date will show that in general we are pushing for
eat down to talk over the idea. an original broader declessification guidelines and earlier
founder, an editor of the bulletin, and produced dates.
the finest series of professional bulletins in
this area. He has retired and is back in Ohio, As a last point I'd like to mention again that
If any of you would like to get ahold of him, I from all of this, I don't claim a superlntive
can tell you how, job. There Is always room for improvement. We

think we're doing a good job, and we' think we're
Some of the things that have been done in the Air improving.
Force that are noteworthy and the credit should
go to activities below Heodquarters level. In our I'd like also to get back to my initial point
Space amid Missiles Syatems Organization ao L.A., about the hope there will be an interchange of
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ideas here. I know Fred Daigle and I met down I get questions from time to time, of course,
at Richmond where he was kind enough to come and from contractors other than for Lance, even, and
help in the critique of the security course. He I'm able to direct those people to the action
gave me a problem of his, and by the time I'd officer for the nearest project that they re-
been back in Washington a few days, I think we'd quIre assistance from.
solved it. Jim Buckland was there and he raised
a question to me. We were able, I believe, to Secondly, I'd like to get back ta the informa-
give a satisfactory answer. I hope that the tion that we at the, I believe, lower grass
Society here will try to solve pro*alems and make roots level need from time to time. It took us
real progress for all of the Govecnment community a year working, pleading, cajoling, whatever
by turning this four man years and million dollars word you'd like to use, to get some direction
into productive discussion back and forth amongst at high level.
yourselves.

It came back in the form of a twist from DoD
Thank you. through State Department, down through the line

on the classification of the foreign military
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS sales information.

MR. JERNIGAN: John Jernigan, General Electric, Many of you contractors, I'm sure, have gotten
Philadelphia. If we question the classification in.e this area, but we were groping for facts.
on some specific light and we don't receive an Provided with the facts, we can operate satis-
answer or satisfactory answer within thirty days, factorily and give good direction; but that's
do we come back directly to him? Does this apply one of my biggest problems is getting accurate
to you, Frank, and to you, Larry, also? info-mation in order to prepare a good decision

on the recurity classification guide, so I'd
MR. LARSEN: Be our guest. like to put that in the form of a suggestion.

maybe, to DoD and let it filter on down that
MR. MYERS: Absolutely. We expect all contractors they look into supplying certain information
to deal within the contracting office, but if along this line to tLle various people in the
you're not getting satisfactory replies, why, let various weapons systems.
us know.

I say from time to time, as the need arises
MRt. VAN COOK: Yes, sir, that new systems are being developed or as the

international situation changes, and so forth.
MR. HOYLE: My name is Jim Hoyle. I 'work for the It would be very, very helpful to us.
Lance Project Office, Missile Command, Alabama.

MR. NILES: Bob Niles, DNA.
I'd like to make a couple of statements, if 1 may,
And address my first remark to Col. Grimes. I In the last few years, lots of people from
can sympathize with you, rolonel, in your deluge classification have protected somebody from
of screening and sanitation. But, getting back to embarrassment or administrative oversight. Do
contract security specification, more commonly you have any specific knowledge of a DoD docu-
referred to as DD 254; it these are properly ment that was classified to protect any indivi-
filled out, especially front and face, in the dual from embarrassment or oversight, and I mean
lower left-hand block is a space to be filled in the document discovered by anybody to include
with the name of the action officer for the pro- the executor, legislator, for any branch of the
ject, or what have you, who are purchasing the Government?
hardware.

MR. VAN COOK: Do 1 heve any personal knowledge
Now, at the Missile Command, we've had some good of any such document?
guys, and so forth, and most of these are properly
filled in with the name of the individuals tc be MR. NILESt Yes, air.
contacted, with a telephone number in came you
can't get a satisfactory answer from the raor- MR. VAN COOK: That was classified to--
tracting officer.

MR. NILES! Hide embarrassment? Yes, sir.
So as the action officer for Lance, I get many
different phone calla from time to tLime and if til. VAN COOK: The answer to that is no, I don't
I'm not able to give a correct answer quickly, I have any and I'll ask my colleagues on the panel
can at least tell the people where to go. if they have any knowledge? They don't have any

knowledge of any such document, either.
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MR. MIRGAROLE: We have a lot of old documents. MR. LARSRN: If you're not able to identify the
My engineering friends tell ma we can't throw procurement activity, send it to the Chief of

them away, because they contain a lot of good Naval Material who will either locate the

systems information. However, since the program material or send it to my office.

officers way back when disbanded, we do not know

whom to write, per so, for classification guid- MR. MYERS: While we're kicking that around,

ance, and would you enlighten us perhaps to this Art, the ISM gives you an address in every in-

subject? stance for each agency to whom you can send it.

My only point is that your DCASR man is in your

MR. VAN COOK: I think I can. You contact the area frequently. Frequently, he can answer the

USER Agency under whose contract you are operating question out of hand for you through his own

at the current time, and then there is a provision familiarity. If you do that, you may save your-

I think you'll find in the Industrial Security self a lot of time.

Manuel that says you can take other routes if they

can't give you a judgment. MR. VAN COOK: Thank you. Any further questionn?

MR. MYERS: Art, can I make a short coment on MR. GREEN: A two-shot question for Colonel

that? From some of you, we've had requests of Crimes. Are you charging this individual the

this sort and I think they have sometimes been price per page for the reproduction of those

delayed by your taking what you think is a direct documents?
route and sending them straight in. Some of you

people from DCAS can atop me if I'm wrong, but I LT. GRIMES: Five cents.
believe that the DCASR would always be glad to

assist in telling who the successor agency is. MR. GREEN: Five cents?
The contractor should know who his contractor was

and when there's been a reorganization. I be- LT. COL. GRIMES: Five cents a page.

lieve that the DCASR would go off and get an

answer to that question so the contractor could MR. GREEN: My second qu.estion Lu %hat office

go to the right office in the first instance. in the Army makes a fioal decicion as to whet

the classification is?a
Anyone from DSA care to comment on that?

LT. COL. GRIMES: Okay. I'm going to take you

MR. GRAI0: Office of the Chief of Industrial through it. First, you have the initial request

Security, D.fenee Contract Administration for the document, right?
Services.

14R. GREEN: No. I'm sorry--

Yes, we could trace it back just as you can trace

it back through the military departments. It LT. COL. GRIMES: Well, I think I have to go

could be traced back through contracting chaf's. that route, because you wouldn't understand it,
otherwise, okay? It comew to TAGO or the

LT. COL. GRIMES: In the Army, if you have r Adjutant General. He forwards it to the proponent

classified document and you have absolutely no agency and they say the document ia classified.

idea who to send it to, the proper place to send They have the authority to say the document is

it to is the Army Adjutant General, Department of clrsaifled.

the Army. lie's required to keep all statistical

data. lie is also required to keep what we call Now, if the document is less than ten years of

a record copy. He's responsible for the archive age, it would go Zo the final approving authority,

information material for the Army. He will get to the Secretary of the Army and that woula be it.

it to the appropriate agency that is presently If he says "Yes, it's still classified," then

handling that particular project or who has there would be no appeal. Normally TACO will

proponency for it. So if you're going to deal write back to the gentleman who asks the question

with the Army, deal directly with the Adjutant or asks for the document and they'll tell him

General. It's the fastest way of doing it and it that based upon the proponent's suggestion or

stays in the right track. evaluation of the document, it remains classified,

and they'll either tell him that he has a right

MR. LARSEN: May I make a comment about the Navy, to appeal to the Secretary of the Army or to the

Art? Army Classification Review Committee, depending

on the age of the document.

MR. VAN COOK: Go ahead.

L -. k
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MR. GREMN: I think I make myself clear, but I'll MR. VAN COOK: No, the change has been reflected
see you afterwards. in DoD regulation 5200.1-R. That regulation is

eelf-im1emented, so that everybody has that now.
MR. RICHARDSON: Texas Instruments. The regulation was dated November, 1973. It came

out of the Government Printing Office and was
Art. I heard a little bit about the fifteen-year published in a Federal register in March of this
rule. I have eoveral documents that are declasai- year. The information is there and they have it
fled in two thousand and so'mething, which is in reguiations., so I would attribute the condi-
thirty years. Nov, does this fifteen-year rule tion to a misunderstanding perhaps, Dean, but
that we've heard about overrule theme decisions, these arv the things. of course, we're trying to
and when we get these 2S4's in so Idetitifyin$, get straightened out and particularly in this
can we avoid marking them down and having to re- program for review of security classification
mark them when this becomes a fact? guidance to bring it up to speed, and in those

cases where it comaes to your attention, we again
MR. VAN COOK: I would say no to that. Dean. invite the challenge.
The DD Form 254 ia the contractor's guidance. If
a DD Form 254 shove thirty years rather than MR. WESLEY: Roy Wesley, Grumman Aerospace, and
fifteen, I think that ought to be brought to the in connection with Dean's statement, what about
attention of the USER Agency people to have that tht DD 254 where you have declassifying on it
guidance changed. The guidance will, in fact, indefinite; what about the other slde of the
be changed as it comes up for review, and these coin?
are some of the things that are happening. t
mentioned the thirty-three hundred guides to MR. MYERS: I suppose that's an Air Force 254.
include DD Form 254's, "hich have been revised There are a large number of those. Until the
to cause earlier downgrading or declassification. revision that came out a few months ago. Air
I think you have to go through the business of Force was using the term indefinite and we have
getting, the guidance changed, and the way to do put the word out banning "indefinite" and I've
it is If you want it udonr carlier than the annual seen many, many changes coming in. I think that
review is to bring it to someone's attention, but each of the servicea was using a diffprent nots-
I'm not telling you to overrule whatever guidance tion prior to that time. Where you see it, it's
you may have from the USER Agency. on the basis outdated and should be picked uF in the first
of the rule. review. We have not required people to go out

on an interim basis, but many of them have.

LT. COL. CRIMES: There is an exception to that

rule. You have to remember now it's DoD material, If you need a change before then, ask for it.
so don't apply that rule and say it's ironclad.
because, in some instances, there may be cases MR. LARSEN: Is it not true that this is of
where the organizationthat's giving you the con- primary concern to you on subcontracts?
tract, the contracting official is using informa-
tion that isn't completely under the purview of MR. WESLEY: Yen, air, absolutely.
Department of Defense. It could be coming out
of the White House or from some other source that KR. LARSEN: As far as the Navy is concerned,
data hao been extracted from, and these other you can Ignore the indefinite and use that
sources have. In fact, said declassification in classification guide and substitute thirty years.
thirty years, and so there is a stipulation in Go right ahead, but let us know.
5200.1-R of what you would use in there, so the
fihfeen year rule wouldn't apply in all caseo. LT. COL. GRIMES: The term the Army used was

probably "caneot be determined."

MR. RICHARDSON: There apparently is a miscon-

ception then In the minds of a large number of MR. MYERS: Don't accept wrong guidance. Go
the people that write these 254's in the procure- right back to the issuing office. It's not
ment agency. We've $one back and questioned some embarrassing. You're not questioning the

of these and they've said, "Our guidance is in individual, If you have a question request
accordance with 11652, which provides for an clarification, and reference 5200.1-R or the
automatic declassification thirty years from the 7SM.
date of issuance," and I'm wandering if the
agencies are waiting for the DA or another MR. VAN COOK: The regulation now prescribes
instruction to tell them to change their guidance that in all cases, dates, in fact, will he used.
to a declassification after fifteen years. Please bear in mind that this is only going to
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be in the instances where the Departimnt of They're evolutionary changes and they came about
Defense exercises exclusive final classification after due consideration of th* things you're
jurisdiction over the information involved, talking about. The program needs to work, end

we're hell bent on making it work.
If the Information in foreign originated, for
example, the notation will show that the material I understand what you're saying #bout costs
will be declasoifled upon notification of coming up as the result of an action which is
originator. initiated by the Government, but I believe that

when a contractor puts in for a bid in the normal
MR. RICHARDSON: Art, a lot of my questions, of course of business, he has the industrial Security
course, are predicated on a problem that faces Manual and he can anticipate that there will be
ma as well as many other industry people fnd that certain information that he starts off with at a
in the overhead cost of doing business. secret level, perhaps, which may be downgraded or

declassified at some future time.
That's one of the reasone that I was sort of
hoping that you would give me an affirmative I mean, he understands that, and so in figuring
answer, but as your predecessor mentioned to me your overhead for any contract or bid. then I
one time before, he said, "Dean, you're over- think these things you must take into consider&-
ruled." tion, end it's just the cost that is associated

with everyday business. If you go into it with
Art, I'm not going to say that. that understanding of what Is in the ISM, and

that there is a progressive downgrading and de-
The problem facing us when we start putting marks classification system in effect and you're going
and identifying things on such things as drawing-- to have to cope with it. I think it's a "plan-
I'm talking from a hardware development stand- ahead" operation so that you have to allow for
point or even from paper to paper--but when you it from the very beginning. That's just the way
start changing drawings and things like this, it people do business.
become extremely expensive, so I wae hoping there
would become an automatic methoe of saying that's They have to anticipate these things. To try aud
not right, we're going to the fifteen-year rule. say that next weak we're going to do something

that will make the program even more progressive,
I understand what you're saying. I can't anticipate that at the moment, but if,

as we go slong, we find that we do have to make
The questi-n I would like to ask now also reflects change to make the program a more progressive
on a lot of our problems and on a lot of our bud- one, we'll just have to do that. It's just a
gets. We're all faced with revising our standard matter of practical approach that people have
policies and procedures and this, in my case, is to go into It with their eyes wide opon.
going to be somewhat expensive, and I think
Western Electric at one time sald It cost them a Jim.
thousand dollars a page to revise their SCP, but
the point is we would like to hear from you, if MR. SUCKLAND: I think, Art, that what Derr is
possible, to give us som ides of things that are caying--eomething that we discussed before last
being changed and probably being changed in ISL's March--is this: We're talking about this fifteen-
perhaps during the next few months, such things year buslness. I think that in the last s.,nth.
as elimination of the excluded category, for I probably got in six or eight new 254'a--either
example, or some of the other changes in the revisione or originals. None of then have the
kinds of things that we havo to educate our 15-year daclassification date. All's still
people on and worry about buying stampa for and indefinite. Now. I know that that's wrong. I
worrying about putting on drawings and things of havt to get it changed, but, in the meantime,
this nature that are terribly expensive to remove I'm Fenerating documents.
and change.

As soon as I get that directive, which may take
MR. VAN COOK: I understand. We don't anticipate anywhere from one month to six months, depending
any major changes. I can't give you an immedists on who I'm dealing with, 1 theoretically should
prognosis on what's going to happen from here on bo back and change those documents.
in. These are some of the things that our
experience of over a year of working with the The kind of change that I think Dean is talking
Order and with regulations which we found really about, and I think we've talked about it before,
required change to be responsive to our needs. and I think you agree that if we have to change

I -, - - - -- -- * --- - = =M-- -
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our marking% on our documents be ause of initial kind of guidance is needed, I would hope that
erroneous guidance, that the contractor has the you'd take a look at it, Bob.
right if he so desires to cost the imact to the
Government for those changes providing he was the MR. GREEN: At this time, Art, I'll only say that
contractor which followed the specific written we have a meeting tomorrow night with the repre-
instructions. sentatives of the region here, and I hear what's

being said today.
I don't think it would cost impact, but I think
you should allow for that in that provision. MR. SHARE: My name is Don Share. We've all

addressed a lot of different problems here this
MR. VAN COOK: Well, I think you have to take a afternoon and I notice George has put out the
practical approach, We discussed this when you good word that we're about fifteen minutes over-
were in New England. time.

I think, Jim, there are going to be these changes It's been an excellent exchange of information
as reflected in your revised guides. We don't here this afternoon, but the people who are most
expect that the contractor in going to reach back concerned with what we're doing are not repre-
and modify every document that has been created sented here. As an intelligence officer, I look
back there based on that change. at myself as the enemy representative on my

comeander's staff, so I would like to speak to
We think that when a document is withdrawn from you as a Soviet intelligence officer now.
file or storage for any purpose, that's time
enough to make that change. When you start releasing this plethora of techni-

cal information, please let us know. We'll have
I think that the DCASR inspectors should recog- to staff about another two hundred thousand
nize that. We're certainly pushing for it. We people to read all the technical data you'll
have some regional representatives here and they supply us.
should really understand that vhen the Government
comes out with a change to guidance, that it's There's not one word in 11652 that I can ascertain
not expected that the contractor will reach back that says please don't underclassify, but when
and mark every document he's created from the we're looking at this stuff, I sure hope we'll
beginning of time to right now. look at it with that in inind as well as trying

to comply with the Presidential intent to get a
4e think the time to do that is when the document is lot of this stuff out of our files, dump the stuff
withdrawn from the file storage for any purpose, we don't need, keep the stuff we do need. but for
and I think the members of the panel will agree God's sake, let's don't let it float down the
w~th that. river. (Applause.)

7t's just going to be a practical approach and we MR. VAN COOK: Was there a question over here?
would hope that the Defense Contract Administra- Yes.
t-lon Services Region people will take that
epproach as well. Any further questions? MR. HIMMELHEBER: J. Himelheber, from Hitco.

MR. COOK: I'd like to make a comment, Art. I'd like to suggest that it is possible upon
I'm R. J. Cook from General Dyramics and Convair. receiving classification guidance which contained

an erroneous entry such as an indefinite date, I
We have a problem with the DCASR noting this each might be tempted not to date and to report that
cime he comes in and he writes us up in a defi- fact to the contracting agency and that way 1
A;ency statement, wouldn't have to remark. I'd just have to initial

a remark, just leave it blank.
We can't keep up with the changes, so we would
appreciate any advance info we can eat. MR. VAN COOK: The rules are out there and it

takes a while for things to happen, as you know,
MR, VAN COOK: Thank you very much. We have in but they are happening.
trie audience today Mr. Green. who is representing
the office of--(laughter)--who is representing the Well, I was just going to summarize, but the
office of the Chief of the Industrial Security at Chairman has exercised his option to throw one
DCAS ard we've discussed this matter before and I wore question at us. Fine.
think Bob is understanding of it, and if this
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MR. CRELIUS: DoD Regulation 5100.R with respect MR. B. W. CAMPBELL, Panelist
to the general declaesification schedule pro- Supervisor, Company Technical Document Center
vided that the USER Agency could exempt that Hughes Aircraft Company
material within one year. You have now promul- MR J DERRY. Panelist
gated this regulation as far as downgrading Group Research & Development Liaison Officer

3 information in accordance with the old schedule. Department of Defense (Retired)
No such provision asa made in the regulation for
user agencies to exempt formerly Group 3 material. MAJOR HAROLD G. HOCK, Penelist

Scientific and Technical Liaison Division
During the period that the old regulation was in Headquarters, U. S. Air Force Systems Command
effect and the Group 3 downgrade declassification Andrews AFB
was in effect, many guides were revised to show MR. MYER B. KAHN, Panelist
that material to be exempt. What is the position Chief, Accession Division
of your office with respect to that material? Defense Documentation Center

MR. VAN COOK: We think that upon review, whether Defense Supply Agency, Cameron Station

the items of information in a Eecurity classifica- PRESENTATION BY MRS. CLIFTON
tion guide or in a contract security classifica-
tion specification started out in Group 3 or GDS One of the biggest problems which you as members
or ADS, for that matter, upon review, the origi- of this Society face is whether to classify a
nal classification authority could opt to remove project and its resultant documentation, and if
it from that category and put it into exemption to classify, when to classify it and its material.
category.

How, another element of this problem is the
However, he can only do this if he does it at a maintenance of the classified information until
time before the automatic declassification takes its declassification. What, where and for how
place. Once that has happened, forget it. long, as well as what to release is a vital

concern to those of us who are responsible for
Well, you've heard from the panel, We've enjoyed disseminating information.
the exchange. One of the recomendationa of the
Society was to consolidate all our security The motivation behind our choices is based on
classification guides in one place. getting the needed information to our users in

the specified time, at the smallest cost both to
You heard that the Navy has already started to the Government and to our companies.
computerize its guides. We think that we will be
able to do that with all the departments and Hence, we information specialists, whether we be
agencies and put the consolidated listing in the known as librarians, documentalists, analysts,
Defense Documentation Center or some centrally archivists or managers, face a dilemma today.
located place. We are looking at that. The guy
who let that one slip stands right here. I just Current DoD retention regulations have not allowed
haven't had the opportunity with the activities us to wake the correct choices in many instances.
that are going on in our own office and with the Therefore, we have found and with more and more
Congress and with other things during the past frequency, the deplorable situation of the wheel
months to get at this program. being redesigned because the necessary documenta-

tion was not there when it was needed. In some
I promise this audience that I will, within a very instances, companies have originated reports.
short period of time, get those guides together destroyed the documents after they have sent the
and collect it in one place for all to use, and original to DDC, and found at a later time that
we will be working on it just as soon as I get they again needed a solution to the same problem.
back from here. Some of our engineers who couldn't quite remember

how they had solved the original problem, tried
to get a copy of the report back, found that we

PANEL: LIBRARY COUNCIL LOOKS AT MAINTENANCE OF didn't have a current need-to-know in that partic-
ESSFNTIAL CLASSIFIED TECHNICAL INFORMATION ular area and were unable to get back our own

MRS. JOE ANN CLIFTON, Moderator report. As you all know, that can be just a wee
Manager, Technical Library, Litton Industries bit frustrating.

MR. H. W. JONES, Panelist
Manager, Library Services, Northrop Corporation Because this retention problem was common to so

many companies, it was chosen as a project by
the Los Angeles Regional Technical Information
Users Council, called LARTIC for short, for
obvious reasons.
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This was a council started in 1970, whose pur- John has seen the problems from both aides of
pose was to study and attempt to stimulate, the fence, and we thought perhaps he would be
improvement in all the Government services, able to express a more objective viewpoint with

perhaps a recommendation of his own from his
This included giving commendation for excellence years of experience.
in service when it was indicated and we hav
done this to several agencies. Now, the order of the speakers as they appear in

the program is not how they're going to appear
Members of the council are in companies that are this morning.
located from Santa Barbara down through the San
Diego area. I will briefly introduce each speaker before his

presentation, We will have the question and
After we had done the research on each of our answer period after the presentations have been
selected projects, we published a comprehensive made.
report and then send copies to everyone; first
ef all, to the agency affected, then we send it 1.ith that, I'd like to Introduce our first
to a Congressman, any committee that's in any speaker, who is H. W. Jones, better known as
way involved in policy-making, especially those Bill Jones, who is the Manager of Library Services
impacting on the budget of the agency concerned, at Northrop Corporation. and who is one of the

members of our council.
We have gotten excellent results.

PRESENTATION BY MR. JONES
The retention project that we're going to be
discussing today will be included in our forth- To begin with, I'd like to set the stage for this
coming LARTIC Report No. 2, which will be pub- presentation by making clear what we mean by a
liashed in September and will be available from library or information center, which is the kind
NTIS. of organization those of us on the Council repre-

sent. We're tv.lking about contractor libraries,
Two of our council members, Bill Jones and Bill large and small, which tunctiun am tht central
Campbell, are here to discuss the council's agency in the acquisition, receipt, storage,
views on recommendations. They are not here dissemination, and retention of technical Informs-
speaking for their companies, but on behalf of tion, both classified and unclassified, in support
the council. In addition to Mr. Jones and of government business. We're also talking about
Mr. Campbell. we have three other gentlemen on basic procedures which must be established to
the panel, Major Harold Hock, who is director of control and retrieve this material, including
the Air Force Scientific and Technical Informs- requirements of the ISM,, such as accountability
tion program, Scientific and Technical Liaison, and retention authority.
Headquarters. U. S. Air Force Systems Command,
and he's in charge of the potential contractor'p Basic criteria for use of classified information
program which was previously the TOO Program. by an individual are clearance and need-to-know.

Further, we assume that each document at the
He will be speaking to us about the new Air Force moment it is acquired by the library has a
potential contractor's program and its plan for retention authority based on a need-to-know,
retention authority for those in the program. else it could not have been acquired in the first

place. Obviously. then, the document in use would
Another speaker will be Myer Kahn, Chief, normally have to have a legitimate retention
Accession Division of the Defense Documentation authority. Consequently, what we are really
Center, who will speak on the retention problem concerned about--what constitutes in our minds
as it affects DDC and its users. the real problem area-.-ace those documents in the

collection which at any given time are not in use,
Our fifth member of the panel is John Berry, and whose retention authority may be questioned.
recently retired from the Department of Defense This, I believe, is the crux of what we will be
as Research and Development Liaison Officer, and talking about here t.day, and it relates specifi-
who had the prime responsibility of liaison work cally to both direct and indirect costs of doing
between contractors and all echelons of the business,
Department of Defense.

So let's examine this cost of doing business as
le interphased with other Federal agencies in the it relates to classified material, with the
fields of industrial security, contract manage- ultimate objective of our discussion, hopefully.
ment, and production of technical information, to find possible solutions which may lead to a
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reduction of these costs and still retain The foregoing are essential and accepted costs
optimum useability of the technical information of doing the kind of business we all are involved
available within reasonable protective constraints in, and good managers try to hold them to a mini-
set up by the government, mum conmensurate with doing the beat possible job.

But some costs which seem to be beyond our control
Costs of the library function include, first, the and are most frustrating and agonizing are related
acquisition process. A document may be acquired to the requirements of retention authority. Here,
in several ways, the most comn of which are we have to go trough the expensive process of
(1) receipt on automatic distribution from the renewing or obtaining a retention authority for
originating agency; (2) direct request to origi- documents in our collection which still may be
nator, and (3) direct request to secondary distri- pertinent to our general capability. Or else go
bution agency, such as DDC. These are relatively through another expensive process of getting rid
routine methods, except for documents in the DDC of them, and then at some later dare, be asked to
collection whose distribution has been limited re-acquire the same material for some other
by the originating and/or contracting agency. specific need. Here. the original activities of
These are known as "L0 documents, and unfortu- acquisition, indexing, etc. have to be undone
nately a very large percentage of them make up when i get rid of them and then redone when we
the DDC holdings. This limitation not only re-acquire them, which in effect is tripling the
requires additional paper work in the ordering original coat of the function. Not only, that,
process, but also delays receipt anywhere from there is the intangible cost of delay in obtainLng
one to several months. This is costly not only the material, or the possibility of having to
because of additional handling requirements, but "reinvent the wheel" because the material is not
more importantly, from excessive delays which readily at hand. We feel strongly that these are
may well be critical if the project involved is largely waiteful. and unnecessary costs and could
a short-fuse proposal or a one-year contract, and should be eliminated. The rationale for o.r
The consensus from the Library community is that feeling goes something like this:
the Imposition of distribution limitations on
documents (other than -'-ci ity clessitLcatlon) The objectivc of the contractor librarian is to
seems to occur much tu frequently and with far too maintain a usetul, manageable, relevant file for
little apparent c~nsideration for the ultimate his users. Non-relevant material will not only
poteutial user. Adoed to this cost, of course, increase his maintenance costs, but also produce
are the "hard" dollars spent in the actual pur- a larger percentage of false-drops, or, non-useable
chase of each of those documents. material in response to a user's requirements; this

will add to the user's cost also. Therefore. the
The second significant cost is the indexing of the librarian will not want to retain non-relevant
library collection or data base. A document, or material--or in other words, he will get rid of
the information it contains, is useless if there material when it no longer can serve his needs--
is no access to it, or if it cannot be easily or when he, in effect, no longer has a "retention
retrieved. Therefore, its real usefulness, if authority." Since the contractor librarian will
it has any intrinsic value for the user agency, make every effort to keep his collection realistic,
is directly related to its points of access, or efficient, and dynamic by eliminating "dead wood,"
how easy it may be to find it from whatever des- he shouldn't have to go thru an expensive and
cription you may have of it. To provide access redundant process to re-Justify retention of
or retrieval capability the library must go documents already in his collection.
through the expensive process of indexing. In
most cases in a library, this is exemplified by A contractor with a DoD facility clearance based
the card catalog, where the existence of informs- on contracts, grants, or a capability to provide
tion In a document, or the document itself, can products or potential products for the DoD should
be traced in several ways--by one or more subject be able to retain any supporting documents for as
terms, one or more personal authors, one or more long ^as this relationship with the oDa exists--
corporate sources or authors (comuaercial and/or not just as long as a specific contract exists.
government), one or more report numbers, and even Therefore. rather than retention being based on
one or more titles. specific contract coverage, a general retention

authority should apply, based on the contractor's
Fianlly, because the material is classified in DoD approved capability or "Area of Competence,"
the first place, there is the v-ery significant with the contractor being the best judge of what
cost imposed by security regulations involving will support his efforts in behalf of the govern-
special handling, controls for accountability, ment, instead of the other way around.
storage, transfer, destruction, etc.

iI
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Earlier, in describing acqui-ition of arerlal, 5. Send only unclassified announcement of
I mentioned receipt of docusattt on automatic putlicatio--~with abstroct--and info con-

distribution. This of course, coats the recip- cearning Its acqutsition.
ient nothing, insofar as acquisition is con-
corned, But I'd litte to pursue this point We feel such actions as these would cut costs
further now and show how it does have a direct dramatically in the handling of claesified
and rather significant bearing on the cost of material, but could only be effective if the
handling classified material•and one which we appropriate governmist agencies are able to
feel can definitely be improved upon and reduce communicate at the right levels.
costs.

In a nut shall, then. I've tried to get across
Te set the stage for this, let me review briefly tm Important points which could lead to
a bit of history. The post-WW it information reductions in the cost of handling classified
explosion, brought about by tVe $ billions spent material:
on R&D in all areas of DoD weapons systems and
related scienca and technology, generated 1. Base retention authority on sponsored and
hundreds of thousands of reports, including a authorized capability or Area of Competence,
high percentage of classified, Distribution rather than specific contracts.
lists were created in order to disseminate this
valuable information to all who had a need-to- 2. Eliminate or drastically reduce the automatic,
know (and perhaps many who didn't). One rather primary distribution of classified documents.
famous list was the "Guided Missile Tech Info
Dist List." All contractors who were doing any PRESENTATION BY MR. CAMPBELL: Consequences of
work in this area--and some which weren't--were Full Compliance with the Present Law (i.e.,
on this list and automatically received reports without questioning)
as they were generated by auiy of the others. All
of uR got each vihera' reports, whether we really Possible consequences include:
wanted them--or more importantly, really needed
them--or not. This sort of thing proliferated 1. Destruction of basic reference documents
the dissemination of classified documents for
years--before "retention authority" became a A reference book, according to Webaters, is
buzz word. But now, of course, such "indiscrim- "A book (as a dictionary, encyclopedia, atlas)
inate" dissemination is a thing of the past. Or intended primarily for consultation rather
is it? then for consecutive reading." To the

librarian, reference books include continua-
This method of dissemination may be a bad habit tion publications such as symposia proceedings,
that come egencies can't seem to break--or else classified periodilc•s, indexes, bibliograph4

es
it just hasn't occurred to anyone to try to find etc. which form the basic research materials
a better way. that are essential to the library's function,

and which are often irreplaceable.
Some suggastions:

Premature destruction of such materials is
1. Reduce primary distribution to a "hardcore" costly to the customer. Because of time

few. Lec the secondary distribution agencies-- restraints written into proposals or contracts,
such as DDC--handle the dissemination of engineers frequently cannot wait for the
classified reports based on specific need-to- library to reacquire such materials, if avail-
know, able, and they proceed to reinvent the wheel.

The Government pays for research that has
2. Send only to one central spot (library) in any already been accomplished and paid for else-

organization--let this central control handle where.
further dissemination within the agency/
company, 2. Incomplete or inefficient usage of government

furnished bibliographies
3. Do not send to individuals but mention them

if its important for direct internal contact. Use of retrospective computer searches of
NASA's and DDC's collections results in

4. Audit each list at least annually. valuable bibliographies. These are rendered
significantly lees useful when the documents
cited are not available immediately because
of reasons outlined in "I" above.
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3. Reacquisition of destroyed documents 2. Librarien/information specialist

Destroyed documents have to be reordered as Recognize the librariau/intormation special-
required. Current costs are $3.00 and up let am qualified to determine which documents
for full-siged copy. and $1.45 and up for are appropriate to acquire and retain, based
microfiche versions. To obtain the docu- on DOC Form 1540 and DoD Form 1630.
ments staff ;Ie is required from the re-
quester, the library, the mailroom, classi- 3. Enlar•L theypnce~tofretaining reference
flied document control, and others. To be material
maximally unable, the document may have to
be cataloged again, at a cost which tradi- Industrial Security Letter 70L-8, 18 November
tionally costa as such money, or more, than 1970. says of DoD's Technical Abstract
the original cost of purchasing the document. Bulletin (TAB): "The Defense Documentation
All of thic eventually increases the cost to Center (DDC) furnishes classified TAB* to
the customer (the Government). contractors who have been certified and

registered for receipt of selected scientific
4. Hindered response to contracts and rLeuest.s and technical information. The TAB is fur-

for prop2sals nished so that eligible contractora may have
subject matter abstracts of documentation

Many classified document requests are for use which is available and usable on one or more
on short-term contracts, or to answer requests classified contracts. Accordingly, the TAB
for proposals, with very littli time to may be retained by a contractor as long as
acquire documents of possible value. In his facility has a valid registration (DO
order to acquire documents for use on a con- Form 1540) on file at DlC,.."
tract, the contractor has to wait for the
DD 254 authorizing use ot the Defense Docu- This concept should be enlarged to include
mentation Center. Then. Form 1540 to register other basic works such as bibliographies.
the contract with DDE has to be completed. Classified Scientific and Technical AerospaE.•_
Three to four months delay before we can Reports (CSTAR), the Journal of Defense
obtain documents on a contracL is umual ,escch, Infrared Information Symposia pro-
rather than exceptional. Proposals can not ceedings, etc.
be registered at all, and customer furnished
data are frequently not received on time. Companies with demonstrated competence in a

field should have retention for a reasonable
5. Under-utilization of government funded re- period of time, say eight years to match the

search new General beciassification Schedule. At
the end of a stated period, retention renewal

Technical contents of proposals not leading could be applied for.
to contract awards should be preserved for
adaption to other efforts. Enforced premature 4. Allow retention of all classified documents
destruction of such data prevents another that cost monej.,or eliminate charges for
potential customer from receiving the benefits them ____einaecrgst.

of previous research.

Companies must pay a handling charge to obtain
Recommendations classified documents formerly furnished free

of charge; companies should have the right to
The Los Angeles Regional Technical Information retain these documents as necessary, based o.n
Users Council recommends that the Department of current certilication of Fields-of-lnterest.
Defense consider the following: If this is unacceptable, we recommend that

charges for classified documents be eliminated.
1. Technical library/information center central

repository 5. Reconize Form 1630 as a basis tor document
retention

Recognize the technical library/information
center as the central repository for classi- DoD Form 1630, "Research and Development Capa-
fied reports and information necessary to a bility Index, Scientific and Technological
company's successful performance of contracts. Fields of Interest," should be a legitimate
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basis for retention by subject areas, rather to retain so we can perform work more efficiently
than by Individual contracts. The Government for our customer, the Government.
auards money for IR&D effort based on the
1630, so it is not logical to impede our PRESENTATION BY MR. BERRY
performance of tasks the Government is inter-
eated in. I have been referred to as the "Crusader of the

Technical Information Program" because of my
AND/OR continual concern for the improvement of control-

ling, classifying, releasing and accounting for
6. Recognize subject areas of contracts regis- the billions of dollars worth of technical infor-

tered with the Defense Documentation Center mation that should be readily available to the
as a basis for document retention industrial community. For the post 32 years, I've

been trying to improve the system and at the same
Precedent existe for this in that DDC's Auto- trme work within the framework of a dynamically
matic Distribution of Documents program was changing but poorly constructed information system
based on a compilation of registered con- at all levels of government and industry.
tracts.

Today, after 32 years of government employment, I
7. Recognise the archlvai function of the techni- am a retired citizen and will pass on to you some

cal braryjinformation center to retain of the observations about the frustrations that
co _mpyn ed documents confront your corporate libraries and those of us

trying to support the techaical engineers' and
It has been the experience of most contractors scientists' information requirements, while oper-
that after destruction of company generated ating within system restraints, compounded by a
classified material, it has subsequently fantastic flood of technology that has been
become necessary to reconstruct as well as labeled the "information explosion."
possible, from memory, material contained in
those documents. The Goverrment should recog- About ten years ago, as a civil service worker,
nizc the archival function that libraries are I was assigned to what was then called the DCAS
frequently charped with, and allow them to (Deputy Commander of Aerospace Systems), Technical
keep internally generated documents on that Data Center of the Air Force. My responsibilitles
basis; or at least, contractors should be were to determine, with the System Program Offices
allowed to obtain their own documents from (SPO), what documents were to go into the Armed
DDC or NASA without expensive procedures. Services Technical Information Agency (ASTIA)

which is now Defense Documentation Center (DDC),
8. Retention of proposals Documents that didn't go to ASTIA at that t~me

remained withii, the Air Force Technical Data
Allow retention of proposals, together with Center and were tightly controlled. But my next
documents acquired or generated in the process, job was with DDC and I became a liaison officer,
in order to respond promptly and effectively responsible for traveling in all fifty states and
to future Government needs. some foreign countries, to teach contractors and

military how to utilize the services of DDC.
9. i roved Communication

It was my Job to get together with the military
Improve intergovernmental communication and and civilian industrial security officers and
instructions so that DCASR agents within a tcll them what was wrong, get together with and
region, and between regions, interpret regula- lecture the Procurement Contracting Officers
tions uniformly. It has been the Council's (PCO) and administrative contracting officers on
experience that uneven interpretations have, problems. It was my further responsibility to
on occasion, worked to the detriment of one get together with the SPO and project officer at
contractor compared with another, the lab level and work with the librarians to

try and resolve the lack of coordination between
In summation, we submit that in today's economy, originator and user of the documents. 'osr of
we do not store documents without due considers- the engineers working in industry do not under-
tion of their possible need in future programs. stand the problems facing their librarian. lie
Documents require space and cost money, ind or she has to acquire a document that is con-
libraries are chronically short of both. We trolled beyond requirements or buried in some
expect to be responsible for the documents we SPO's file cabinet.
have; we merely ask that documents be made easier
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Let me tell you a true story about an engineer To portray the problems. frustrations and loou
who wrote to us at DDC; he waR trying to got of time and money, let's take a typical research
direct access to classified information from project and follow the literature research taskf
DDC, I visited the engineer at his company, got that would be required by responsible engineers
together with hie bosr and we walked to the and scientists. Let's ansume the project t. to
library. I said, determine the vulnerability of typical aircraft

electronics to lightning-induced voltages. The
"Did you ever hear of your company library?" He contract, in our imaginary portrayal, in with
said, the Air Force and in of course Dot.

"No." Your company library will register this contract
with DOC in approved fields of interest. Request

He had to pass it every day going to the cafe- for bibliographic retrospective literature
teria, and the librarian rode in his car pooit searches will be sent to DDC. After a few weeks.
This is a typical example of what I am trying to the investigating engineer will have abstracts
emphasize about lack of cummunLcatLio. of studies previously completed that are in DDC.

The PCn's have to learn what their responsibit- Htowever. approximately 50% of the literature
Ities are in relation to DDC. The inspectors in never gets to DDC because aome of the SPO'. and
the industrial security office are justly con- PCO'e are not aware of DDC and never nee to it
cerned with the idea of eliminating unnecessary that copies go to DDC. This results in the
documents from the contractors holdings. They duplication of studies because the original work
don't want the contractors accumulating large is lost to any retrieval system. The country
holdiv.gn of documents that are not being used. and the taxpayer suffer.
But, at times, the lack of coumuniceation between
the PCO, SPO, Industrial Security Inspector ,nd The investigating engineers would probably want
DOC results in a state of confusion for the con- to make a search of the NASA Scientific and

M tractor. Technical information Ceuie.' because they
probably have explored thin area in the past.

For example, we had a PCO in the Army tell a But--NO--you will he told thnt you do not have
contractor to destroy five hundred secret docu- a NASA contract and therefore do not have a
meats. The contractor complied, and About it week "need to know" and cannot. have i-ecess to their
later the contractor was requesting from DOC the collection. Again, the United States of America
same 500 documents, approved by a new PCO. The and the taxpayer loses, The same story would
company had to pay for these 500 documents all hold true at the AEC information facility.
over again. Situation. like this put a drain on
our economy. So who in kidding who? We've got The only report literature you can get is that
problems. deposited in DDC or National Technical Informa-

tion Services. The NTIS report literature will
Another problem area is declanssification of docu- consist of some NASA and industry studies that
menta, In my job at DDC I saw more documents with hove been released to the general public.
the exempt stamp than with the downgrading stamp.
Do you know what the problem is going to be in the Now, getting back to your DDC bibliographies.
next three to five years? Trying to find the Many of the documents you identify an being
lieutenant who put the exempt statement on the pertinent will have urn "L" bestide the accession
document, no that it can be released t.o the con- (order) nutber. This means you cannot acquire

tractors, it unless the SPO approves your request, because
he in controlling the release of the document.

DOC is suggested as the center within the DoD with The office the SI'0 was in may be gone; he may
responsibility for distribution of DoD funded be reassigned and no one Is around that can
reports. It will never happen. Why? We have too approve your request tor the document. Again,
many project officers and Si'O's that have docu- you are defeated in yout efforts to review the
meant buried in their safes. Through a search at literature. The procedures established by
CDC, I found that three thouaand organizations brureaucratic agencies have locked out the

never contributed a documvnt to DCt:, yet they had nltimate uner of the information and as a
CoD contracts. result our country cannot develop important

enpabilities or even essential weapons systems
in the mont. evficient manner.



Your librarian will be busy makiug all kinds of (planning document*) from the laboratories.
searches tor you, and of course I have over- Tevhiiical Object ive Documents will indeed be
s implified the searching technique. Ity main prepared and placed in I)DC or the National

point in the Inadequacy of thin information centers Technical Information Service (NTIS) for secon-
In the government. They lack active acquisition dary distribution. Air Force sponsorship for
program* and proper exchange of informat ion. Tile VDC. services under the TOD Program woo terminated
procedures are a practice in red tape tangles. upon implement at ion of the PCP. In essence. the

PCP replaces that aspect of the TOD Program and
My final tecormondation as 1 address you as &I henceforth the Technical Objoctije Documents.
United States private citizen working on a volun- when classified, may ba obtained under the PCP.
tary basis with a congressional delegation tn San
Diego, with tho National Conti-act Management Tile rraponsibiltty for administration of 'he PCP
Association and their relationship with the Is venred in thle Scientific and Technical Liaison
library tochnival inform-ition specialists. is to Division, Director of Science and Technology,
make a firma stand ton problems and rttcommendatiuos Air Fort,* Systems Command.
to improve the network of informnt ion technology
Hlyitema. SlItijIbiiyfrPatcia ion

Don't gO to DOD. Don't go to Transportation, Basically. the PC? is open to industrial, aduQa-
Don't go to Agriculture. Make a firm stand as a tional, and non-profit organizations who have a
National Ciasaification Management Awsociation demonstrable capability to perform work under a
and go to Congress art a society, not as an indi- contract, or grnnt. with the Air For%!@. Approval
vidual or a corporation. They'll scuttle you it tor participation Is tissed on three considerations:
you come in the namo of 3 company you work for,
but they will ltisten to yott i t you come as a 1. Cotpability
group. 2. Need-to-Know

3. S,6(urity
PRtESENTATION BY MAJOR HOCK: Air Vorve Potenttal

Contacto l'rgra ~Capability is amveitotwtnd by An evaluation of
cont raictor-prvparvd informat ion that is per-

What: In It? formed by scientific and technical persionnel in
thle laboratories. Vactors evaluated are ex-peri-

The Air Force Potential Contractor Program (PCP). ence in performing work fur the G'overnment.
as its predecessor, the 1.ir Force Technical Objec- personnel, and tacilitied.
tive Document (TOD)I'rogram; the Army'n Qualitative
Requirements Intormation p'rogrami (QKii); and the Need-to-Know io equated to the possession of
Navy/Industry Cooperative Research and Develop- capabilities, the expression of a desire for
ment Program (NlCRAD) is an information exchange illformation in a giveni technical area (COSATl
program under which the Air Force will sponsor f lold and 8roup). And the executmion of at policy
qualified contractor& for Access to the Defense agreement.
Documentation Center (DOC). The key word to be
strossed is 'l'otential" ast the program I0 Ilrinuir- Security aspects of the )'(C' are controlled An A
ily aimed at providing access t-) information onl maniner similar to that of' contractual trans-
DOD research and devolopment programs in spoeific Actions And thus will he handled by liefenne
technical areas to those contractors who do not Contract Administration Services Regionn (IICASk)
have currant contracts in these areas. The intenut Those orlanisationa which do nut have ot desire
of this program is to supplement--stot to replave it)obtai:,t aippropriate facility And personnol
or duplicate--the required procedures of register-. vleartunces may linrt icipate on tin unclassified
ing with DDC all DoD) contracts under which DOC hastis.
survices #ve desired.

What aro thle Beief its
one point needs clarification ast It is frequently
brought out in correspondence and cauvereariouk It is unrealistic to suggest that the- PCP Is
regardingi tho PCP, The transmittal letter and ideal and atoets the dvolres of contractors when,
Instructions on the PCP were interpreted to mean io fact, it is more roatrictivc thanA tho TOD
the TOD Program was totally defunct Tile TOiD Program a~nd also requires a gtreater amouint or
Program was titled such because a contractor's effort end cost on Cthr pnrt of the Contr-Actor
original entry into the program was based oin tile to qualify. overitl I however, tile bend its to
approval to receive Tochnical Objoct I itiIlocumontb lihe dvrived appeot It WArranot the investment.
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Access to current planning information, technol- Thus, only salient points--those frequently
ogy needs and research objectives provides in- misunderstood--on the submission of documents
eight into DoD research and development which will be presented.
could place a contractor in a more favorable
position for future contract negotiations. This The Policy Agreement is submitted to the labo-
information could also be a driving force for ratory that a contractor selects as his principal
orienting the Independent Research and Develop- Air Force Contract. This principal contract
ment Program (IR&D). There Is also that espect should in most cases be the laboratory that has
of a company using a military technology for cognizance over the major portions of the techni-
application to a civilian problem. cal areas or interest to the contractor. The

contractor ,.ould also advise all other labora-
One benefit of specific interest to the National tories to wv Lch he submits an application of the
Classification Management Society is a retention principal c tact. Frequently, the term lead
period for classified documents that is equitable laboratory it umed. The roster which delineates
ro the useful period of documents, the AFSC Organizations Related to Technical

Areas by COSATI Fields and Groups was devised
Application for Entry into PCP to assist in making this selection. If the

contractor has signed a Policy Agreement with
During February 1974. packages containing in- the Army or Navy, he should send a copy of that
structiona and application materials were for- agreement with each application to Air Force
warded to each participant in the TOD Program. activities. By mutual agreement each service
They are now available from the Air Force Systems will honor agreements executed by the others.
Command (AFSC) Contractor Relations and Small
Business offices (CRUSH) - eleven are located The DD Form 1630 and supporting documentation
throughout the command.--or from Hq AFSC--either actually serve a dual purpose in those cases
the R&D Base Procurement Office (PPPR) or the where the contractor, in addition to partici-
Scientific and Technical Liaison Division (DLXL). pating it PCP, desires to be placed on the R&D
Each package L•unaIdL6 of the letter of iratruc- Htldiera' Mlailing List. For application to the
tiona with the following attachments. PCP, portions of the DD Form 1630 and the

aahsohtated supporting dLta are submitted to the

1. Roeter-APSC Organizations Related to Techni- appropriate laboratories for evaluation. To be
cal Areas by COSATI Fields and Groups placed on the R&D Bidder's Mailing List, the

complete DD Form 1630 and supporting data is
2. Sample of Supporting Data submitted to each AFSC CK&SB office and to the

R&D Base Contractor Division, Hq AFSC.
3. Policy Agreement

DD Forms 1540 are submitted to and approved by
4. Roster-Air Force Coni..act Relations and the laboratory identified by acronym on the

Small Business Offices roster relating organizations to COSATI Fields
atnd Groups. The contractor completes only Part

S. Ropter-PCP Administrative Local Points I - Requestor Application except for Block 8,
the expiration date. The laboratory, after

6. Appropriate Forms evaluation of documentation, completes Parts Ill
and IV, The Approval and Subject Fields of

a. DD Form 1630 - Research arnd Development Interest portions of the form, and inserts an
Capability Index. Scientific and Tech- expiration date which is dependent upon the
nological Fields of Interest effectiveness date of the Policy Agreement.

b. DD Forms 1540 - Registration for Status of Program
Scientific and Technical Information
Services Thus far in the program, the DD Form 1630 and

supporting documents have been the biggest
c. DD Form 1541 - Facility Clearance Regis- problem area. Contractors frequently have not

ter included sufficient information. It aust be
realized that the burden of justification ts on

All forms or prior edition thereof being utilized the contractor; poorly or inadequately prepared
for this program with the exception of the Policy documentation is returned with a letter of
Agreement have been In existence for quite some explanation. It should also be obvious that
time and for the most part self-explanatory, the rersonnel performing the evaluations for

PCP also participate in the sourev selectiont
procedures for contracts.
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The response te the program did not immediately longer keep paper copies after one year, so the
meet the expectations; however, it is growing at chances of getting an original copy of a document
a good pace, There are currently over one- are diminishing.
hundred participants and additions average 5-7
per week. After the one copy is sent out and during the

first year, if you want a paper copy. we use our
In summary, the PCP was designed to be mutually microfiche and reproduce one for you. Now,
beneficial to both contractors and the Air Force. there's something to consider, that if we get a
To a competent contractor--access to information good document to start with and we get a good
which could place him in better position to microfiche and if our reproduction equipment is
receive government contracts and to conduct rele- in real tip-top shape, you get a real good repro-
vent IR&D. To the Air Force--identificacion of duction from that microfiche.
additional qualified sources. While it is not
the ideal, it does appear to be worth the meager I think that in this retention question we in DDC
Investments. are really in the middle. We can't tell you one

way or another what should be done on that score.
PRESENTATION BY MR. KAHN This would be up to, I feel, the DCAS people.

It seems to me that DCAS end the contracting
I'm sort of surprised at being the No. 2 man officers ought to get together and make decisions
here. I was once in a minstrel show. I was in on retention.
the chorus and I always wanted to be the end man,
but I don't think I made it today, either. I 1 might also tell you one other thing about my
have no formal presentation to make. My remarks saying if we have a document. We find that a lot
will be completely impromptu and extemporaneous, of documents do not get tc DDC, so that we don't

have a hundred percent of what you might want.
I'm really substituting for the Administrator of To repeat then, if you Let the documents to DDC,
thi Defense Documentation Center who couldn't be we will put them on microfiche for you as well as
here because of a prior cuommitment. for us.

I'd like to make a .oment about our organize- The reason we don't get a hundred percent of the
tion, the NCMHS. Since 1969, I've attended these documents is that in a Department of Defense
seminars, except for last year when they wouldn't Instruction, 5100.39 (soon to be revised), It
let me cross the Potomac to attend the sessions more or less give! the charter, the guidelines
in Washington, D.C. Actually, I live in Chevy for DDC, listing categories of documents precluded
Chase and work in Alexandkia, so I do cross the from DDC. One of those categories--we've been
Potomac every day but last year DSA decided that seeing lately because the Security Regulation
nameone else should attend and for a non-govern- 5200.1-R, has a paragrcph mentioning "sensitive
me.it sponsored symposium the rule is that only methods and intelligence sources." DDC is not
one person may do so. allowed to accession documents that have intelli-

gence material, but as I read that regulation, it
These seminars have always been very helpful. I is very loosely set forth in that paragraph and I
come away with a feeling that, my professional suspect too rigidly applied.
batteries have been recharged and I hope that
this occurs to all of you. In the event we get such a document, we usually

give you a telephone call and ask, "Do you really
On the matttr of document retention, I wonder want this document to be in DBC or do you feel in
what I can tell you about DDC, how we fit into light of the security regulation that it should
the picture. not?" If you feel it belongs in DDC we'd like

you to confirm i,: in writing to us.
When DDC receives documents, those documents are
microfiched. That is, we put them on film and I expected that after I htard more of the speakers
forever after, they're available to qualified that I would be able to answer some questions about
requesters. limited documents, but I nee that the speaker

preceding me has already mentioned them.
We can then furnish microfiche or paper copies.
If two copies are submitted to us and if you We annually receive approximately forty thousand
want one of those two originals, you may be different titles, I don't mean copies. There is
lucky and receive it within the first year, a great disparity between titles and copies. If
provided yours is the first request. We no you send us a document that is supposed to be
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released to the public, we need twelve copies. a paper work mill, and even on the second request,
All other categories, and this includes unclas- if you show any degree of trying to reduce the
sifled documents that have to be limited, or number of documents, all material in your posses-
classified documents, we only need two copies. sion, you usually end up getting retention authori-

zation for a second retention period.
Of our forty thousand titles per year, and that's
a round nmber--I don't think we quite met forty I'm sure that Bill Jones has expressed the concern
thousand this past year--about thirty-five per- and feeling of everyone here today about retention,
cent carry the distribution statement that limit but if they let the security managers handle the
distribution. retention, we will do so in a professional manner.

That distribution statement is the "B" state- We sure don't want the material around any longer
ment. There are only two statements, you know, than what is absolutely necessary to do the job.
the public release statement, which is the "A" However, if we continue to destroy the technology
statement which goes on the unclassified/ that we have attained over the years, we are going
unlimited, and the "B" statement, which hos to to destroy everything that we've ever worked for,
be on a document if it's unclassified and you and we're going to end up spending more money
want it limited. A classified document can be either going back to DDC if they happen to have a
sent to us without a statement and in that case copy of the material, and having it reproduced.
only security and need-to-know will control itg
distribution. Now, Bob Creen has stated that new--or something

is being done about this and a significant change
1he 352 figure of document titles mentioned can be expected in the very near future.
previously as being limited in distribution by
the B Statement refers to 35% of the 40,000 1 know I for one sure hope so, because in our
total received. I don't have the exact figures. business in the past we have destroyed material
I calculated it yesterday, but I just can't one month and found out that an agency wants
recall it exactly at the went. access to it the followin• month.

I think that at this point I will let someone MR. CHELIUS: For Major Hock. The technical
else get up and raise some questions, and, in objectivea program has a number of line items in
the meantime, when we get a question period I'll the classified section. In other words, you have
be here. Thank you. a number of separate classified problems that you

want industry or organizations to begin to con-
1IRSTIOS AND ANSWERS sider in solving those problems.

MRS. CLIFTON: Unfortunately, one of our panel What have you considered as putting out; what have
members, Bill Jones, had to leave to be back in you considered with respect to also putting in
Los Angeles, so he sends his regrets. Now we'll with theee TOD documents a security guide so that
have the question and answer period, when companies generate information or submit an

unsolicited proposal pursuant to these requirements
MR. JERNIGAN: I'd like to make a statement that they will have adequate guidance in order to
instead of a question, Joe Ann. My name is John classify the information?
Jernigan. I'm with the General Electric Company
in Philadelphia. MAJOR HOCK: Well, we antikipate quite a few

unsolicited proposals under this program. Really
As everyone in this room knows, classification one of the aims of unsolicited proposals is to
retention, or classification material retention look for solutions to the different prublems that
has been cussed and discunsed for many years, are identified in the TODs.
and for as many years as notice has been brought
to the attention of DoD, nothing new has come Now, or the whole, most of the TODs are under-
out of this. classified. We're talking down in the basic

research, exploratory development and some In
You submit a request for retention and in ninety- the advance development. When you're getting
seven or ninety-eight percent of the cases you down to that stage, most of It is unclassified
automatically get retention for three years. as you're talking about technology.

No one questions to any degree why you need the When you relate it to a system, you're getting up
materials, so all you're doing is going through into the engineering development and usually at
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that time you don't receive too many unsolicit- .'R. BAGLEY: I didn't say that. I said starting
able proposals. Those you write out in a com- the procedure process.
plete statement of work.

MAJOR HOCK: The gentleman is right. Most un-
Now, if you do get a classified TOD and you reply solicited proposals we receive at the laboratory
to a certain TPO with a number, I would use the come in under company confidential, company
same classification as was on the TPO. proprietary, or something like that.

MR. CHELIUS: Maybe I should restate my question MR. BORWASIS: Joe Bormanie. I think I'd better
then. start my question with a stateme.t first. I think

In most companies we have large libraries and
How does your program relate to the overhead cost computer tapes of various kinds. Also, computer
under, I think, ASPR Section 15 with respect to print-outs. Normally, they are kept differently
independent research and development? from the standard libraries we have. Has a library

council ever looked at consolidating all informs-
MAJOR HOCK: This is separate from IR&D. This tion in one given technical information center of
may be the driving force of the IR&D where we the committee with the data processing people from
outline what we're looking for. their own libraries, because, in most cases, if we

need information, their indexing is so poor that
I would suggest that if you look at these TOD's you wind up running tapes for hours, maybe even
and you find an item of interest, they will also days, till you find what you need.
give you a point of contact for that item. You
get a contact down in the laboratory, If you do MRS. CLIFTON: This is something we haven't
call, that guy, indicate that you would like to addressed ourselves to, but it sounds like a very
put in a proposal. You might discuss it with him interesting future problem, very interesting,
for a few minutes, or maybe make a trip down to indeed. In essence, you're saying that you have
see him. and state "You're looking at it from this information that your data processing section has
way. What do you sugo t .... Do we have grounds put togetiier and really supported an index, but
for an unsolicitable proposal? Are we proposing you can't really find anything; is that correct?
anything new?"

MR. BOR•ANIS: Correct.
MR. CHELIUS: What about a classification basis?

MRS. CLIFTON: We don't have anything as such like
MAJOR HOCK: A what, sir? that in our company, but I can see the problem

springing up. We haven't really addressed our-
MR. CHELIUS: Classification basis? selves to that problem, but one of the probloms

we have had, we mentioned, is about how difficult
MAJOR HOCK: To that I can say only If the TPO it is to put classified information on the tapes,
within the document is classified, I would use because it's Impossible, so I understand, to erase
the same classification. We hope one of these the classified information.
days--I think Mr. VanCook talked about Ic--that
DDC would have the classified guide for all these At least my data processing people have relayed
weapons systems. If it is related to a weapons this to me, but then they told me a few other
system, you would have a security guidnnce, things that they couldn't do and then I went out

and found out that they could, so I don't take
MR. BACLEY: Jim Bagley, Naval Research Center. anything that they say literally, particularly
I would like to point out, however, ,that you're about the tapes. Is that true or not true? Does
entering into a very interesting little legal anybody in the audience know?
problem in the sense that the Government cannot
classify any information until it takec title to UNIDENTIFIED SPFAEUR: Well, our tape system has
that information, and taking title means then classified material on it, but it just comes out,
that some sort of a contracting process has begun, you know, that the title is then classified.
so please, I would rather you not mislead the
people. A true unsolicited proposal cannot MRS. CLIFTON: You only put the unclassified
properly be classified unless the Government has portions of your cataloging information on there?
had title to that information.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Right
,AJOR HOCK: Once you sign a contract, right,
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MR. CAwMELL: I think you can remove any infor- LT. COL. GRIMES: I'd go in and ask them under
ntion in that tape that you put in it, but you'd the Freedom of Information Act to review it.
have to be able to find it and address it and If the document is confidential and it is five
bring it out again, same as changing any cata- years old and they're going to give you three
loging of information, but all systems I know of more years, then they've got to go back to a
do avoid putting any classified information in top secret authority and get permission to
that tape. You have to go through too much exempt it, or they have to give it to you. One
trouble to handle it. of the two.

MRS. CLIFTON: I understand that you can't change MRS. CLIFTON: Thank you very much.
the imprints on the drum. Myer, you should have
some information on this. I'm sure you must be UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: They could be exempt by
doing this at DDC. statute. It might be restricted data.

MR. KAHN: No. I do know that when we have to UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Can't hear the lady.
change our records, you do it by specific fields,
and if we have a set of descriptors, there may be UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: The material could be
eighteen or twenty or something like that we have restricted data and, therefore, exempt by
to wipe out the field completely and write the statute from the classification or downgrading.
whole thing all over again, leaving out what we
want left out. MRS. CLIFTON: My point is why would it be

restricted date?
MRS. CLIFTON: But you have no problem with
erasing classified information? UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: By statute.

MR. KAHN: No, we just pick the computer field UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: As a librarian, I also
that it's in and we have thirty-six fields for have a question.
each document.

MRS. CLIFTON: Please state your name.
MRS. CLIFTON: Okay, fine, Myer.

MS. ALEXANDER: Colleen Alexander, Convair. In
I have a question I'd like to address to anybody declassification of microfiche, which is getting
in the audience, because it's a question that to be sort of a new thing because we haven't had
comes up all the time and maybe somebody here fiche that long, but, again, when you go to
could give me an answer, declassify a piece of microfiche, no one seems

to be able to tell me how to do it, and I don't
We Constantly run across retention problems. They want to destroy it and then buy it back declassi-
tell us that after five years that much material fied for a dollar and a half.
is no longer valid and no longer of any value at
all, and on retention of some of our reports this MRS. CLIFTON: We're also having this problem.
time around they gave us an additional three years
on some material that is currently five years old, UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I'm going to ask a DCASR
and they said at the end of the three years that to back me up to make sure that I don't say the
we had to destroy it, because if would no longer wrong thing, but I think if I had a sheet of
be of value. It would be obsolete--so to speak-- microfiche and it was due for declassification
and yet my question is--because we found that the I would put it in an envelope or a container and
men in our organization would like to retain this put all the downgrading instructions on it.
because they claim quite the contrary, it is still Then, whenever that was removed from files for
quite valuable information, so my question is why, a hard copy to be made, the hard copy would then
if the information is no longer that hot--is it have to be declassified in accordance with the
still going to be classified three years from now? instructions on the envelope.

Does anybody have an answer to that? We run up If the inspector comes in and pulls it out of
against this all the time, particularly in relation the files and says, "Why don't you declassify it,"
to classified journals. literally, you would have--because in the manual

it provides for marking on the container, the
I'd like to have some ammunition to use when the envelope, the box, or whatever the thing is in,
subject arises. I don't understand why they and I think this would probably be the simplest
shouldn't declassify it. solution.
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If you have a long reel of film and perhaps only of classified material in the hands of industry.
certain things within that were declassified or It says that USER Agencies should take a liberal
downgraded, again, you'd have to put the instruc- approach, are encouraged to take a liberal
tions and what you were doing on the container approach.
and then transfer that to the herd copies as you
used it. Will you quote the rest of it, Jim?

MR. CAMPBELL: There is, I think, precedence for MR. BAGLEY: Not quite, but I have a recommended
doing something like you say. The microfiche is change.
one piece and you declassify that piece with the
statement that if it is Jistributed to somebody, MR. GREEN: The philosophy--I won't go by the
it must bear the proper markings. There is a words, because I'll be corrected on the words--
statement that one can use, I believe, on the the philosophy is you take a liberal approach
micro piece envelopes to the effect, that is, if because it's considered by the DoD. The reten-
the document is blown up into hard copy, each tion of this technical material by industry
piece must be properly marked before you give it contributes to the long-range requirements of

to the recipient, and in our company we also the DoD.
mark the piece itself with a confidential or
unclassified, whatever the marking is, so that It keeps current and it adds to the technical
if the fiche comes out of the envelope, we do expertise and knowledge that's held in industry
know what it is. that we depend on so much.

MRS. CLIFTON: Myer, would you respond to that, Now, we have an ISB, an Industrial Security
also? What do you do at DDC? I could have gone Bulletin, coming up very shortly, I believe, to
all right without asking that question, I'm sure. the USER Agency which reemphasizes that DoD

policy retention is a problem to us as it was
AR. KKAIhI: Once again, I'm not in that division, to you.
I have seen our people take the microfiche, and
where it says confidential, they mark it through. In that article, we are stressing the role of
I don't know exactly what they mark it with. I the UCASR in assisting industries in obtaining
have also seen them take the microfiche and strip retention authority from the USER Agency.
over, you know, like a correction tape--you make
corrections on it when you tyve, and put an Now, we can't determine in all cases the need
unclassified on that, and then we also mark our for industry to retain. That is a USER Agency
cards in our shelf list. decision, but where the reluctance to allow you

to retain is based on a lack of confidence in
Now, we don't change the AD number if it is your ability to protect, a lack of confidence
declassified. It retains its original AD number, in your disposition systems, a lack of confi-
We do change the code in the computer whenever dence in your ability to downgrade and declassify
this is run out in a bibliography, property, we can support industry in virtually

all cases.
MRS. CLIF7ON: Excellent. I think we had a
question back there. We can support industry by certifying to the USER

Agency that this facility, this company, has
MR. GREEN: No, as a matter of fact, I don't have demonstrated to us through the industrial security
a question. Bob Green, DCAS. I'd like to just program that they can protect a due downgrade,
address a couple of things here. they do destroy properly and there is no risk to

security to allow this company to continue to
I said from the podium that I wasn't going to retain. That's one point.
get involved in the details of things which we
have cooking in the industrial security program. A couple of the things that we have under consider-

ation, and, again, please don't say, "Bob Green
However, I am, since you've shown so much interest says this is the way it's going to be," because
in this question of retention, and I'll trust your before you see it, it may take a hundred-and-eighty-
good judgments and faith not to make me come back degree turn. That's why I'm very cautious on
and eat my words later on. making any comments on the details of proposed

changes.
First of all, in the ISR, there's a very clear
statement of DoD policy with respect to retention

A
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We have under consideration a change that will MR. BAGLEY at Jim Bagley, NRL. You were talking
require or at least afford an opportunity for the earlier this morning about reference material
USER Agencies to authorize retention in the DD and the inconsistency, shall we say, of defini-
Form 254. If it's known that the material will tion of what reference material is, and you
be made available to a contractor or obtained by brought up one particular point which I have
him, only if the performance of a contract has been very concerned about for a number of years.
continuing research value to him and furthers
his position of being able to deliver to the Now, somebody mentioned Shock and Vibration
Government, the retention can be authorized in Bulletin which NRL distributes, but NRL does
the 254's. That's under consideration, not have title to all of the information in

that. So when people ask us for a retention
Another feature of retention that we have under authority and we do not have current contracts,
consideration in allowing a contractor to retain the action that % office has taken to start
classified material that is developed for bid with is to write a letter to the DCASR, the
purposes, whether or not he is the successful appropriate DCASR, with a copy to the requester
bidder. That material has value to the company, and say, "We know that this company is still in
It ia valuable to the Government. It puts him business. We know it is doing work in the area.
in a better position to bid on future procure- We also know that the information in these
ments. bulletins are probably the only reference source,

or at least one of the most authoritative refer-
One other thing that I'll have to confess is that ence sources that exists in the area. There-
my memory is very short. I know that NCHS has fore, we recommend that they be given indefinite
made one or more proposals to Mr. Liebling's retention authority as long as they still have a
office on the overall question of retention. clearance and storage capability."
That was going to be my question. I have lost
track of those. Now, this is done. It's the kind of thing that

you do to get around the specific situation.
MR. BAGLEY; The proposals have been made. Both
have been denied, and I learned just this morning There is another point, I believe, that should
that the retention position papers that we had be addresecd, and if you pardon me, Bob, I was
put in were virtually the same as that recomended looking at the words specifically yesterday.
by the Library Council. That's why I was able to quotL. them. The USER

says, "Shall be encouraged to take a Liberal
MR. GREEN; So what we are faced with in the attitude." I think it's the set of words,
industrial security program is, based on our "Shall be encouraged," which may become a hang-
experience with the industry and with USER Agency, up, so I think that some considerations -hould
is trying to relax to the maximum extent those be given to a recommendation which says, 'USER
requiremenks for continued authority to retain Agencies shall take a liberal attitude," ather
from the USER Agency by either making it auto- than putting the qualifiers in there of, be
matic in some of the ways I've suggested or for encouraged to." It's a play on words, if you
at least extendinb the periods if we still have will, a matter of semantics, but I think he
to go through the mechanics of getting authority fact remains--and you people in industry re
periodically to extend those periods of time. better judges of this--that procurement a encies,

once they get a contract over and done w' :h,
Thank you very much. care less about it. It's over, and the esidual

things like audit, what may be retained and so
MR. SUTO: One of the itema that Bob mentioned forth, gets thrown into the past, or elie new
here, authorizing retention in the DD 254, is the people take over, so, therefore, therE is a
one area that contractors can really contribute tendency, in spite of DoD's words, tr hold back,
towards writing or revising the DD 254, and if to wonder, to why, and all of the o ,er things.
they're asked, for example, to provide some input
into the DD 254, this is what they should do. I believe that if the words wer- put in a more

positive sense without the qv Afiers, then you
They should ask for the retention of the material might tend to see a change it attitude, but
for a certain period upon the close of the con- that's only one othe" ggestion.
tract. You can probably do this ahead of time
and save yourself a lot of extra paper work. MR. JERNIGAN: John Jernigan, G.E., again, just

to expand upon what Jim has said here, that
We have done it on occasion. It has been when the contract has been completed, the first
approved, thing they tell us is that they want to close

out their records.
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MR. BAGLEY: Right. So this is very important to you if you're an
industrial security man and your company tells

MR. JERNIGAN: Now--so you go back and you you you have to go down and work on all these
explain to them--you can talk to them, or verbal- documents. They'll think somebody is crazy,
ly, or through written correspondence, and you because what happens when you go from microfiche
explain that you still need access to this and to hard copy in DDC, they only change their front
they say, "All right, if you still need access and back cover. They do not change all of the
to it, you transfer it to a related program. We individual pages.
will authorize the transfer if you get another
contracting officer to accept it." That's another thing you ought to take into con-

sideretion, and as far as the retention is con-
You can run into hang-ups. By this I mean you cerned right now, if you do not have a contract
could be working on many programs, but none of that you can specifically tie the documents back
which are related to the specific subject of the to, the industrial security manual says that you
previous contract, so you're in a bind. will have to get rid of those documents.

So they say. "If you can't transfer it to the That's the instructions that the inspectors have,
related contract, destroy it." so let's not kid ourselves and make words up of

wisdom that's not going to work.
Now, we're talking to contracting people that
really have no concept of--or I don't feel they You must tie the document back to a specific
have any concept after talking to them--of the contract or you must get rid of the document,
technical knowledge that exists in these docu- and that's the way it reads now.
ments.

If you want to challenge me, fine. I'll pull out
Who--and I repeat, who--is in a better position the ISM and we'll look it up ourself.
to determine the technical value of a document
than those people who work with it on a contin- MRS. CLIFTON: This gentlemen here.
uing basis?

MR. HERRINGTON: Warren Herrington, Stanford
So there has to be some other way, because if Research Institute.
they want to close out their contracts, you've
got a problem. You also have a problem if you I've been there eleven years and we have obtained
want to keep documents on an Air Force contract retention authority for every document we ever
and it happens to be a Navy document or vice needed to retain, and there are methods of keeping
versa, them without tying them to contracts.

MRS. CLIFTON: That's for sure. Now, it is true that we may have to go over and

above the immediate ACO. We do not panic. When
MR. JERNIGAN: So you've got to go across lines, the DCASR people come in and say, "Why do you have
and sometimes this is pretty hard because the all of this," they're asking a question. They
Navy says they don't want the Air Force to know cannot tell us to destroy it. All they're saying
what they're doing, so never the twain shall to us is questioning the number of copies.
meet.

We do get retention authority when we really need
MRS. CLIFTON: That's right. I believe Mr. Berry it. What we found we have to do is get the
has a statement he'd like to make. scientist, the engineer, the whatever you want

to call him, to give us some of the words that
MR. BERRY: In the area of reproducing microfiche, will explain the need therefor, rather than going
DDC does not make new microfiche or upcheck their out with some stereotype request.
records except what they have--what we'll call a
tickler file. When a request comes in for a We find when dealing with Government people that
specific document that's either a downgrade eventually we will come across someone who has a
where the distribution statement says change, reasoning ability, Now, you may have to go through
they will then change their microfiche and give several channels to reach that point--I will con-
you a new one, but they do not go hack and up- cede that--but you can. It takes a little perse-
check all their records automatically. verance. If you need it, you can end up doing it.

-
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Amen. It was changed a little bit, but this is to
mention only tu show that there is so much die-

MRS. CLIFT3X: This other gentl*man back here. cussion about the use of Government classified
You had your hand up. Information in terma of contract requirements.

MR. FLORENCE: Here, may I go to the platform? John Berry just mentioned that if there's any
question about your holding classified informa-

MRS. CLIPTO1: Surely. tion now, the concept is all imbedded in these
contract procedures, and a little old Industrial

HR. FLOR•NCE: We've got a problem here that I Security Hanual says if you don't need that in-
think has been referred to a* one of the long formation, you have to get rid of it.
continuing problems of industry on retaining
material in past classification markets. With This actually is a contradiction of the Govern-
all due respect, the problems are short. ment's interest in the industrial support being

able to provide for the defense of this nation.
I do want to come up and make a comment that I The Government is full of people who would love
believe will give some guidance to this society, to see to it--and they do, as Warren indicated
reorienting itself as an organization and for Stanford1 Research--the Government is full
approaching the resolution of this problem, and of people %.ho would like to see that the potential
I think I would like the record to show at least for the logistics support of our national defense
a few of the individuals are gone now but the means is kept as strong as possible, and where
record should show a little matter of history there is any necessity whatsoever or any desir-
that 1 think would help resolve this problem, and ability that you in industry recain the materinl
1 have in mind going back a few years in my necessary to provide you with the basis for
experience when the question of disclosing supporting the t.ation, you will get the informs-
classified information to people outside the tion.
Executive Branch or outside of the Government. in
industry, or whatever you want to call them, with Now, my message to NCHS is to reorient itself
the question to he resolved on the basis of what and make representations in the name not of
all of you like to call, "Need to know now." contractors, not of induatrial accurity. not in

terms of these procedural matters that John
Contracting was absolutely no consideration. The Berry so aptly referred to a moment ago. but
basis and the policy on which we in the Government raise your sights to providing for the defense
disclosed classified informatijn to people outside of the United States, and if there's necessity.
of the Government was who were helping us in a the Department of Defense agency can provide a
particular project. Contracting was only a repro- different kind of a vehicle for the use of
sentation of a defined procurement. We discloaed material bearing the classification mark, and
information to serve the Government's purpose and I won't give it the term classified material,
we were not encumbered with all of these proce- because a lot of it really isn't, just has
dures--God wish they were contracts. classification markings, but if zhere's necessity

for a Department of Defense collection for the
Through my experience, I began to see again a few use of material for defense purposes, fine.
years ago that there had to be a simplification You're always going to have trouble to try to
of the industrial security organizations, and cram that into a contractual document.
this being industrial firms had had material that
had been disclosed to them or at least for them I suggest that NCMS look at that.
to use that were marked for classifications.

MRS. CLIFTON: I didn't get your name.
Those who were visiting industry in the guise of
industrial security specialists were the ones who MR. FLORENCE: Bill Florence, self-employed,
created more than anyone else the idea that an free-wheeling.
industrial security manual, a contractual docu-
ment, that those procedures had to apply to all MRS. CLIFTON: Thank you. We have a lot of free-
classified information held in, say, an industrial wheelers here today.
firm.

Are there any other questions?
The contract manual itself for many years referred
only to contract orders. I, myself. was one who In closing I'd like to say that it's really been
1 think generated more than one individual the great to see you people here and to know that
need to make this manual apply to things other you are concerned with our problems, because
than contract information, sometimes we've felt we're all alope in this

• • •' -, =,• •
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battle. With that, I'd like to say it's been a About five or six years ago, the Office of Muni-
real pleasure to come to your meeting and share tions Control (OMC) decided that even though
our problems with you and our thoughts on how to everyone had been operating apparently very well,
solve them. The interaction between our groups using the non-renewable disclosure Authorization
will, I hope, be very productive. Letters for the export of classified data, that

this should be changed and that we should use a
license renewable once a year. In order to re-

PANEL: INTEURNATIONAL SECURITY new this license, one would have to go through
MR. A. A. CORREIA, Moderatoe the same basic processing procedure that w'ýs
Rockwell International Corporation followed on the initial application.

MR. E. M. SILVER, PanelistManager. International iovernmental Liaison, What has happened as a result, is that each time
nughes Aircraft Company you go back for a review, you must first approach

the Contracting Officer for permission to repub-
MR. E. T. BROWN, Panelist lish and redistribute the classified document.
Manager, Licensing, Rockwell International This provides an additional opportunity for

MR. RAE NEHLS, Panelist Contracting Officers to determine what the

Field Management Division naional policy is going to be for the foreign
Office of htdustrial Security disclosure of classified information. WithoutDefense Sfpply Agency S the Contracting Officer's approval, you cannot

Sgo to OMC to get your license in the first place.

PRESENTATION BY MR. SILVER Let me make it clear that I'm not discussing the

Yesterday morning, as I was motoring down to San disclosure of unclassified technical data which
OMC also controls.

Diego, I heard a very interesting news item on

the radio. This discussion is directed principally to the

It seems that in San Francisco, the City Council- disclosure of U.S. classified information to

man in reviewing the City Code, found that it is foreign governments.

against the law for ugly people to appear on the We enter into a recycling through Contracting
streets of San Francisco. and therefore, arerepealing that City Ordinance. Officers with the Contracting Officer on a fairly

low level of determining what the policy of the

I would like to suggest that there are other U.S. Government is going to be in the disclosure

governmental organizations with laws, regulations, of a specific classified document.

et cetera, that perhaps should be reviewed in this Because of this constant annual recycling, we
same light, find ourselves strapped with a time problem in

You know that tha kids are all out doing ecology, addition to the requirement of going through so

The boys are gathering newspapers for recycling many reviews in getting an approval to begin

and the girls, aluminum cans, and now we are told with.

to recycle everything in the interest of saving
our national energy. The Idea of recycling is Even after a classified system or a piece of

classified equipment has been sold and delivered,
not really new. we still find a processing difficulty in obtain-

The Federal Government invented it a long time Ing permission for representatives of the same
ago. From an international aspect, they have foreign government to come to the United States
been recycling requests for foreign disclosure and carry on classified discussions with us as
boe irecytiongrequest for forwell as for supplying them with classified

brochures regarding their newly acquired equip-

The logic of this seems to be that the more times mert.
you caa review or recycle a disclosure request,youca review ore recyclen as oictore re. uhesfat, The regulations for the retention of classified
the better the decision is going to be. The fact material for hich foreign disclosure has been
that identical information was reviewed last year authorized are identicel as an across-the-board
by an equally competent, if not the same, group application of the rules for governing U.S.
of people, and the year before that, and the year classified material, which is held tightly under
before that isa of no significance, the cognizance of the Contracting Officer.
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Once the material has been sold abroad or classi- is that even though this letter is an enlight-
fied documents have been exported by the U.S. ened approach to the handling, the procedure
Government, it is strange that the retention and that's being followed is not in accordance with
reproduction abroad is of no concern, but in the the regulations the contractors are required to
U.S., all the rules for the handling of classi- follow in the Industrial Security Manual. The
flied documents still apply. Industrial Security Manual provides for certain

routes that these letters of approval must be
The other nighc. I was comenting to an Indivi- sent through, and that they are to specifically
dual that we could be faced with a situation state the level and scope of the classified
where the Contracting Officer would not permit information to be released.
us to retain classified material in our company
files, but if the same U.S. classified material Based on Paragraph 5h of the ISM. one must
had already been exported to a foreign govern- obtain approval to incorporate U.S. classified
ment, it might be necessary for us to go abroad, features in a foreign proposal. Additionally.
visit the foreign government to have access to in Paragraph 5p of the ISM, publication and
the U.S. classified material we developed, but distribution of classified sales literature
for which the Contracting Officer could not (this is interpreted to wean all U.S. classi-
foresee any future, fied documents for which the Contractor requests

release) is controlled by the Contracting Officer.
I think that there should be some consideration
given to all material which has been approved Between these two acts, you can see that a Con-
for release to foreign nationals. Maybe the tracting Officer has the opportunity to administer
same rules should not apply. decisions affecting U.S. foreign disclosure policy

on specific U.S. classified information.
Perhaps your marketing organizations are very
meticulous in preparing their marketing brochures, I don't know that there is any appeal route, but
but where I work, occasionally we will prepare a unless your brochures have satisfied steps I and
marketing brochure, we will go through all the 2, the State Department will not accept your
procedures and obtain a license to export the request for akn export license.
document, we will have the document placed in the
hands of the foreign government, only to find out If ycu have been suceiessful in going through steps
that there was something objectionable in the 1 and 2, then you go to the Office of Munitions
presentation. It is to our advantage to com- Control. Within the Office of Minitions Control,
pletely revise the format, particularly some of a very detailed staffing and review of the candi-
the unclassified information in the brochure, date classified document takes place. The Office
The level of classified technical data in the of Munitions Control makes no unilateral decision,
revised brochure is to be identical. The problem but bases its decision on the positions of the
is, we have created a new brochure, a new classi- various military services, including DDR&E and
fled marketing device, and we must go back to other governmental organizations.
the very beginning. Wa must go all the way back,
starting all over again with our processing, as The User Agencies of the same Contracting Officers,
if we had never been through the circuitous route, which have just finished reviewing the same docu-

ment under steps 1 and 2, again review the identi-
Two arenas where the disclosure of classified cal material.
material is performed under the direction of the
U.S. Government are the following: One is the So far, the same document has bef.n cycled through
release of documents abroad, the export of docu- at least three reviews by the sase User Agency.
ments via Government-to-Government channels based
on an export license. The other is visits by During this tirne period, if the same foreign
foreign nationals to our U.S. plants, There has nationals that we have processel a document export
been no correlation between these two activities, approval for were to request a visit to our facility,
The Air Force recognized the redundant, staffing they would have to submit a visit request to the
for identical information and have stated in their three military services. The three military
visit approval letters that if the Contractor services would have to go through an independent
already holds a munitions license for the die- etaffing to determine the releasability of the
closure of the specific U.S. classified informa- identical information for classifications at our
tion involved in the visit, that their approval facility.
is granted for the discussion of that same
material during the visit. The interesting thing
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These two steps are apparently independent and At Hughes Aircraft Company, we don't like 07o go
there is no cross-over or coordination. Each out and spend a lot of money building hardware
request for classified discussions at a U.S. if we're not pretty certain that we are going
facility is determined on a case-by-case reviev, to be able to export that hardware when it'
independent of any existing Munitions Control finished. Our approach has always been, 6v%
case or prior visits for the same access. if the hardware won't bt shipped for two or

three years, that we want a security blanket,
Let's now move into the phase of marketing where so to speak, of an export license. All duriug
"a whole year has gone by and we haven't obtained the process of building the hardware, subcon-
"a contract. The license that we hold for the tracting for the special parts, spending the
release of classified material has expired. overhead dollars. etc., we must know our chances

of being able to deliver the hardware.
We want to pursue ouT marketing efforts by send-
ing some more of the same documents to the same Continuing this development to the next logical
foreign country. We must start all over again step, we get into a licensing agreement where
as if the first year had never existed, we're going to allow the manufacture abroad

that involves U.S, classified information.
Basically, the Contracting Officer only approved Again, you go to OMC, but this time with a
the publication and distribution of this classi- proposed license agreement which specifies
fied document for your initial stated distribu- which sales territories are to be included,
tion. what the product is, where it came from, which

military organization has cognizance. Pre-
We go back to the same Contracting Officer to get ferably, OMC would like us to again include
permission to publish the document to send it to some description of the classified information
the State Department again, since our license was that's involved, so once more, we go back to
only issued for one year. You are also in trouble the Contracting Officer to get permission to
because Paragraph 51 requires disposition for republish the very same document.
classified documents generated in connection with
unsuccessful marketing attempts. Now, a very interesting thing happens. When we

reach this point, we almost receive a carte
Let's presume that sometime in the secoad year we blanche export authority. Once we obtain an
become successful and obtain a contract. Not only approved License and Technical Assistance Agree-.
did we obtain a contract, but let's further pre- ment that involves the disclosure of U.S. classi-
sume that it is for software and the delivery of fied information, no longer do we need to go
hardware. We need a different license now, a back to the State Department with the DSP-85
license that describes the specific piece of hard- request for the release of technical data as
ware or pieces of hardware that are to be delivered long as it was describen within the scone of
to a foreign government, the approved manufacturing agreement. Not only

is this good news, but our approval probably
Again, you must go back to the State Department. extends over the next several years.
In order to explain to the State Department what
this hardware is, it is generally to your advantage But wait, there is still a requirement that you
to include some brochures that describe it. notify the Contracting Officer whenever classi-

fied material is sent to a foreigr government
Where are you going to get the brochures that des- according to the Industrial Security Manual,
cribe it? Go to the Contracting Officer and ask Paragraph 17e. Even though we now have this
him for permission to republish the same document approved License and Technical Assistance Agree-
again. Also ask him for permission to distribute ment, or have a broad blanket approval for the
it to the State Department again, and once more release of technical data abroad, what happens
you're off and running. when our foreign licensee visits our facilities?

He still has to write a visit request. He still
You've got your hardware export license. The hard- has to identify the information ne wants to
ware export license again is only valid for one discuss. The visit request still has to be
year. The hardware that you're going to build is processed individually bv each of the military
not to be finished for, say, a year and a half. services.
You have your choice of either waiting about
seven months and then going in for an export Now comes the time for closing the contract.
license, or you can immediately go in for an Here's where we get into an interesting dise-
export license. cussion. If we are working on a License and

A..-.. ..... .....
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Technical Assistance Aksreement and the licensee the situation that I described for the license
issues contracts for us to provide certain &seal- and Technical Assistance Agreements. Once the
tance when these individual contracta close, must material has been exported or once we have an
we obtain ret.ention approval for our classified approved level for disclosure of technology,
material? let's stop recycling the approvals over and

over again.
It by this time the U.S. Government has declansi-
flied the material, the only classification tihe Permit classified vilits in the United States,
materitl carries would be a foreign clasetfica- based on an export license or Technical Asiae-
tion. Even though it's a foreign classification, tance Agreement. Under this, the foreign
the rule is that you protect their classified national visitor would go to his government.
material in the same manner as U.S. classified Hlil government would certify that the foreign
material and ao the same rules apply. We can be national is indeed cleared. Tile foreign govern-
faced with the situation of gtoing to our foreign ment would notify the contractor via tilt' U.S.
customer, who holds the information, based on our Government, but the ataffin8 of determining
license agreement, and asking him if we can re- what lias been approved for release or what
taie our information that we generated, but which hasn't (the requirement to have--as one of the
he camssll ted. Not a very realistic approach, military services does--a military represents-

Live present during tile visit). would all vanish.Basically, tile foreign governments are not so To show you tile fallacy of this requirement to
concerned with retention of classified material have c military representative prtieent during
as the U.S. Government is, Their attitude is. a classified visit, let me explain that tinder
they want their programs to hie supported. They the terms of the Industrigil Security Manual, we
want to be able to call on & contrractor not only can send our marketeers to a foreigo country and
to support equipment h.ey art, actively Acquiring, we can disclose and discues U.S. classifted
hut they want after-sales support and proposals Information contained on that export license
on how to improve tile equipment. Their concern without any U.S. military representative present
Is rather will we have adequate information to and without any other approval. 1In effect. we
uppotL them, not thaer we'rc going to have too Inatv" great'r ltittude and freedom in .'airyinh

much. Their attitude is that rite cost of startiig oi U.S. c•l4agifiud discusseons in foreign* ~ material will lie suitficient to axitivate contractors counltries than we 110 here in thle United Statena.

to get rid of all the unnecessary Information.
Abolish the U1.S. Contract lug officer retention

We always went to be able to take tinformadion. is' requirenivint for All U.S. •lasaified information
which we hold a proprietary interest, to thie Office for which an export license huts been issued.
of Munitions Control for an export determination. We have pernisiston to export classified docu-
Because of tile hopeful time-phased dec lassifica- ments or they hlave been exported; let 's atop
tion of moot U.S. information, we must be permitted the requiremeits of retention anti transmission
retenttion for information ine-easary to support nlot iiitat ion,
po•sible foreign sales and necestlary release
rtqoquistK. Let's avoid having to ever send our 9ersonnel

to a holder of one of our documents in a foreign
Theig rcoamendadt ions. Now that I 've' orn tihe goverm•ont hecause we could not get ptriiiissiotn
*program apart. let's rebuild it. The recommendn- to retuain thli classified ducument Ifrum thin
t1tonsi Get tlt,' onut rate itng officers out of tile tonttracting Offi eer*,
loop of being notified eacih time classified
material In being sent abroad. Outi of tile loop lREmSNTATION HY MR. BROWN
of revi2wiltg classifled materigl for puhlI eatlon
oind distribution. (Get them outt oi tl,e loop Theren atin old sayintg that goes something like.
Complet ely on literlnat iootil operat ions. "Wit a easy to disl ike somoeonet you don't know,"

Now I'll be the first to admit that I didn't
lin place of tilt, Contcact ing Officer. ,still main- like c latestfieat ion innnigtrr aso a tgrioup---ntothiug
latin t.he tfrice of Munitions Control willcl, as I personal mind you--it was hecauitae they repre-
explaliled earlier, coordtnillte atill of their act ionms sented a sltutmbling block oil tile road to progress
throlugl th0 sitllttaxy sr'rvices, whi ch reproeent tit tilt' conduct of busl ness--it least that'5 tileSthitse Cont rac ting tiff leers. way I used to think.

Once clasutlied material hacs hee approved for When Tony Correta approached me to lie a panelist
* export, stop the requirimemeit fur tilt, annuctl Of fiee at thits seminar I though, "Oh hoy. liere'' sat
oI Mu•gt nt s Control ron,'wail MinI go immediately to oipporlunity to really tee off on these guys who

• ,, I
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keep telli.ng me what I can't do!" It's a good approval. Additionally, anything developed in
thing I used the expression "tee-off" because it a defense industry that is not obviously in the
reminded me of what happens when £ use that public domain is considered military information
mental approach to playing golf--I either wind defined as nnclassified/controlled by the cogni-

up dribbling the ball just past the ladies tee zant military organ.zation for that plant,
or 1 go screaming out-of-boundai.

My panel colleagues who preceded me have indi-

So, like golf, I decided I had better find out a cated some of the problems of double and even
little more about the game before getting on the triple Jeopardy in getting export approval on
course with the club pro. It's obvious that I'll the sale or licensing of military products to
never play the game as well as the pro, but I will friendly foreign military customers. I think
at lssat understand what he's talking about when there is an equally serious problem in trying
he tells me how to improve my game. to promote foreign trade in high technology

products; it becomes monumental when you try to

I started by reading the Proceedings of last promote trade with the USSR and other Socialist
year's National Seminar and was very impressed countries in support of the current environment
to note that the major portion of the discussions of detente which is aimed at relieving the
related to ways of combating over-classification, tensions and hazards of the cold war.
resistance to declassification and cumbersome
administrative procedures. It takes a highly What are the Soviets interested in? High tech-
motivated classification manager to challenge nologyt You guessed it--military/aerospace
the need for classifying inforaation when it is oriented industries where the government and
so much easier--and safer--to classify it "Just industry invest heavily in technology develop-
in case." Besides the cost associated with his ment. One factor that I believe a lot of people
decision doesn't come out of his pocket or his do not appreciate is the fact that Russian
operating budget. When you balance that against scientists are on a par with the best in the
the clapsification manager's basic responsibility world and they are fully aware of world-wide
of protecting the nation's security and of inter- developments in scientific discovery--they have
prcting the myriad of policies and procedures on done their homework well. The area in which
the subject, you can begin to understand his the Soviets seem to have difficulty is li apply-
reasons for caution and conscrvatism. Again. I ing scientific knowledge to the solution of a
liken it to the game of golf--each shot is myriad of problems--militaty, civil, industrial, I
different and the opportunities to screw up are conmerrial, or whatever. Oddly enough, the same
unlimited, thing is rue to a lesser extent and in varying

degrees in other countries around the world. So
When you look at international security, all of the proi;4ct of applying our know-how, expertise
the problems are "doubled in spades." While the and proprietary materials and processes to the
guidelines are well established for determining solution of foreign country problems becomes
just who are our friends, our enemies or neither, remote. And while it may appear that we are
we will all probably agree that while we may have giving away our know-how for a smell return, we
cu4,on goals with them, none of our foreign always manage to come up with solutions that
associates have the same motives and objectives require purchasing a high percentage of our
as the United States. Perhaps this is the reason products that are unavailable elsewhere.
there is leaning toward ultra-conservatism In the
release of data--even unclassified/unlimited So the problem we face is in applying the principle
data--to foreign associates. of technology transfer to the development of

business opportunities in foreign countries.
The result is a dichotomy. We have a uational Where it is a military product with a friendly
policy aimed at increasing foreign trade to im- nation, there are road maps which can be followed
prove our balance of payments position. Our and, as the gentlemen on the panel who prece
experience indicates that this can best be me have indicated, there are a number of unmarked
a:complished through the medium of high technology hazards and detours to be overcome but generally
products, a large percentage of which (especially the problems can be worked nut. Where it is a
in the electronics industry) had their origin in high technology effort with a non-aligned or
military developments or in company financed controlled economy nation one must approach the
independent research and development projects problem much like the porcupines making love--
which requires that any product or data that could very carefully.
be used for military purposes--generally those
things listed in the International Traffic in Arms One area where progress ý.r,;ld be made in promcting
Regulations or ITAR--requires export license trade where the benefits would outweigh the possible

- . . .. Io
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compromise of security is consideratian of the Let me tell you of another situation where a
releasability of technological fall-out. from technological fall-out from a military develop-
military programs at the time the original ment offers a potential means for combating a
analysis of classification is being made and natural disaster. We have been doing some
similarly at each subsequent review of the rather extensive work with the U.S. Geological
DD 254. By this I mean that a dptermination be Survey, Center for Earthquake Research, with a
made on whether a commercial version of a mili- device called a Tiltmeter. In principle the
tary product can be releesed and to what coun- Tiltmeter sensor is simply the ancient bubble
tries, Further, that a similar determination or spirit level, in which the position of the
be made on which of the technologies required bubble or void in a body of fluid is used to
to meet performance objectives require control indicate the attitude of the fluid container
over their release. with respect to gravity. It has been adapted by

the addition of electrical circuits to permit
To illudtrate the point let's look at the classi- indication of bubble readings into automatic
fication of a strap-down inertial navigation control loops. Sounds simple enough, but the
system. As you know there have been a great clincher is the accuracy and sensitivity of the
many papers published on the principles of opar- device. To impress people with the significance
ation and the advantages of strap-down navigation of its capabilities we have printed a brochure
systems and as a result commercial airlines which says, "if the whole USA should tilt so
around the world are looking at them critically that the East Coast rose by an amount equal to
as the most attractive system for their next the diameter of a U.S. half-dollar we can measure
generation aircraft. The DD 254 for a military the angle of tilt on the West Coast." That
funded development program for such a system incidentally is an angle of 5 x 10-7 degrees or
reads as follows: a 5 with 6 zeros ifn front of it. By observing

the behavior of the tiltmmeter mounted on a
"All aspects of the work under this contract are 13-ton block of granite (which incidentally I
UNCLASSIFIED except for the following: ... " and can tilt sufficiently with my hand for the meter
then the DD 254 lists a series of accuracy to respond) we have observed a correlation
parameters such as position, velocity and atti- between the build-up of earth tillt and the
tude accuracy, which it says are "CONFIDENTIAX" subsequent occurrence of an earthquake. After
but with the following note: "The above indicated the quake which the tiltmeter also records very
classification applies only if the gyros' rsndoan accurately as a seismometer the earth tilt is
and/or compensated drift rate is less then (blank) restored. Unfortunately the correlation is not
o/hr RMS per axis and/or the bystem's position 100%, however a group of Russian scientists have
error is less than (blank) mi/hr CEP. Now... can been doing some interesting research which
you imagine the problem of a potential coimercial indicates that there is also a correlation
customer asking the very obvious question, "How between changes in the waveform of primary and
accurate is your system?" The obvious answer, of secondary shock waves from emall seismic distur-
course, wnuld be, "Adequate for your requirements bances and the occurrence of severe earthquakes.
unless they are very stringent in which case I It appears that a joint research project with
can't tell you because its classifird." the USSR to use the tiltmeter (which records

both phenomena) to predict earthquakes so that
We have been approached by the French who are people may take precautionary measures would
interested in obtsining a license for producing make a lot of sense. T"here is even hope that a
strap-down systems for their aircraft because means may be available for preventing earth-
they have concluded that we are sufficiently quakes. Scientists experimenting with geothermal
ahead of them in development that it would be energy, where they pump water deep into the earth
economically more attractive to buy the know-how to create super-heated steam for power generation,
than to develop it themselves. When they reviewed have found that the process creates low magnitude
with us the development work they have been doing, earthquai-es which appear to relieve the build-up
there was no question in our minds that they were of pressures that tend to lead to higher magni-
on the right track and would wind up with a good tude earthquakes. Installing geothermal systems
system. However, ix. light of the words of the along faults such as the San Andreas fault could
DO 254 they could conceivably complete their be the answer.
development long before we could unscramble the
problem of whether we can tell them how accurate Sounds beautiful, doesn't it? Now comes the
the system is. hooker. The tiltmeter originated as a device

for aligning the navigation system int a strategic
missile; it is also used in the calibration of

i -
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inertial instruments to provide a very high Within these parameters the United States
degree of accuracy in military weapon systems. Government endeavors to assist American industry
When you consider the fact that export approval and friendly foreign governments in the inter-
on the technology required to build a modern change of that classified information which is
truck factory in the UFSR was held up for months deemed essential to mutual defense. Note that
and months because someone was concerned that the key words here are classified information
the Russians would use the factory to produce and mutual defense interests. Accepting the
military trucks, the probability of obtaining premise that only the United States Government
approval to release detail data on tiltmeters can classify United States defense information
for a joint research project, or to sell devices and accepting the fact that matters of national
to the USSR is extremely low. I guess for the security and foreign policy are vested solely
present, the Soviet scientists will have to in the Government, we instantly conclude that
struggle along with their conventional tilt- the government role in the interchange of classi-
meters which consist of two six-foo't long pools fLied information is not only of vital importance
of mercury installed ia a precisely temperature- but essential if there is to be any interchange
controlled vault in place of a ote-inch diameter at all.. It is axiomatic that classified infor-
bubble level. mation--both ours and that of our allies--requires

protection. What vehicle then is used to afford
Now, I realize that I have selected a couple of protection to foreign classified information?
"way-out" examples to overdramatize the problem
and I am probably guilty of suggesting a utopian Security Agreements
solution because it would greatly simplify my
job of trying to get a better return on the As you might expect protective measures applicable
technology that the government and my company to the international exchange of classified infor-
have invested in. It also is possible that some mation are based upon security treaties between
of you are working the problem and it obviously our Government and friendly foreign states or
has an element of passing the buck to you classi- international organizations. There are two basic
fication managers. However, on the other side of types of these agreements: bilateral, those which
the coin I think it has been clearly demonstrated are between this country and another; and multi-
that advanced or long-range planning is a neces- lateral, those between the United States and
sary discipline for doing anything well. The several allied powers, or an international. treaty
defense establishment--both government and organization to which the United States Is a
industry--do it extensively. We plan our re- signatory member; e.g., NATO, SEATO, or CENTO.
search and develnpment programs to provide solu- It is the United States Department of State, in
ftins to defense requirements projected many concert with its foreign counterpart that negotiates
years into the future. I am suggesting that these treaties. The most frequently used bilateral
consideration be given to introducing an element agreement is, in security language, a General
of long-range planning into the classification Security Agreement. General Agreements are fairly
system to address the problem of the releasability standard and refer to mutual defense interests and
of high technology data and products for both to the responsibilities of each government for the
military and commercial applications in foreign protection of classified information. Briefly,
countries. Who knows, It might make the proces- they agree to: First, give the information received
sing of applications for export licenses suffi- substantially the same protection afforded to it by
ciently predictable to permit accurate fore- the releasing government. Second, to use the in-
casting of foreign sales, formation only for the purposes for which it was

released by the releasing government. Thirdly, to
PRESENTATION BY MR. NEHLS withhold the information from any third government

or party unless the approval of the releasing
The keen interest and economic considerations of government has been previously obtained. And last,
American industry in foreign trade have been to respect all proprietary rights, patents, copy-
dramatically brought to your attention this rights, or trade secrets involved in the informa-
morning by Messrs. Brown and Silver. Our tion.
national government supports Industry's efforts
to increase their overseas sales and, it is the General agreements, as the name implies, do not
policy of the Department of Defense, as well as address tnemselves to the exchange of any specific
other departments and agencies of the Government, type or quantity of classified information. Rather,
to encourage the promotion of foreign export and they are meant to provide security assurances, one
trade by American companies so long as such country with another, for an exchange when the
activity remains consistent with the national signatory governments decide to do so.
security and foreign policy of the Unites States.

S. .. -. _
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When participating governments intend that the other nations as participants of international
classified military technology exchanged will be treaty organizations. The internal instruc-
utilized within their respective defense indus- tions of each of these treaty organizations
tries, General Security Agreements are then require that each member nation designate an
strengthened by separate and detailed procedures, official who is known as that nation's National
referred to as Industrial Security Agreements. Security Authority. The National Security
Industrial Security Agreements are drafted by Authority is responsible for the security of
the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of all treaty organization classified information
Defense (Security Policy), which also partici- within his own country. In the United States,
pates in their negotiation, and are concluded the Secretary of Defense has been designated as
between the Secretary of Defense and his opposite the National Security Authority for NATO, SEATO,
number in the foreign government. It should be and CENTO. This designation except for a few
emphasized that they are meant to enlarge upon particulars, has been delegated to the Deputy
general agreements and entered into only after Assistant Secretrry of Defense (Security Policy)
general agreements have previously been consum- for implementation within the United States.
mated.

Classification Guidance
In some isolated instances, the State Department
is unable to negotiate a satisfactory General A few minutes ago I spoke of Industrial Security
Security Agreement with a foreign government, Agreements which amplify existing General Agree-
but the defense ministry of that government is ments. All Industrial Security Agreements con-
able to offer acceptable guarantees that United summated by the United States are in consonance
States classified information transferred to it with the procedures of the Industrial Security
will be adequately protected. In such cases, a Manual for Safeguarding Classified Information
special agreement is negotiated between the and it is in these agreements that we find the
United States Defense Department and the Defense theme of classification guidance.
ministry of the foreign government. In actual
practice, these agreements are limited in scope Here we find a clause stating substantially
and usually involve information of a relatively that each government in the process of negotiating
low degree of scnsitivity relating to defense a classified contract within the other country,
material which has been sold to the foreign and every contractor in receipt of a government
country in the furtherance of United States defense contract who is in the process of negoti-
interests abroad. ating a classified subcontract within the other

country, shall incorporate in that contract,
Each special agreement is tailored to meet the request for proposal or subcontract document an
particular security conditions of the foreign appropriate security requirements clause. The
government and, at the same time, to satisfy appropriate activity of the contracting govern-
United States security requirements. In con- ment shall furnish the designated agency of the
trast, General Security Agreemer.s, and their government responsible for security administra-
supplementing Industrial Security Agreements tive measures concerning the contract and the
are predicated on the assumption that the foreign contractor or subcontractor with the security
government operates a security system which, classification guidance pertaining to each classi-
though differing in detail, is roughly parallel fLied element related to the contract. This
to that of our Government and the United States guidance should be in the form of a Security
industrial community. Requirements Check List or, if necessary, written

detailed special instructions. The objective is
Bilateral agreements provide the protective to identify that classified information which is
framework for the sale of classified military furnished by the contracting country or which is
equipment abroad. They also make it possible generated pursuant to the contract and to assign
for foreign governments to purchase certain to such information the proper security classifi-
classified defense material from the United cation. A reproducible copy of the classified
States. And finally, and perhaps most impor- contract containing the security requirements
tantly, they enable the United States and the clause and appended security guidance will be
foreign governments to combine their classified submitted to the appropriate Lovernment agency
technology in the defense interests of their which is responsible for administering contract
respective countries, security measures. Within the United States this

would be the Defense Contract Administration
Multilateral Security Agreements, on the other Services Region (DCASR) having geographical
hand, are concerned with protecting classified Jurisdiction of the performing contractor. These
information contributed by the United States and procedures have the familiar ring and are certainly
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comparable to the Armed Services Procurement Committee with the request that members submit
Regulation and the Contract Security Classifi- their comments on the report by January 25, 1974.
cation Specification (DD Form 254) which are all These comments were considered at the March 1974
too familiar to our domestic operations. To this meeting of the NATO Security Committee. Coordl-
point we have been considering security guidance nation between member nations on this matter is
as it would emanate from the foreign interests continuing.
awarding a prime contract. What happens when
you--the prime coutractor--desires to subcon- If adopted, this proposal will provide, for the
tract a portion of your foreign classified prime first time, an automatic downgrading and de-
contract. Recalling that third countries cannot classification system within NATO.
be involved we will restrict our considerations
within our own borders. You--the prime contrac- Conclusion
tor--will develop the security classification
guidance for your subcontract in the same manner The problems involved in achieving a proper
using the DD Form 254 you wiuld if the original balance between security considerations and in-
contract were of domestic origin. The DD Form creased international trade may not be simple,
254 which you propose for the subcontract will but they are far from insurmountable. Mutual
be sent to your cognizant security office for understanding and help between industry and
further transmittal to the foreign government government is the key to achieving the maximum
concerned for its approval and authenticating benefit for all concerned.
signature.

General Security Agreement supplemented by their
From this criteria we quickly deduce that the companion specific Industrial Security Agreements
provisions for security classification guidance establish the requirements among whi.:h is classi-
parallel in the international environment, the fication guidance. Knowing all this what do you
provisions applicable on the Comestic scene, do--as an American contractor--to obtain the
The format conveying the guidance may differ, security guidelines necessary to protect the
and the familiar DD Form 254, Contract Security other nation's classified information when it
Clessificstion Specification may not be used. is entrusted to you. It appears to me that our
However, there is a growing acceptance by domestic classified procurement procedures are
foreign governments to use a !heck list format analogous. Knowing that the government procuring
similar to our DD Form 254. Canada is a case in activity, or prime contractor, has the issuing
point, responsibility, the subject of classification

guidance should be discussed in the earliest
NATO Classification Management Program stages of negotiation. Agreement between all

parties concerned as to what is classified and
And turning again to our multilateral arrange- when, will preclude agonizing security problems
menits it is interesting to note that NATO has at a later time. Formalized classification
currently under study a full blown classifica- guidance should--in all cases--be part and parcel
tion management program. Tn fact, the United of the final contractual document.
States delegation to tie NATO Security Committee
submJtted a Defense developed proposal to that As in many walks of life these days getting done
CooitLtee to incorporate uithin NA1O, a classi- what should be done is not always as easy as it
ficaticin management program nimilar to that which sounds. To assist you with classification manage-
is in use throughout the Department of Defense ment problems involving foreign governments the
and which is based on the provisions of Executive Defense Contract Administration Services Region
Order 11652. This ?ruposal was circulated with- offices of Industrial Security are there to help.
in the member nations of NATO by the Director, In the Industrial Security Staff Specialist
NATO Office of Security on September 5, 1972. (Classification Management) you have an advisor

and counselor who also has a channel open to him
A Working Group was formed composed of members to communicate, on a government-to-government
of the NATO Security Committee. These represen- basis, with the foreign entity to assist you to
tativus met in Brussels during October 29 - 31, get the classification guidance necessary to
1973 to study the United States proposal. The provide the requisite protection. Make your
Working Group voted unanimously to submit the needs known to these security professionals for
proposal to the full Committee with some minor only then are they in a position to help you.
adjustments.

Working together, industry and government we are
On November 6, 1973, the Working Group's report able to pursue the basic national policy of ex-
was circulated to all members of the NATO Security panded trade with those countries with which we
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have diplomatic or trade relations, while at the the dealings of U.S. stationed employees making
same time avoiding risks to our national security. overseas visits.

On behalf of all Defense Supply Agency Industrial MR. CORREIA: Are there any other questions?
Security personnel nationwide, I would like to Yes.
express my apnrecietlon for this opportunity of
participating in this seminar with you. MR. KOETHER: Fred Koether, ARPA. I'd like to

clarify a point with Ed Silver. You said that
Thank you very much. a Contracting Officer makes foreign disclosure

policies. I don't believe that's a proper
CUESTIONS AND ANSWERS statement.

MR. RICHARDSON: I'd like to address my questions He may make foreign disclosure decisions, but
to Mr. Silver. the policy is made by the national disclosure

policy comwaittee.
I've heard part of your presentation before, and I
find it very interesting, very comprehensive, and MR. SILVER: My point is that if I have an "X"
very much by the book, which is the way we have to weapon and want to get a document that describes
live. I understard--and you may know--that there that weapon cleared for release, say, to the
is a move to remove the requirement to check with Swedish Government, and I ask for permission to
the Contracting Officer and get specific written publish and distribute that document, and I
authority before submitting an application for an receive a denial ...
export license.

MR. KOETHER: But that's not a policy. He makes
Have you heard this? Do you understand that this a decision of either disclosure or...
is afoot?

MR. SILVER: In any case, the result is the same.
MR.. SILVER.: i heard that it was afoot over a year
ago, und I vas expectantly awaiting its issue. At MR. KOETHER: Yes, but...
this point, I have almost lost faith that It's
going to be issued. HR. CORREIA: Well, I think what Fred I. bringing

out, Ed, is the fact that the Contracting Officer
MR. RICHARDSON: The other comment I'd like to make is preventing you from making any disclosure to a
on your presentation is to ask whether or not foreign government. You are stopped there. That's
you've submitted this through NSIA recommendations really what you're saying.
as a position paper through NSIA to CASSIA or to
John Sipes? MR. SILVER: I think we're in agreement. The

results would be the same. I ealize that. The
HR. SILVER: No, I have not. poini I'm trying to emphasize is that the Con-

tracting Officer ends up with more power then
MR. RICHARDSON: I think it would be .% good sub- -what it was envisioned he would have when the
ject for it, because there are so many things regulation was written.
involved in it. There are so many regulations
that have to be changed, three that I know of in MR. CORREjA: Any other questions? Yes.
your recommndations that are very valid points,
and 1 think it really should be submitted through MR. FLORENCE: Bill Florence, Security Consultant.
Hughes' membership in EIA and AIA. It would be a
good placL to get started, and I recommend it. In my contacts around Washington, D.C., I lialsoned

quite closely with some of the Congressional Commit-
HR. SILVER: Thank you. I intend to do that. I tees interested in developing legislation to sort
think that the program even cuts a little deeper, of pre-empt some of thin other classification in-
All references in the Industrial Security Manual formation Mr. Brown mentioned. I have a couple of
that reflect on international operations should be questions of Mr. Brown. I believe his answer
coordinated so that they all support the same over- should be of interest to everyone here.
all, policy.

I have in mind, Mr. Brown, the suggestion that you
If you read the section on employees with Overseas made that there should be more of a formal estab-
Security Eligibility determinations, you will find lishment of long-range planning programs involving
a great inconsistency with regulations that govern the research and development of objectives, and
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along with this suggestion you're making, I'm same coordination cycle as classified material.
hearing a great deal across the country in my does, and typically, the service involved will
contacts these days of objections to the long turn it down because of their knowledge of its
time practice of the Department of Defense of having been developed for a military application
there being classiiicatiors of technical infor- just in principle, and I'm talking about commer-
mation or a program-by-program basis resulting cial applications of these things.
in program officers, program directors, exercis-
in& necessarily a proprietary interest in infor- So, again, I'm afraid I don't understand your
mation involvin8 the ptograms, and applying question well enough to answer whether things be
what you uight call a parochial-type classifica- done on a technology basis. I thxnk that would
tion decision on technical information which be difficult to administer because you would have
really is very common, and the suggestions that to go to the Presidential Scientific Advisory
I have heard that are being made recently is Board, something like that, to make a determina-
that the Department of Defense should reorient tion on technology per se, and a lot of these
itself in this matter of classifying technical things are just know-how, taking fundamental
information and classify technical information principles and applying them to a day-to-day
and technology on the basis of the value of the solution of a problem, but with military origin
information from a technological standpoint, and from a military program where you're tied
rather than a program-by-program basis. into the ITAR and have to get export approval

through the Office of Munitions Control.
So, I wonder if you would care to comment on the
relative merits of a development of policy for a MR. FLORENCE: Thank you. May I ask one ques-
technological classification where classifica- tion of Mr. Silver?
tion is always required, rather than program-by-
program classification, or to eliminate some of I believe Mr. Silver's comments were directed
these contradictions that you referred to in even perhaps more specifically to restrictions
these two programs? on this export of information stemming from the

existence of classification assignments.
MR. HROWN: I'm not sure I completely understand
what you're saying. In relation to the proposed regulation that

committees of Congress are working on that I
I think you're suggesting that there be a program alluded to in the beginning, would you care to
on a DD 254 on a class of technology, rather than comment on this, whether the establishment of a
on a prugram and the technology contained therein, hard limitation of, say, perhaps, three years
Is that what you're saying? duration of classification for strictly techni-

cal information as such would tend to eliminate
MR. FLORENCE: The point I'm making was the Depart- these problems that you have expressed so strongly
ment of Defense policy, their classifying to deter- here this morning?
mine the need for classification of technology so
that then DD Forms 254 for particular contract Would there be a time limit on the classifications
work or program work would reflect a requirement warranted for your technical information that
or the absence of a requirement for classifica- would assist you in furthering the export trade
tion of the technical information involved, rather you're talking about?
than for a decision to b,• made on a program-by-
program baias. MR. SILVER: Starting in reverse order, I guess I

would have to say yes, it would help, but to gen-
For exanple, in this level-type information eralize like that I think is very difficult.
technology, we're talking about accuracy, you
would have a classification determination from To generalise and say that all technical data
the standpoint of the development of technology should be declassified after three years is an
to be applied regardless of the program the in- oversimplification.
formation it was involved in, this is the question.

MR. FLORENCE: Well, there's no program that I
MR. BROWN: I think I may have misled you. The know of anywhere In the country that all techni-
things that I was discussing were high technology cal data would be declassified after three years
items that are nnt classified, but are still with no exceptions.
within the ITAR regulations as far as requiring
exnort approval, and because of the fact that There would be exceptions allowed.
some are developed under a military program or
military-related program, it goes through the
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MR. BROWN: Thinking a little further about your Contracting Officer, telling him what he has to

coament or your quastion, in effect, the ITAR do or what he has to get into a contract--ASPR
controls technology per me by what it classifies also has a lot of other parts.

as arms, and, for example, comercial navigation
equipped with anything related to that is under I started to say earlier that when you put a
ITAR and has to get export approval, requirement into ASPR, it often makes the "experts"

in DoD unhappy, because now the "system" takes

MR. CORREIA: I want to thank the panel that I had over and drives what goes into the regulation.
here, Mr. Silver and Mr. Brown and Mr. Nahla. I Often the technical experts in a field like con-
think they did an excellent job and I hope it was struction or transportation or patents or what-
informative to you. ever lose a great deal of the control that they

previously had before. But I can also say that
it's a very fine way to get things done.

A LOOK AT THE ARMED SIRVICE PROCUREMENT
REGULATION I can remember one case. I won't tell you what
BY the subject area was, but one of the officials
CAPTAIN (USN) EDGAR C. CHAPMAN, JR. (Retired) in the office of the Secretary of Defense
Manager, Contract Administration (Controller) put out a regulation on how to do
Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical something, and it was a very important akea.

Two years later, not one of the services had

The first thing I would like to do is apologize done a thing, and in total frustration, the
for making you delay your luncheon, but I really official came to the ASPR committee and asked
do appreciate this opportunity to come on now. that we take their requirement and put it into

ASPR. I fought, because I really didn't think
I arrived in time to hear some of the panel that it should be made a responsibility of the con-
was just on and I gather that like most members tracting officer. Ultimately, I lost, because
of the procurement community, you all have prob- my boss. the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
leas. Maybe in the course of my discussion of I&L. said we would do it. And we did. We
what the armed services procurement regulation revised ASPR and now, about three years later,
ASPR is all about, and how it gets written you it'& a very viable program. The requirements
will find a key to help solve some of your are getting into contracts because the contracting
problems. officers, and the standard clauses in ASPR. are

putting it into the contracts, and know the job
Let me describe ASPR first and give you a feel is getting done.
for its magnitude. The purpose of ASPR is to
provide uniform policies and procedures th:ough- So there is a way to get things done. But ASPR
out the Department of Defense. In other wcrds, covers, as I said, just about every facet of pro-
it tells not only what to do, but how to do it. curement, the kind of basic things like smell
In theory, it is not supposed to be further purchases, formal advertising and negotiation.
implemented down by the various Services and V< also covers specialized areas such as patents,
Agencies of the Department of Defense. It should diaas, copyrights, bonds, insurance, taxes,
stand on its own two feet. There are, of course, industrial relations, and etc., etc., etc.
exceptions to that, but, really, Departmental and
Agency implementation ghoul-' only tell who in an The one thing it doesn't cover very well, Inciden-
organization does something, not what they are to tally, is industrial security. In fact, I looked

do. it up yesterday. I couldn't remember a case
during the four years that I chaired the committee,

ASPR consists of twenty-six sections, which I And I looked at the current ASPR case list. I
guess you'd normally relate to a chapter in a couldn't find anything on industrial security.
book, plus fourteen appendices, two manuals and I looked at ASPR and found virtually nothing on
five supplements. Altogether they total well over industrial security.
three thousand pages. Fifty-four thousand copies
of ASPR are printed by the Government Printing Anyway, to summarize it all, I would say that ASPR
Office. About half of these go to DoD purchasing is often referred to as the Bible for procurement.
offices, and the rest go to libraries, contractors, I can tell you, particularly since I have been in
foreign governments, and so forth. industry and have looked at it from "the other

side of the table," that ASPR is a Bible to the
ASPR covers almost every facet of procurement that contracting community. They do follow it. In

you can think about. Not only the contracting fact, if all the good church members followed the
side--although it is aimed primarily at the Bible as well as the contracting coinunity follows
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ASPR, I expect there would be a lot more people required. At the same time, about four years
in church every Sunday. is as long as a member can do something like

that and not become a bureaucrat, and we really
ASPR goes back a long way. It goes back to right try not to have bureaucrats setting the policy.
after World War II. Before World %ar I1, alaost What DoD wants is people who have just been
all contracting was done on a formally advertised sitting at the table negotiating livs contracts
basis. That's where bids are submitted by con- and putting their experience to work.
tractors. They're opened publicly and read and,
generally speaking, the low bidder gets the job. As I said, ASPR is some three thousand page.

long. A lot of that came about because it is
During World War II, of course, a lot of that now full of administrative or "how to do"
went down the drain and they negotiated a lot of requirements as well as policy. This very
contracts. In 1967, after the War, the Armed significant and explosive development took
Services Procurement Act authorized the continu- place in 1963, when two different things
ation of the use of negotiated contracts. At happened. First was a reduction in implementa-
that time President Truman wrote to then Secre- tion program in which they tried to codify all
tary of Defense Forrestal, emphasizing that this of the military department regulations.
bill gave unprecedented fresiom to make procure-
ments in peace time, expressing his concern and They got together, wrote one regulation and
saying that, "1 want you to put out regulations they did away with some six thousand pages of
which will control the activity of your con- Army, Navy and Air Force implementation. So it
tracting types to make sure that they do a good was a pretty good effort. ASPR grew by about
businesslike job." From that evolved ASPR. That 800 pages--but about 3,000 pages of departmental
was in 1947. The first publication that appeared regulations were eliminated.

was around 1950. So nearly twenty-four years ago,
ASPR started. The ASP. committee system, which I At the same time under Project 63 where the con-
will try to describe has remained virtually un- tract admiuistration services were set up, under
changed ovar those full twenty-four years. That the ASPR committee they had a Contract Adminis-
doesn't mean it's a perfect systam. It's a long tration Panel. It was a mini-ASPR committee and
way from heing perfect. It's only that nobody their job was to put into the regulation all of
has been able to invent a better wheel. It's the things neceasary to provide for uniform con-
been looked at. It's been cussed and discussed tract administration. Included were such mundane
and everything else. When they get all done, things as how to number contracts. You can't
they perpetuate the existing system, because it believe how important that becomes when you have
is pretty good. a whole lot of offices, flowing into one office,

documents which they have to administer, I
Let me first describe the ASPR committee, which
is responsible for writing ASPR. It is comprised You have to be able to look in the same place in
of nine members and an Executive Secretary. The the contract for the same thing: The schedule,
chairman comes from the office of the Secretary the general provisions, the special provisions
of Defense and there are two members each from and all the good things that make up a cp'itract.
the Army, Navy, Air Force and Defense Supply
Agency. The end product of the ASPR committee is recom-

mended revisions or additions to ASPR. All these
One of those two members from the military depart- recommended additions and revisions are given
ments and DSA is a lawyer; one is a contracting final approval either by the Assistant Secretary
specialist. They are all required to have exten- of Defense for Installation and Logistics for
sive procurement experience and at least three major policy--and, believe me, he personally gets
years of very recent experience in order to go to into it. Incidentally, on anything that's major
the committee. policy, I can also assure you that the Assistant

Secretary of the service involved, Army, Navy,
In my time there, the civil service members were Air Force, would be personally involved and the
all GS 15's, except one 16, and the military were director of DSA.
all Navy captains or colonels, with only one
exception to that. All other revisions and additions which are not

considered to be major policy nre approved by
They are also required to serve, once they go to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
the committee, a minimum of two years and a maxi- Procurement.
mum of four. We don't want to rotate the members
every day, because there's too much continuity
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The work load of the ASPR committee runs some- A typical ASPR case. and this is awfully hard
thing like this: There are about a hundred and to define, is a very lengthy, a very thorough
fifty to two hundred neu "cases" which are opened process.
each year.

A problem is presented to the comittee and the
About fifty percent of these come from within the committee takes a look at it and decides yes, it
Department of Defense. If somebody in the Depart- at least needs to be looked at. It doesn't say
ment of Defense thinks they've got a problem, it we have a problem. It says we need to examine
flows up through the chain of command to the ASPR whether there is one. This "problem" is assigned
committee and is reviewed. In addition to that, to a subcommittee. The subcommittee is given
there are many Federal laws to be implemented; thirty days to review it, identify any problems
ASBCA and Court of Claims decisions to be that exist, and recommend the solutions, and
effected or countereffected. Other Federal propose a draft revision to ASPR.
agencies, and I think particularly of the Small.
Business Administration, Department of Labor, At the end of thirty days their report is circu-
Equal Opportunity provisions, and the General lated throughout the Department of Defense.
Accounting Office and their audits of procure- About a hundred and thirty copies are spread
ment process all recommendations which are taken throughout the OSD headquarters, the Army, Navy,
under consideration. And not last and certainly Air Force, DSA, Defense Audit Agency, and so
not least are Industry Associations recommenda- forth. They are given three weeks to review
tionss this and then report back to their ASPR committee

member what they think of the case. Incidentally,
There are some eighteen industry associations these hundred and thirty copies of the subcommit-
that the ASPR committee interphases with; such tee report go to headquarters level personnel and
outfits as Aeronautical Industry Association, to the operating negotiators in the field, so that
Electronics Industry, Shipbuilders Council Auto- the ASPR committee will hopefully, hopefully, get
mobile Manufacturers Association, and the Federal a broad spectrum of opinion on whether there is a
Executives Institute. Altogether eighteen problem and whether the subcommittee's proposed
rathcr ýIgnificant groups that represent the solution is workable or necessary.
general--the total spectrum of industry in the
United States. At the end of the three weeks, the ASPR committee

takes its first cut at the proposed problem
The basic work force of the ASPR committee is its solution. They review it, decide where they
subcommittees. At any point in time, there would want to go from there. Incidentally, if it's
probably be an average of thirty-five subcommit- reached that far, there probably is a problem,
tees working on ASPR cases. Their members would and probably something is going to get printed.
generally come from Washington, D.C. However,
they would come in from operating activities all At that point in time, what the ASPR committee
over the United States at times, has then developed out of the subcommittee report

is circulated for two months. It goes to four
A subcommittee can have as few as three or as other Federal agencies: NASA, AEC, General
many as a dozen members, I think of one--if Services Administration and the General Accounting
you're familiar with the cost principles of ASPR-- Office, and, in addition, it goes to the eighteen
that's the part that says what costs are industry associations that I mentioned earlier.
unallowable as charges to Defense contracts.

At the end of that two months, hopefully, they
On that subcomaittee, which was quite an active have quite a number of comments back and all of
one, we not only had all of the military services these comments--and I've seen them in a single
and DSA represented, but also the Defense Contact copy stack 12 inches high--on a very controver-
Audit Agency plus NASA, Atomic Energy Commission sial case. Sometime they don't get too much
and the General Services Administration. interest, and, obviously, they don't get too much

response. At the end of the two months all
I counted at one point in time this and we had a comments received are furnished to the original
membership of our sub,-•mmittees of a hundred and subcommittee. It's their job to analyze all the
ninety good people. And I do mean good people, comments; either accept them and work them into
because I never ceased to be amazed at the a proposed revision or reject them and tell the
quality of the people that worked on our problems, committee why.

They were universally outstanding.
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This report, quite a lnngthy thing usually, is the Department of Defense and you were darn lucky
returned to the ASPR committee; in circulated if you got six replies. That's very frustrating
throughout the Department of Defense for another since the whole name of the game is to get oper-
three weeks for couments. Then the ASPR commit- ating impact into what was being done.
tee takes a tinal cut, and, at the end of that
time, they vote. I'll go through it again. A The same thing was true of industry associations.
case is given to a subcommittee. Their report Associations tend to put forth only a single point
is coordinated throughout DoD for three weeks, of view and it usually lacks hard facts.
The ASPR committee considers it, decides what
they think they might want to do. It's then We always found when I had the ASPR committee that
coordinated with other Government agenciev and if we could talk to individual company representa-
industry. The subcommittee takes another cut tives face to face and without any possible retri-
at it. The ASPR committee takes another cut at bution from an irate contracting officer, we could
it and it is then :eady to be voted on as to get a lot better story than we often got from
whether it goes into ASPR or not. industry associations. Notwithstanding the

problems, it's a very good process and 1 think
At that point in time, a majority vote rules. that probably is why the committee has withstood
There are five votes on the committee, one for the test of time. With all these people partici-
each military service, DSA, and the OSD staff. pating, it 'a pretty hard to shoot down the final
As I said, so majority vote rules, except in product, and I think it is also probably why ASPR,
one set of circumstances, and that is if any over the years, has been called the "model" Federal
one of the services or OSD feels very strongly regulation, and why a number of agencies have copied
that they cannot live with the majority vote this method of regulation development. This in-
of the committee. They then have a right to cludes the General Services Administration in their
make it what is called a "secretarial issue." development of the Federal Procurement Regulation
A secretarial issue can only be made by the and the new Cost Accounting Standards Board, and
Assistant Secretary, (I&L) of one of the the way that they develop cost accounting standards.
services, the director of DSA, or one of the There are many examples of where the ASPR system
Deputy Secretaries of Defense. They personally has been copied, and personally think rightfully
have to sign a memorandum to the Assistant so, as I look back on my four years as chairman
Secretary of Defense (I&L), stating their objec- of the ASPR conmrtree, Now T'll entertain any
tions. At that point in time, the Assistant questions that anybody might have and see if I can
Secretary of Defense (I6L), calls a meeting of answer them.
these gentlemen with whom he coordinates and
it's cussed and discussed again. Usually, it's QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
the chairman of the ASPR committee's job to
present both sides of the case, and then the MR. HOYLE: Jim Hoyle, Lance Project Outfits,
Assistant Secretary of Defense makes a final Atomic Missile Command.
decision.

I have one question that hit me in your last state-
Whatever he says then becomes law, and I guess ment. If the ASPR is copied and may be fairly
that's really not a bad description, because, closely with some of the other services of Govern-
in fact, that's just really about what it amounts ment agencies, why not have one regulation and make
to. it composite?

I think you can see the ASPR committee process CAPTAIN CHAPMAN: As you know, the NASA procurement
is very, very thorough. Does that mean it regulation is almost a verbatim copy. There's a
doesn't make mistakes? Heck, no. They've made couple of things they didn't like and didn't put
lots of mistakes and they come back to haunt you in there, but it's so close you can't hardly tell
if you were the guy that put it in there origi- it. The Federal procurement regulation is a great
nally, deal smaller, but where they cover the same subject

matter, they're identical. AEC is probably pretty
Every case has had, in the aggregate, hundreds much the same way. I see no really good reason
of people looking at the proposed revision, hope- why we can't and shouldn't have uniform policy,
fully making comments, and those comments i can but, again, remember that I said that ASPR not only
assure you were always very heavily considered, tells you what to do but how to do it. For example,
Very bluntly, I'll also tell you however that our ASPR has become a procedural document that divides
major problem in the ASPR committee was lack of up the world between the PCO and the ACO. However,
input. We put out a hundred and thirty copies to none of the other Federal agencies have an organt-

zation like DCAS. In other words to have a single
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publication, you'd have to have something else MR. RICHARDSON: Well, it can be fatal to a Lon-
to fill that procedural gap. I do think that tractor. It can be fatal to a contractor cost-
probably we're going to get to a single top wise if the ASPR as determined by our contract
level policy regulation if the Office of Federal administrators says this and they come to me
Procurement Policy ever gets established, and they say, "Okay, let's be utre that we're

following the rules acc'.ding to the ASPR," and

MR. RICHARDSON: Dean Richardson, Texas Instru- how is this interpreted by the Government when
ments. they put this into contracts, and they say, "This

is fine."

Do you have, or can you tell us if the ASPR is
based on legislation or Executive Order? Now, my interpretation of this security clause in

the ASPR is this. However, when that gets into
CAPTAIN CHAPMAN: Well, the basis of ASPR is the DCASR QA, and I'm not blaming the DCASR, it
legislation. I ought to refer you to my old could just as easily be the PCO, he may read it
lavyer over here, Murray Marker. Murray, am I a little differently and he can interpret it a
right in saying that it has a basis in legisla- little differently, so what he can really say to
tion in the Armed Services Procurement Act? me is, "My ASPR is based on law. Yours is based

on Executive Order; therefore, what I say in

MR. MARKER: Yes, it stems from the Armed here takes precedence over your indistrial
Services Procurement Act. security manual, which is a DoD directive.

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN: Although the Regulation is No question, just a comment.
bottomed on law, a great many of the policies
that are in it are purely developed by the CAPTAIN CHAPMAN: Well, yes, again, I guess I'd
people in the Department of Defense. They have have to go back instead of trying to say what
no basis in law. ASPR says--and particularly in a case like this--

I'd have to go back to what the contract says,

MR. RICHARDSON: Well, the reason I asked the and that's what the contract administrator better
qucstlun, if I can go on, is if it is based on be interpreting. No two people read clausen the
law, then it's really out of the Executive same way. That's fot sure. I've got a contest

Branch. Okay? going with our DCAS right now about what a claute
says. I think I know what it says and they

Now, the next question is if we have conflicts, think they know what it says and, obviously, one
and some people in interpretation think there of us is wrong, and even though I think I'm right,
are conflicts--it just depends on who you happen I think I'm going to lose. (Laughter.)
to be dealing with--between the industrial
security manual and the ASPR, which is to super- The ultimate place to get a decision, particularly
cede which? when it relates to cost, is, of course, the Armed

Services Board of Contract Appeals whose job it is

CAPTAIN CHAPMAN: Well, I guess it all comes to interpret the contract and what the contractor's
down ultimately to how does a manual become in- obligations are when there is a dispute between the
volved? Remember that a contract is only what's Government and the contractor. Of course this
between the front and back page of a contract, takes time and costs a heck of a lot. That's why
ASPR itself doesn't really govern a contract so I think I think it's a lousy way to go, but some-
much as it does the people in the Government times it's the only way you can get a decision
who write contracts. that's meaningful. Yes, ma'am.

ASPR, as a total regulation is not incorporated MS. ALEXANDER: Colleen Alexander, Convair Libraries.
in any contract. What you do is you get down to
all the elements that make up a contract, the As an acquisitions librarian, we are required to
schedule, the specification for what is being purchase all of the ASPR for the entire company.
bought, and all of the clauses that are put into About how often do you anticipate basics will be--

it, including many which are standard, required come out on this, or will they be continued on a
clauses or optional clauses out of 4SPR. If revision--
there's a conflict within a contract, the con-
tract provides for that, too, because each one CAPTAIN CHAPMAN: No, I noticed in the last defense
has an order of precedence clause which says procurement circular that the ASPR committee has

what part of the contract take precedence. I finally decided to print, totally reprint and you
don't think that discrepancies between various will pay for ASPR each year. If you have the 1973
parts of a contract is fatal. edition though, you will be eatitled to a 1974

edition without additional cost.

. • o .
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MR. CHILIUS: I'm advised that in the near future tions to the Defense Industrial Security Program
the DoD safety manual for contractor's facilities and we look forward to continued progress to-
will be incorporated into ASPR, or at least I've gether. I would like to take a moment of your
heard rumors to this effect. Based upon that, time to introduce the other members of the DCAS
would you then may that there might be a posil- family who are in attendance and participating
biltty that the industrial security manual would in your program. From the headquarters staff.
be incorporated into the ASPR? Mr. Rae Nehla, Field Management Division, whom

you heard earlier today as a member of the
CAPTAIN CHAP*AN: Again, I would have to say International Security Panel. From our academic
that before the industrial security manual would branch, Major John O'Leary, USAF, Assistant
be incorporated, it would be because those in Commandant, Defense Industrial Security Institute
OSD who are responsible for this area want it at Richmond, Virginia who will give you a rundown
there and request that it be there. The ASPR on the new Information Security Management Course.
committee isn't going to go out and pull it in. Last, but by no means least, the guys and gals

who can be of most immediate help to you, the
MR. CHELIUS: Thank you very much. Other ques- Classification Management (CM) Specialists from
tions from the floor, please. Are there other some of our DCAS Regions: Bob Coon--Chicago,
questions from the floor? Betty Mowry--Cleveland, Victor Seyen--Dallas,

Lou Sibiga--Detroit, Leo Sharkey--San Francisco,
CAPTAIN CA&PMAN: Thank you very much, and Charles Hicelli--St. Louis. I strongly urge

you to establish a first name, running dialogue
MR. CHELIUS: Thank you very much for appearing, with them. Only in this way can they fully
I think we've all appreciated the interchange of assist you in resolviLg CM problems.
discussion.

As I reviewed some of the achievements of the
NCMS, I became aware that, in many ways, the

TRENDS & DEVELOPMENTS IN INDUSTRIAL SECURITY formtlation and growth of NCMF parallels that
BY of the Office of Industrial Security. Some of
R. E. GREEN the problcvz you have experienced over the years,
Chief, Frograms and Systems Division we have shared. Some of the same concern for
Office of Industrial Security, CAS the tuture in evident in both organizations.

Let's take a moaent for some comparisons; a sort
It is always an honor and a pleasure to attend a of "Did you know?" session. For example, did
National Classificatior. Management Society you know that in the Spring of 1963 while a
Seminar (NCMS) to meet with old and new friends bunch of your boys were whooping it up at the
and to share for this brief time our mutual con- Weapons Contractors Classification Conference
cern, achievements and problems in the oft-times in Kansas City, a bunch of our boys, known as
perplexing business of Classification Management. Task Force #12 of Project 60, were doing the
As some of you are aware, I have, in the past, same at Cameron Station. I don't know much
addressed this society as a representative of about Kansas City, but if you can believe that
the Department of the Navy, and I am grateful about Cameron Station, you'll believe anything.
for those opportunities. This year, however, I In your case, the idea of a professional society
wear a different coat, but cut from the same devoted to security classification management
cloth; our mutual and abiding dedication to the was conceived. In ours, the concept of a single
proper management of classified information manager for the highly fragmented Industrial
wherever it is generated or held. Security Program was born and tcok the form of

recommendations to the Secretary of Defense. In
I consider it an additional pcivilege this year the fall of 1963, your resolve created the NOMS
to represent the Chief, Office of Industrial as an active group. Only a month earlier the
Security, Defense Supply Agency, more familiarly Secretary of Defense had approved the Project 60
known tc you as DCAS. Colonel Clark, whose staff recommendation and established a "Pilot 'rest"
I joined last November, has asked me to convey to for consolidation of Contract Administration
the society hia regret that other commitments Servicea, including industrial security, in the
made it impossible for him to be with you today, Philadelphia region. Then, in the Spring of 1964,
to offer congratulations on your 10th anniver- the NC14S was incorporated and, thereby, legally
sary, and to assure you that, as you launch the came into being. Only a few months later, In
next decade of progress for the NCMS, you have October, the Secretary of Defense assigned
the best wishes of the antire staff of the Office responsibility for ad'ninistration of a consoli-
of Industrial Security. We thank you, indivi- dated DoD Industrial Security Program to the
dually and collectively, for your past contribu- Director, Defense Supply Agency; so, in a sense,

the 01S, DCAS legally came into being.
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And, did you know that even our publications establish a review system, literally by mus.,ia
track together? The first revised ISR and ISM means, for many thousands of classified yontracts.
under the consolidated concept were issued in As an example, one of the It DCAS regions alon8 ?
March of 1965. The first journal of the NCMS has a total of 2700 classified contracts under
is dated Spring 1965. The nature of our publi- security cognizanece. Without detracting from
cation. is obviously quite different, but it is the need for the review and its tupporting
important to note that your ]ournsl has gained tickler system, you cen appreciate the manipower
wide acceptance as an authoritative, if not the drain in such a manual operationi. Much to our
at**ho-ittaive source of Informatiun on the con- regret, it has precluded, to some extent, the
cepts, problems and experiences in administer- kind of attention we would like to give to sub-
log CM programs in both Government and industry. sitantive and comparative review of classifies-
The ISR and ISM, being directive in natui-e, have tion guidance being g1ven to industry. In thie
* captive audience; however, I would not care, to near future the system of indexing and tickling
speculste on whether they are more frequently annual review of the DD Form 254 will be mcch-
consulted than your journal. Statistics do antred in all Regions, thius relieving the situ-
support the fact that the ISM is a No. 1 b-.st ation somewhat. In this Connection, we believe
seller and is frequently out of stock at the that the need for DCAS to monitor comlpliance
Superintendent of Documento, GPO, where it is with thie annual review requirement has booen over-
oi public sale. taken by events and could be dispensed with.

This would, of course, eliminate the negative
The important thing is that these publications, reporting requirement which has been an adminis-
yrurn and ours, arc viable documents recording reative burden on all concerned aind In the light
the history anld the progress and pointing thie of other monitoring capability is, in our opinion,
way ro the future of this most complex security no longer cost effective. We have initiated dir-
program and its most di4ficult element, ltlamsi- cussions with Mr. l.iehling's office to tlint end
fication Management. and hope for an early and favorrhlt' decision.

Their are also parallels in our less formal ntews- With respect to staffit'g cM posit ions, we both
letter publications, the CM Bulletin and the face thu same problems. Iniutilly, we had little
Industrial Security Letter and Bulletin. practical experience ill CM nuittera and so we

lealt ed by doling and wic Icontd :r litlt, ti ot tile
One of our most commonly shared concerns canturs NtlMS snd its members for education antd consulta-
on recognition of CM as the keystone of teo Doll t iou. Now that we have experienced personnel in
security program, and while Lite society, through thesa positions -4e face nn aging worklrne that
both the Government and industry members, was is eligible or noa'rin eligihility Ior' ret ito-
diligently working to establish the UM function ment . As you know, this has also been n matter
as a viable, believable and eosantial part of of se1rionu COnICern to tihe society for several
the 11 IXDAS Regional Offices of Industrial years. Within tile DCAS organizcation, 451 of our
Security. These posLtions provide At valuable prolesslonal personnel will be eligible tor foll

service to the contractitg officer and to the retirement within the next 5 years. This does
contractor as an on-Lho-sceont noultor reviewing not inclnide those who may opt for early retire-
the classiff[cation guidance furnishetd by Lite mev,t under incent iye and cost oti living a•nuity
con Ltact ig activity to thv contractor and, Increases. With loqses of thits magnitude will
act ing on iris own initiative or at tile request go much of thiet knowledgie and experiene%0 we haveV
of r•te contractor, identifying inconetsstcuicits built up over the years. This situtt oa it,
and pot titt tel prohl m aroeas anti ohbtaiinnlug comitrn throughout the securit y commutnity.
elarification or resolution fri.tn Llte contracting
activity. In related areas. Ltire CM Specia list Now for a fimal comparitson--ii look ot our total
rutn be of service ill helping it) resolve problems growth for these fitrAt ten, years. I don't need

ii t hie retention of clasirltied materali antd in to Ask "'Did you know?'" wihere N(l•MS rstands today.
expediting requenat for public release ol in- cilerring to growth i in it.,' umore important colt-
formation related to classifted contratts. lit text of "tatnturre" ritther thail Ele conmmiton tmasrtr'

tairabirtolng ithee poaittionle, DAS fnaeti the of "sire," NCMS cal, be very proud ot its place
two tmrijor problermts coimain wherever there In it itt the sorctrity com'tmunitty. Spc ralii.lrig in tht,
UM tunction; (1) identtifying and obt11il)lng tile morst dftiicult eiclieent of tire progritil. Cmi, you

v classt ict t t'ol gu isance applicrable to each thavc been foremort tit shiapntg the development ot
class•ifled contract nnd (2) staftirig the punt- CM progrtims in both lt durtry and Gotve niteit .

rions with per-oonnel who wit-' know)edgevanIiv and Through youir mermditshI p unud youtr ptblit-at tonr.

excpor1 ttcd Int CM matt err. in thie i Jrst you ha've counsellt'd* guoded, encuragt'd arid. in

intstasice, we had to assemible at base ItIe ratnd it asense* truinte omtnny ol tht, CM sHp'n ialltis
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currently in the program. Your influenco in explosives in the hands of industry. It appears
the field of CM and the stature you have attained that this task will be formalized in the next 30
are epitomized by your recent contributions to to 60 days. Also, we have been tasked by DoD to
and requested appearances before Congressional present as a part of the DISI curticulum, a
committees working on legislative and national course on Information Security Management for
policies related to the classification of offi- DoD Security Managers. You know from the agenda
cial information and the availability of such that Major O'Leary will speak on this subject a
information to the general public. It is an little later. This again is outside of the scope
enviable record and a credit to each of your of the Industrial Security Program.members who made it possible.

We like to think that Zb-o additional tasks
Since I am a relative newcomer to the organize- which are not solely within our basic charter are
tion, I can speak of DCAS achievements without manifestations of confidence in our knowledge of
being accused of immodesty. It is a difficult the total security program, and our ability to
task to form a new organization as you did in get the job done with minimum d,lay and minimum
1963, even with common ideas and purpose. It resources. We consider that to be our measure of
is infinitely more difficult to mold several success.
existing organizations with their regulations,
procedures and personnel into a single cohesive Finally, I would like to address, from my personal
unit working under a single set of groundrules. and objective viewpoint, what I consider to be a
This task is more complicated when it is accom- key factor in the Industrial Security Program, in
plished while providing continuous service to all of its parts. Over the past ten years, there
the customer, i.e., User Agencies, and maintain- has evolved from the basic concept, a true joint
lag a single face to industry. But that is what venture operation between industry and Government
DCAS faced and it was done and the thousands of to insure that official Information is properly
working level problems were solved. We feel that classified and safeguarded. Industry's role in
today DCAS (the OIS particularly) functions both the formulation and implementation of
smoothly and constructively as the middleman industrial security policy, once minimal, is now
between industry and Government in the area of substantial and growing. The management philosophy
classified procurement. Success is hard to of encouraging and seeking industry's ideas and
measure, particularly when you try to measure opiniuts baa nevEr been more evident on the OIS
your own, but several things encourage us to staff than it is today. We recognize and value
believe that we are satisfying our responsibil- these inputs and we have a high degree of confi-
ities effectively and economically. First and dence in industry's ability to take a more active
foremost, we know of no loss or compromise of role in designing and implementing security tea-
classified information in these 10 years which sures for the industrial environment. Those of
can be attributed directly to a policy or proce- you who are familiar with the ISM may have recog-
dural flaw in the Industrial Security Program. nized in recent changes the greater responsibility
Secondly, we have reduced manpower resources betng placed on industry, and there are more such
from 1534 billets at the time of consolidation changes in the planning stages.
to the current 798, while the scope of our
functions has greatly increased. This was This team concept certainly includes NCMS and
accomplished primarily by streamlining operations other professional societies whose comments and
and cutting from the program those cleared facil- recommendations greatly assist us in arriving at
ities and personnel of record whose services were balanced judgments.
nao longer required to meet procurement needs.
With respect to increased functions, the basic In conclusion, from this brief review of our two
charter of the Office of Industrial Security has organizations, you can see that, in the words of
been limited to the protection of classified a popolar Madison Avenule slogan, "We've conec
information in the hands of industry. More long way, baby." To which you might add words
recently, that charter has been expanded in from an old song--"But, baby, you've still got
several areas i:hich do not involve classified a long way to got"
Informution or t -.feguarding of such infor-
mation in indus' For erample, the Defense We accept that challenge and look forward to an-
Industrial Facilities Protection Program, which other 10 years of parallel growth and development
is designed to encourage industry to develop with the NCMS. We know chat changing times,
plans and countermeasures to protect the defense standards end needs will force us to keep the
production capability, is now auu'inisteted by program viable. As long as we can meet like this
the OIS. We have an interim task of insuring to exchange our views and foster the joitnt venture
proper safeguards for arms, ammunition, and concept, the Industrial Security Program will
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continue to improve. And, after all, that is followed by Mr. Larsen, who will give the Govern-
precisely why ve are herel ment's standpoint or viewpoint.

Thank you very much. Following that, I'll get back up and maybe
summarize and give an overall evaluation--a
kind of overall evaluation of the course from a

NEW INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT COURSE standpoint of the Institute, and some of the
BY things that we can look forward to, we can en-
MAJOR JOHN R. O'LEARY, USAF, Assistant Commandant vision in the future of the course becoming.
Defense Industrial Security Institute

I think we all agree that the issuance of Execu-hCord afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. On behalf tive Order 11652 and the subsequent problems
of the staff and faculty at the Industrial resulting from its implementation pointed out
Security Institute, it is an honor and privilege the need for a formal course of classroom train-
to be with you here today to discuss a new infor- ing for industry managers, or for security man-

mation security management course. agers and other officials responsible for the
proper implementation of this Order. The

Personally, I'm also happy to be here for a num- changes brought about by the Executive Order
ber of reasons. It has, first of all, afforded relating to authority and accountability of
me the opportunity to participate in a truly classifiers also pointed to formal training as
outstanding seminar. Secondly, it's given me an the only logical means of attaining an organized
opportunity to review some old friendships as and standardized approach among the various
well as meet many of the friends and alumni of diverse agencies authorized to classify official
the Institute, information in the interests of national security,

but the question may remain in some of our minds
In a lighter vein, the weather here is everything as to how did this start, when did this start?
that they've said about it. Southern California
is beautiful and those of you who have been in We can trace it back to the 13th of April 1973.
Richmond during July or August know how that can A memorandum from the Deputy Assistant Secretary
be, and, lastly, certainly in Richmond, you can- tor Defense Security Policy was sent to the
not tuy any Coors beer. Departments of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and

the Defense Supply Agency.
Historically, speakers always shun away or try to
avoid this hour right after lunch because of the The purpose of this memorandum was to> bring the
drowsiness that sometimes sets in in an audience, addressees up to date on the possible develop-
However, I think we've got an advantage in this ment of a course of training in information
particular subject that we're going to discuss security management.
today.

The memorandum requested their cooperation in
First, because of the advance billing that was assigning experienced personnel in this field
received from Mr. Liebling and Mr. VanCook yester- to a Department of Defense task force which was
day, it's created a little interest, we hope. being established to develop the initial mate-
Additionally, the course does represent a signifi- rials necessary to establish such course of
cant step in the information security management instruction.
program, and in that line, it's a course that all

of us are involved in, interested in, to see, to OSD's expressed desire was the establishment of
show, to create this new--and make it a meaning- a formal course of classroom training in the in-
ful step forward for all of us. formation security management covering all facets

of the information security program, including
Additionally, we have departed just a slight bi,. clatsification, downgrading, declassification,
from the normal presentations that have been marking, safeguarding, personnel security
given up here. Basically, as Mr. Green described, clearances, and other aspects of physical and
I'm going to give you just a brief thumbnail administrative security.
sketch of some of the background.

The memorandum further directed that the course
:low did this course get started; go into some of be instructed so as to permit it to be given in v
the objectives; then Mr. Daigle will get up and two distinct segments. Each regment would be
give industry's viewpoint of the cours,'. He was approximately one week in length. The first
in attendance during the pilot course in June, week coverinb the classification, downgrade,

--- --- ~..-*-- -- - - - - -- ~ - ~ - - -**- - - - - - -- . . . .- - -........
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declassification aspects that could be made In a broad sense, the scope of the course was
available to security managers in industry, to provide the student with a general knowledge

of the history, policies, and it..1ementation
The training to be supplied was to be designed and management of the industrial security regu-
to meet the needs of the training needs of lation in a fundamental working knowledge of
security specialists who have varying degrees all program elements. As a result of the
of administrative and mana'erial responsibility determined efforts of the task force, a decision
relating to the information security program. was made. First, that the proposed course could,

in fact, be conducted, and, secondly, the res-
Accordingly, the requested task force was formed ponsibility to conduct the course was assigned
and chaired by the office of the Assistant Secre- to the Defense Industrial Security Institute
tary of Defense Security Policy. It was com- there in Richmond, Virginia. However, it must
prised of representatives from the Army, Navy, not be overlooked that before the first course
Air Force, Defense Supply Agency, and thc Insti- could be conducted, we at DISI had a formidable
tute. task to accomplish.

This group met at Cameron Station, Alexandria, For instance, we did not have sufficient class-
Virginia, for three days in June, 1973. room space, nor instructional staff to accom-

modate this new course. Nonetheless, the wheels
During this period, the initial course require- kept turning, and in January of 1974, the first
ments and program of instructions was prepared two of our instructors for this course arrived.
and later approved by OASD, Basically, the pro- The third did not arrive until the middle of
gram of irqtruction established that the purpose March.
of the course was to provide a comprehensive
understanding and interpretation of the Depart- A special note here should be made that in less
ment of Defense information security program, than o year from the meeting of the _aF' force
with particular emphasis on the proper classifi- to formulate DOI, the pilot, our firsk course
cation of intormation in the interest of national of instruction, was actually present d.
security, progressive downgrade and declassifica-
tion action, and safeguards to classified infor- This reflects the outstanding support and
matlon against unauthorized disclosure, cooperation that we have received from all

agencies concerned, and a lot of hard work on
Further, to assist personnel in implementing and the part of the instructors.
monitoring the industrial security regulation at
the irdividual's command or organizational level, At the present time, we still do not have
and in satisfying command and supervisory respon- sufficient dedicated classroom space. However,
sibilities for effective compliance with program construction funds have been programmed and we
requirements. should have better facilities within the fore-

seeable future. Until then, we will conduct
Also established at this task force meeting were our courses in the existing classroom wherever
the prerequisites for the course as being de- possible.
signed for military and civilian personnel where
assigned to or selected for duties involving In those cases, wh,'re this is not poosible, we
responsibilities in administering the DoD infor- have been assured that we can use the commander's
mation security program within the command or conference room at the Defense General Supply
organization to which he is assigned. The course Depot.
is of particular interest to those persons
serving as/or selected for security managers' In view of the rather compressed time frame, the
positions within the meaning of DoD Directive pilot course was conducted at the Defense
52100.1-R. Industrial Securit, institute during the period

3 through 14 June 1974.
The course material is designed for mid and upper-
level managers. However, others with comparable As previously indicated, the course was divided
duties and responsibilities may attend. The into two distinct segments, each one a week long.
course is available in part on a quota basis to
industry personnel assigned responsibility under Could I have the first slide, please?
the industrial security management for effective
applic'tion of classification, downgrade, de The first week basically addressed the classifl-
classification, marking requirements, as eett-'- cation downgrading, declassification and marking,
lished by the Government. as you'll see in this slide and the following
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slide. These sixteen topics were the bulk of Marietta of Orlando, Florida, our NCMS Vice-
the material, or the subject matter that was President, myself, Jack Robinson, from the
covered during that first week. Center of Naval Analysis, editor of the NCMS

Bulletin, and a member of the Board of Directors,
During the second week, these are some of the Lyn Satterfield, Westinghouse, Baltimore, an
topics that also were addressed. In addition immediate past-member of the Board of Directors,
to the five representatives from industry who Gene Suto, General Research Corporation, McLean,
were invited to attend the pilot course, fifteen Virginia, and now President-elect of NCMS. In
representatives from the Department of Defense addition to the above were the fifteen people
agencies, the Department of State, the National from Government who Major O'Leary mentioned.
Security Agency, and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, also participated. As an interesting sidelight; of the twenty

course attendees, twelve were members of NCMS
From the very valuable constructive criticism and two more joined during the week. You had
offered verbally during this course, we have to show your NCMS card to get a drink at the
greatly benefited, and I'd like to take this bar. One joined yesterday, Mr. Rae Nehls; and
opportunity certainly for the five industry all the instructors indicated their interest and
representatives and the Government represents- the intention to Join with us in the society.
tives during that course, we certainly want to
thank them for their assistance in this area. Prior to presenting a viewpoint relative to

course content and its conduct, therm is a pre-
During the course, we also requested written lude that must be discussed for the benefit of
critiques or comments submitted by these atten- the NCMS membership This is in regard to the
dees. There was general agreement that the advance publicity that we of the society have
course addresses all aspects of the information been hearing for well over a year as a result
security program, and with some refinement and of presentations at our seminar, our mid year
periodic revision, will prove to be a valuable mini-seminars and at gatherings of other classi-
tool in training new security managers and fication and security-related groups.
effectively stimulate the exchange of ideas
between security managers. The general theme of this publicity was that the

DISI school was going to conduct a course of in-
This, you might say, concludes the first part as struction for classification management personnel
far as background and a slight overview, as far in both industry and Government.
as the objectives of this new course. At this
time, I'd like to turn the podium over to This particular course is not designed for that
Mr. Fred Daigle, who will give us again that purpose as has been described so aptly by Bob
viewpoint of the industry regarding the course and by John O'Leary.

and his view of it.
Now, to the course itself. It was obvious that
there had been much preparation for the course,

INDUSTRY VIEW OF INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGE- and we cannot say enough of the dedication and
MENT COURSE th- enthusiasm of the staff of DISI and the in-
BY structors,
FREDRICK .3. DAIGLE

The content of the instructional blocks was
It was with a great deal of pride and apprecla- detailed and thorough even though it was subject
tion that we, representing both industry, our to much analysis. Recommendations were made for

own companies and the society, received invita- elimination of some what we considered unneces-
tiuns to attend the first week of the two-week sary material, a lower-key approach to certain
pilot course, and this is another one of the facets of classification, updating of text, and
examples of the society and DCAS working to- a need to place greater emphasis on certain
gether as has been so ably described by Bob Green. other factors.
I would be remiss if I didn't take a quick aside
"here to extend the appreciation of the entire These comments were all shared in the most part
society to Bob Green for the many, many kind by the knowledgeable attendees.

things he said about us during his presentation.
At the outset, it became apparent that some of

Those invited from the society by the commandant the attendees had no industrial exposure whatso-
of the school were Jim Buckland of Martin- ever in daily work requirements and as a result
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could not understand the rather overwhelming upper-level management personnel, and is the
comments and suggestions made by the industrial first solid step taken to formally present any
NCMS attendees. Thanks to Bob Green, who was classification management training.
also in attendance, and who very carefully re-
stated the purpose of the pilot course indi- Hopefully, it will make our lives easier by
cating that industry and NCMS had been invited giving our bosses a better insight into what we
to insure that their views were made known, be- are trying to do.
cause among other reasons, Government security
managers do at some time in their careers inter- However, we additionally recommend that the role
face with industry in some manner, and to provide of members of industry that are invited be speci-
with industry in some manner, and to provide fically defined and stated in the invitation and
these managers with the ability to interface in the opening remarks introducing each course.
knowledgeably was one of the objectives of this
course. Further, we submit the observation that we still

feel a dire need for a course in classification
After the second day and after the foregoing management both for Government and Industry
opportunity to clarify the various participa- classification management trainees where they
tions, the critiques were most comprehensive commingle and learn from each other.
and informative. There is little value in dis-
cussing the Individual items of the critiques, We have long felt this need as being the first
as all attendees were informed by the school one that required fulfillment. When the classi-
that these were well received and would be in- fication management specialists have been taught,
corporated into the first tegular session of the then a review of what they were taught would be
course, which is going on right now. most beneficial not only to Government security

managers, but also the first and second level
Tha Institute has assured re thet she next year's industrial security managers.
schedule will be such that it will not conflict
with our Washington seminar dates, thereby per-
mitting the instructors, as well ag the potential GOVERNNMENT VIEW OF INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGE-
attendees, to attend the seminar if they wish, MENT COURSE

BY
The single critique item that was agreed upon by MR. FRANK LARSEN (Navy-CNO)
all attendees and worthy of reporting here was
that although all the information was primarily This appearance is a two-fold privilege--not only
factual, generally complete and well presented, to have the valuable platform time at this
it did not completely meet the primary purpose national seminar, but also to represent the twelve
of the course, that being relating this wealth government departments and agencies which were
of data to the responsibilities of Government represented at the two week "pilot" course on the
security managers in implementing the informa- DoD information security management program. In
tion security program, addition to the cogent remarks of Mr. Daigle about

the course, it has been apparent the grapevine
This aspect was discussed in depth with the worked very well anA most of you have received
attendees, instructors, and the school adminis- individual if not collective reaction first or
tration, and there was no disagreement with the second hand. It may be of interest for you to
observation, know, however, that a meeting was held in Mr.

VanCook'e office in OSD on 3 July 1974, at which
The second week of the course, that dealing time several of the pilot course participants ftom
with physical security, was to be restructured-- the Government essentially gave an overall critique.
over the weekend, I might say--with the Govern- There was general agreement within this adhoc com-
ment security manager's responsibilities in mind, mittee on several points which I'd like to relate
and I expect Mr. Larsen, who is your next speaker, to you now. I'm reminded at this point, of that
will give the Government's viewpoint and will great biblical guidance--"For God so loved the
address this change in procedure. world, he didn't send a committee"--none-the-leas,

the interest, dedication and expressed desire to
In s-wuary, we concur the material gathered for improve and promote this course on the part of DISI,
the course be modified as recommended and when DCAS and Mr. VanCook himself created a very evident
reoriented, to the responsibilities of the singleness of purpose.
Government security managei, will provide a very
beneficial course of instruction for many an

-'
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for this panel, and I blame it all on Dr. Kissin- We are indeed fortunate this afternoon to have
ger, really, for since he has been promoted to three representatives from Government who repre-
Secretary of State, it has become rather fash- sent many years of experience and knowledge in
ionable, or the in-thing to do, to have someone many facets of security classification. The
with a foreign accent on a panel or on a commit- members of the panel will speak on their own
tee. background and from their own experience.

Of course, he tried to get Dr. Kissinger, and Mr. Murray Marker, who speaks on procurement
when he failed in doing so, he went through the activities and contracts; Colonel Griesmer will
NCMS roster and found that I was the only one touch upon the role of a program manager in the
who filled the bill. It is remarkable, you know, research and development environment, while
that even in SAMSO today, I am suddenly being Mr. Joseph Care will address himself on the
called "Doctor." subject of preparing and issuing a ci. sification

guide.
In any case, I'm very glad that George asked me
to be here with you this afternoon. Our first panelist this afternoon will be Mr.

Marker. He received his law degree from Columbia
Being with the Government and also being a University and after a number of years of private
relative newcomer to the NCMS, somehow I feel law practice, he joined the Federal Security
that there is a lack of comprehension on the Agency in 1939. There he was appointed to the
part of some people as to the inner workings of Department of Commerce for International Trade.
the classification management office at the User and since 1957, he has been Regional Counsel to
Agency level, the 11th Naval District in Long Beach.

Briefly, we at the working level have to imple- I had the good fortune of listening to Murray
ment and interpret the many directives and regu- before, and I believE that he is one of the fore-
lations emanating from higher headquarters. We most authorities on Government contracts and
have to rationalize, use good judgment, and, procurement.
tinally, develop and publi-h a raeauingfu].
classifi..ation guide. PRESENTATION BY Hit. MARKER -

To me, development of the guide begins the day I expected to be the last speaker. I don't know
the project officer or the program officer comes what to say now.
in and says, "We're going to let an RFQ, a re-
quest for bid in three months, or six months, or Everybody else has said how delighted they are
a year, and we'll need a classification guide to be here, and I think I'd be keeping the truth
as soon as possible. from you if I didn't say that I feel the same

way about it.
At that time, the contracting officer, the
program officer and the classification manage- I had the opportunity as Gene told you to talk to
meet office start to work. The development of the California group two years ago. I dtdn't know
a guide takes a considerebV. amount of time, and whether they enjoyed it, but I certainly had a
many times it never rnd.,. 'r seems lika when a hell of a good time, but I've been told they
contract has been completed *n three or four liked it, and I'm just going to tell you the same
years, we still gat telephone calls on the thing, too, they liked it very much.
interpretation of the clan: fication.

I'm here under false pretenses, really. I em not
Before I turn this meetina over to the panel, I truly the representative of what you call the
would just like to say one word, that I believe User Agency.
that classification is born at the User Agency
level. lf you have any problems on classifica- The Naval Regional Procurement Offict is the
tion, I would advise you first to cone to the centralized purcha:;ing for procurement office in
classification office that iL indicated in your Southern California, but by the time we get a
guide. If you have complaints, you may go to request to contract for materials or services or
headqart'ers, but they come back to us anyway, for research and development operations,a large
and we will face the problem. part of the work that comes from you, ladies and

gentlemen, has already been done.
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The technical people and the requirements people want a black box that will do the following,"
at the requiring activity have gotten together or it will be a technical spec which will spell
with security personnel. They've agreed upon or out specifically what the black box is to d-.
they have worked out what they think the security
requirements are, the classification requirements What is the security classification required to
are, and that's including the requisition which provide the safeguards against some technical
comes down to us, so that we get from you some- advance getting out and becoming known in areas
thing that plays a part in what we do. through sources not too known that should not be

permitted to know?
We don't participate in any of the decisions
which are made on the security classification What are the areas in which the services will be
level. Captain Chapman told you about the armed performed, so that there might be access to
services procurement regulations and how thf classified documents or drawings, or informs-
committee works and told you that the armed tion of one kind or another, or to classify
services procurement regulations--what it is and security areas where performance by the Navy
how you do it sort of thing, and I think perhaps people, or the Air Force, or Army people, the
I might sort of fill out the picture by describ- same difference, should not be observed by people
ing to you how we operate under the ASPR, and not properly cleared?
maybe when you get to the questioning period,
if we get to the questioning period, you can try We receive this requisition, as I've indicated
to place into perspective how what we do impacts to you, and we analyze it from the point of view
on you, and vice versa, of what kind of sources we have to go to.

Ordinarily, the requisition itself does indicate
I think the first thing to point out to you is some sources, and we are required--assuming that
that the basic concept of the operations that there is no security classification--we are
fall under the armed services procurement regu- required to synopsize; that is, to publish in
lation is to follow the legal requirements for the Congress Business Daily, which is published
entering into a contractual arrangement with a by the Department of Commerce, a synopsis
contractor to either provide the services, the summary of what it is we are in the market for,
activities or to furnish the materials or the so that interested companies can notify us of
supplies of the activity. theit interest and seek a copy of the solicita-

Stion when it is issued, so that they can compete.
There are two ways of doing this. The first,

for the time being, anyway, and, traditionally, If there is a security classification problem
the classical way, is by advertising. Advertis- involved and this comes to us in the form of
ing--formal advertising--for bids does not fit the attached DD 254, we do not synopsize. In
the kind of operation that involves you, because most cases, there are some instances where a
if you have classification requirements with synopsis is issued for the purpose of finding
regard to any part of contract performance, out whether there are any companies in this
there is an exception in the ASPR which permits field capable of undertaking the particular
you to negotiate a contract, rather than to operation, but it would be an extremely general
advertise it, and so unless there is some rare statement, one which would not be in any way
exception, and I'm not too familiar with what indicative of what the security problem is or
they would be, there is very little--practically precisely what it is we want.
no connection--between those instances where the
procurement is of a firm specification procure- It could be a general description, for example,
ment for purchase of supplies or services with- of certain electronic requirements, if you need
out any classification requirement on it, so let an electronic finger, but without detailing
me talk only about the second type of negotiation what the requirements would be for performance.
contract.

Assuming no security classification problems,
Without detailing the sections or the language or we do synopsize. Assuming the classification
the specific requirements of the armed services problem, we do not ordinarily synopsize, but we
procurement regulation, we start with the procure- seek out those companies we know have a capa-
ment request, the requisition that comes from the bility.
procurement activity, and this tells us what it
is they want, how much of it they want, for what To companies which have been ctaared, companies
period they want it. The specifications will be that ask for copies of the solicitation i, order
either performance specifications which say, "We to compete, would have to satisfy the security
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people of their clearance, and in that case I at the minimum level--that is, they will satisfy
believe it's DCASR that does this for us. even though they can be done better--we determine

the winner on the basis of the lowest price among

Assuming then that we have a sufficient number those who have come in with a proposal which meets
of companies, or company--in many instances, we our minimum acceptable requirement.
deal with the sole source--we have the companies
that are being solicited. They've been properly In most instances of the type of work we deal with,
cleared. The matter is taken care of within the the research and development or developmental work
rules of the security requirements that you've whicn is on the borderline, perhaps, of research and
set up. and development, where more than minimum acceptable

position is sought, where we need the best skills,
We solicit proposals from them, and if the where we need what we can get in the sense of the
proposals are to address themselves to the classi- most experience and the most likelihood of achiev-
fied material, they, of course, must be classi- ing some advance, some improvement in what we know
fied. exists or what we believe may be done.

I'll prcceed now and cut it short. In every The choice may be made on the basis of a scoring
instance I mentioned something that has to be which will rank the best technical proposal at a
done. Bear in mind that if there is a security higher level than others, even though the others
classification problem, that has to be done may be at a lower cost, so that we may make a wall
within the security requirements. of higher cost arrangements in order to achieve the

best technical results.
Technical proposals and cost proposals are sub-
mitted to the rechruical activity for evaluation You can believe me when I tell you that that area
as to techrical a,"equacy and acceptability, and is the one that is most productive of disputes,
are analyzed and evaluated by our office as to protests, and, generally speaking, the kind of
cost. heartburn and headaches that we go through, but we

do it.
You receive a technical evaluation trom the
activity indicating what companies have submitted It is legal. It is accepted and within the regula-
proposals i-iich appear to be satisfactory and tions. It's sustained, and, generally speaking,
acceptable and can do the job or are marginally is approved by the GAO in cases where a protest
acceptable, but can be made acceptable by some has been made.
correct ton; or filling in of some omission, and
all those comnanies which have submitted com- Once the award has been made and once the contract
pletely unacceptable proposals in the technical has been executed, of course, the security-problems
aspect. again have to be taken care of. They are now con-

tract administration problems, and, except in those
This determines what we have come to know. This instances where the PCO retains contract adminis-
determines the competitive range, that is, those tration, they are the responsibility or they become
companies that are now within the range of the responsibility of the DCASR.
possibility, probability of acquiring, achieving,
being given an award, being successfully the Even in those instances where we retain--so to
winner of the contract competition. speak--where the procuring contracting officer

retains the administrative responsibility for con-
Negotiations then follow with these companies to tract, it is usually delegated to the technical
correct deficiencies, beef up whatever seems to activity so that if we let a contract or some
be inadequately treated, to clarify those areas developmental feature for one of the laboratories,
which are not too clear, which are ambiguous, that would require some specific skills or the
and also to negotiate, to improve the price, the background and experience of the particular indi-
cost. We then request a final offer which gives viduals who have the cognizance of the technical
the company an opportunity to now revise their requirements of this particular problem in the
proposal to include what had been agreed upon or laboratory.
negotiated because of the discussions, to improve
their competitive position. The laboratory will be the delegated administra-

tive officer.
Now we have two different problems to consider.
In those instances where what we need is an Then there's midway where the administration has
article or services which meet the requirements transferred the DCASR w!th Lechnical personnel

made part of the team.
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Now, that, generally speaking, is the process of costs to the DoD as a whole. But it can be
procurement that we handle for the User activi- significant in individual programs too. I'll
ties. Now, I am not too familiar, frankly, with give you a couple of examples. I was involved
the preparatory work that you do before it gets in one situation in a satellite program office
into the purchase request, but a little more where a classified computer printout of satel-
familiar with what happens after the contract is lite ephemeris data was being accumulated at an
executed and becomes an administrative matter, overseas tracking station at a rate of an inch
because if there is a dispute, of course, then per hour. Operations analysts planned to save
the administration comes back to us usually in a these runs for diagnostic purposes for several
claim or contract appeal. months. It very rapidly became apparent that

storage and destruction facilities would be
PRESENTATION BY COLONEL GRIESHER overwhelmed unless drastic actions were taken.

The station commander had pleaded for a ship-
I've always had the impression that security ment of safes from the states. The people who
classification in the intelligence and operations wanted the data were told to find a cost effec-
fields was lot more straight forward and had tive solution. They quickly came up with a few
fewer problems than in the research and develop- changes to the software program that eliminated
ment business. I have to say it's my impression the classified portions and retained the useful
because all of my experience for the past seven- data. It turned out to be a solution someone
teen years has been as an R&D officer. I do should have thought of to begin with. This
know one thing for certain; they don't have same program was a Special Access Required
Aviation Week working their side of the street. program--covered by the old Air Force Regulation
Buc seriously, I do believe R&D has problems not 205-23--for long after it should have been.
common to other areas. DoD Regulation 5200.1 Resources at contractor facilities as well as
has little more than general guidelines for the government installations were needlessly con-
R&D manager who must develop a new security sumed trying to follow the briefing, debriefing
classification guide or whose program is under- and record keeping rules long after the program
going rapid changes. It tells him he must had grown too big to be afforded any real pro-
develop a guide in accordance with cbtabliahcd tection under this system. While the program
policies and procedures and that the guide should office recognized the situation and recommended
cover the transition through research, develop- changes to higher headquarters, approval was a
ment, test, procurement and the other phases in long time coming.
the R&D cycle. It tells him to consider the
issues of net national advantage, lead time Approval was finally obtained and contracts were
advantage and cost before making classification subsequently renegotiated to reflect the change
decisions. But these are pretty abstract and In security requirements. The total savings to
they get even more abstract when you have some the program as a result of this change was in
specific issue at hand and try to apply them. excess of $130F., with a $105K reduction on one

contract alone. And, I believe I can say--Gene
Then too, the program manager generally has a Klein can verify this--that the change did not
more mundane set of problems. He is worried result in any reduction in the protection afforded
about the cost, schedules and performance of to the sensitive aspects of the program that did
whatever it is he is trying to get built or buy. require eareful classification. As a matter of
He probably looks at security problems in the fact I know the change allowed concentration on
same light as the "ilities," reliability, safety, the truly sencitive elements by deemphssizing
etc. He knows they cost money, but add nothing the bookkeeping operations. AFR 205-23 finally
in the way of technical performance. It is got to the point that it was serving to focus
probably safe to say that the average program attention on programs rather than offering them
manager spends little if any time insuring that any "protection." Recognition of that was a
his program's security classification guide is long time in coming. I think the lesson to be
complete, up-to-date and cost effective. I am learned is that security practices and classlfi-
sure it rarely gets the same kind of attention cation need to be continually reviewed to insure
that his budget does and yet, unless his program that they are proterting what really needs to be
is completely unclassified, the costs of security protected in the most cost effective manner.
are in every line item of his budget. While Regulations ought to be changed or eliminated
classification requirements probably do not in when they don't do the job intended.
most cases represent a large cost factor in
individual programs, it is none-the-less signifi- Which brings me to my next point and that is thecant when viewed in the light of classification need for program managers to find some method, a
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method that suits their own program's needs, to necessarily be classified for that reason,
insure regular review and updating of their There is a tendency to always be on the safe
program's security classification guide. The Air side, but that does cost money and after a
Force tries to make users aware of the need for little probing I have generally found rationale
this on a continuing basis with a paragraph in for classification lacking.
all guides which solicits constructive comments
from users in the event classification imposes The classification management staff at our
requirements for protection that prove impracti- SAMSO Headquarters spurs the program managers
cal, progress of a program necessitates clasaifi- with an annual review of all guides. They push
cation changes, or some other problem arises, the program offices to insure uniformity and of
From experience I've found that few users took course their across-the-board coverage of all
the time to respond to that invitation. We would programs does contribute significantly to keep
hear from a user in the event classification the quality of our guides high. I have found
requirements suddenly generated a major problem. all of these useful in keeping guides for which
However, in general, the less pressing and far I was responsible as current as possible.
more common instances of not very clear language
on certain entries in a guide, over or under One problem that I've frequently encountered
classification, for example, were rarely brought with classification guides involves specific
up unless the program office took some specific vs general entries. On one hand the guide may
action beyond the standard request printed in cover many specifics in great detail; in the
the guide itself. opposite situation the references in the guide

are so vague as to be of little assistance in
A technique which we used in the satellite pro- proper classification. There is a danger with
gram office I referred to earlier and which did the too specific approach too; if the user
surface needed changes, was to hold regular, doesn't find the specific detail he is looking
two to three times a year, meetings to hammer for he naturally assumes it is unclassified
out changes--and I use that verb advisely. since the guide goes into great detail on many
Program office personnel chaired these meetings other points. In both of these situations the
that were attended by contractors, the Commands user isn't helped very much by the guide. I
using and supporting the system as well as classi- don't really have a good answer for this situa-
fication management specialists. With every tton. From my experience 1 think we tried t.o
interested agency involved in developing accept- make our guide as specific as possible, but
able language, I think we ended up with a better-- still leaving some room for interpretation to
but more important--a more useful product. I encourage users to use their heads. Even with
don't think this was a dilution of the govern- all the guidelines, classification is still
ment's responsibility to properly classify mostly common sense and we need to keep remind-
national security information; on the contrary, ing users of that fact. There just isn't any-
I think everyone left with a better idea of why way to cover every conceivable question; common
certain information had to be classified and sense in many instances has to be the ultimate
equally important, the right words in the guide arbiter.
to assist proper application of classification
guidelines. These sessions took time, but they One aspect of updating guides that has always
were productive. I found the contractor people bothered me is how to get the new information
particularly cost conscious; th.!y pointed out to all the holders of the guide. For guides
many areas of over or unnecessary classification, classified SECRET this is probably not too
This was quite a dynamic program where I think challenging as they are individually controlled.
this technique was necessary to quickly surface But SECRET guides are probably a minority. For
and effect necessary changes; other programs may uncontrolled guides and especially where local
not need this sort of concentrated activity, but reproduction of guides is authorized, 1 have
every program should have a formal and regular never been certain that updates get to all the
mechanism for reviewing and updating guides. agencies having guides or to all the individual
Letters to users for example, could take the copies within each agency.
place of meetings. On my present program, the
Advanced ICBM Technology or MX program, we have I have tried to enumerate a few of the problems
begun a review of the present classification l've encoun:ered as a program manager in the
guide to eliminate over classification. I area of security classification and how I dealt
don't believe in the general ground rule that with them, hoping that my experiences might be
since this piece of equtpment or data might some- beneficial to others. I do want to return
day be part of an operational system that it must briefly to a point I tried to make in the



beginning and that is that the R&D manager him- firm that did considerable research in the current

self must in most cases decide what needs to be problem area. The NUSC project engineer then dis-

classified, at what level and for how long. cusses a contract arrangement with the independent
Higher headquarters may approve guides but it is engineer. Suddenly he realizes that he must look
really the R&D organization itself, with able into the security status of his prospective con-
assistance from the classification management tractor. The two engineers arrive at the Security

specialists, that decides on the gut classifica- Office, both sure of one thing: Our prospective
tion issues. This is often difficult with only contractor needs a clearance for access and some-

abstract guidelines to follow, but it is the body will wave a magic wand and PRESTO! Secret

organization that knows the data best and in the Clearance, After the storm, we settle down to a

long run the organization that has to do the job. standard request to the cognizant DCASR for a
Facility Clearance for this on-the-spot, newly

PRESENTATION BY MR. CARE formed Research Corporation. The request indicates
the level of clearance and stowage capability re-

It is truly an honor to be invited to sit with quired, the address of the Corporation, and most
this panel and to discuss with you some of the important of all it reflects an urgency for an

User Agency functions and problems. My comments interim clearance so that we may commence contrac-

will be brief in order to allow ample time for tual activity almost immediately! Does that sound
questions. like a full afternoon? It is! And we, believe it

or not, respond and provide the service as expedi-

Before we get into User Agency functions let me tiously as we can. Is it poor planning? Not nec-

give you a brief rundown on the Naval Underwater essarily. Our engineers get a task assignment and

Systems Center. We are a DoD shore activity they start digging for the best way to provide the
under the Command of the Chief of Naval Material. fleet with the tools and knowledge they need as

Center Headquarters is located in Newport, R.I. soon as possible, and that "as soon as possible"
under the Command of Captain M. C. McFarland. might very well be the only lead time we have in
The Center operates facilities in Newport, Rhode this particular area over a potential adversary.
Island; New London, Connecticut; Andros Island, It is TIME that we are buying, and it is TIME that
Bahamas; The Azores; Tudor Hill, Bermuda; Fishers classification buys us, nothing else.

I-land, New York; Seneca Lako, New York; Dodge
Pond, Niantic, Connecticut; Millstone Quarry, Most of our classificaLion actions are derivative

Waterford, Connecticut; and Field Stations in rather than original. Therefore, the guidance we

Fort Lauderdale, Florida and one here on Harbor provide a contractor for the most part is based on

Drive in San Diego. Some of the skills we guidance we receive with each task assignment from

utilize at the Center are physics, acoustics and such DoD Components as NAVSHIPS and NAVORD that have

hydrodynamics; electromagnetics; applied mathe- now combined operations and are identified as NAVSEA;

matics; metallurgy and materials research; NAVELEX: ARPA: CNO: et cetera. From this basic

organic, inorganic, and physical chemistry; guidance we develop DD 254's for those portions of

electronic signal processing; servo mechanics; NUSC's task assignments that are let out for con-
miniaturization and instrumentation; mechanical, tract. If the scope of the contractor portion

chemical and electronic engineering of consider- warrants it, we include the original guidance as an

able depth; operations research; computer science enclosure to the DD 251, Some problems crop up

and oceanography. along the way. There are occasions when neither
the cognizant engineer, nor the Classification

The Center is currently involved in some several Manager can agree on the appropriate level of

hundred projects, eighty percent of which are classification or the proper downgrading designa-

classified. A sizeable portion of our research tion that should be applied to a contract task.

is contracted to industry. That is what I am Interpretation of the original guidance is generally
here to talk about, our role as a User Agency. the probler area and that is soon resolved by con-
Problems associated with NUSC as a User Agency tacting the originator of the guidance. Another

begin at the beginning, problem here is that, unfortunately, there are still
those among us that interpret guides to their ex-

Let's rake a look at a case in point. A NUSC tremes and classify forever. I use that term

project engineer has been talking to a competent "forever" because I feel that in some areas 30

well known independent engineer about a certain years is "forever." Some valuable assistance came
problem. He determines that this engineer has into being recently via OPNAVINST 5510.132 dated

the expertise to help solve this certain problem. April 10, 1974 entitled "Preparation of Security

He also knows that the independent engineer was Classification Guidance." What is most encouraging
previously associated with a cleared industrial is outlined in paragraph 3 under "Classification
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Philosophy" and I quote: "Classification deci- (4) Steps to establish courses at the college
sions should not be made based on "gutty" or and university levels.
"spur of the moment feelings." Somebody, God
Bless him, finally hit the nail on the head. (5) Bring into the field of Classification

Paragraph 3 continues and goes into what I con- Management, information and technical
aider an intelligent approach to the preparation information specialists who are also con-
of classification guidance. One of our other cerned with information which may be
major problems as a User Agency is the release released and information which must, for
of documents to industry. WHO CAN HAVE WHAT and a time, be protected.
for HOW LONG and WHY CAN'T HE HAVE IT are the
subjects of a great deal of correspondence. The QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
easiest way to respond to a request for documen-
tation is to deny the request, Somewhere one MR. TITKO: I'm Mr. Titko. I have a question
can find a reason for denial, but we all know for Colonel Criesmer.
this isn't the answer. Release of contract

related documents to industry is very necessary Colonel, at what phase of the development process
and the temporary or permanent custody of any do you put a security classification guide into
such documents by industry is not expected to practice?
result in the total downfall of the National
Security. Here at NUSC all requests for docu- Ideally, I suppose it would be when 254's are
mentation are routed via our newly formed being generated, but that in many cases is not
Distribution Center for processing. The proce- feasible. Now, operational phases, operational
dure that has been established insures that the tests, development tests, pre-ITR or ITR.
prospective recipient of clsssified material has
a facility clearance with proper stowage capa- COLONEL GRIESMER: Well, I've had experience
bility and a need certification. Each outgoing with guides that were written for exploratory
document-is also checked for possible down- development programs, for example, and I'm sure
grading or declassification and other necessary there are some that probably ought to be written
security markings prior to its departure. before they even get to that state.
Unclassified material is checked for distribu-
tion limitations, if any, with emphasis on I really don't think there's a universal answer.
releasing with Distribution Statement "A" I think it depends on the particular area that's
whenever possible. involved. But we have 6.3 programs and 6.2

programs within the Department of Defense, both
The protection of classified material is still of which were security classification guides,
our biggest worry. The TIME element places a so I think it depends very much on the type of
great deal of pressure on both Contractor and information you're trying to protect.
User Agency personnel. This in turn encourages
shortcuts or by-pass of security systems by both In many cases, a guide may be required to go
parties. As I stated previously, TIME is what through the whole lifetime of the system, The
it's all about and to compromise an entire pro- system may spend many, many years in the early
ject by shortchanging security requirements R&D stage before it goes into production and a
defeats the whole purpose. guide may be necessary in the early years. The

guide will change as different things are

In conclusion, I would like to parrot some important in different periods of time. In
remarks by Past President Jim Bagley that he made summary, each program must determine the what
at the 1972 seminar that are, in my opinion, an and when based on its individual needs.
answer to many of our problems:

MR. KLEIN: I have a question for Murray. I'd
The most urgent priorities should be: like to know how you go back and estimate the

security costs on your program in setting up a
(1) The establishment of job standardn for contract? How is that done?

classification management personnel.
MR. MARKER: That would be the function of the

(2) The development of education and training proposal and its evaluation by both the technical
programs at all levels, people, the classification people, as to the

rates involved, the overhead, and so forth. It
(3) The recruitment of new people, hopefully would be a key method, but not necessarily com-

younger, Into classification management. bined. It might be a sequential operation.

-.- .~- AL
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MR. KLEIN: Is that negotiable? know exists we allow further retention for a
specific period. We look into WHY you need it.

MR. MARKER: The cost may be negotiated in the Generally we find that the Contractor is doing
sense that perhaps the provision for the meeting work in another related field, Based on this,
of the security requirement may be overemphasized, a need to know can be Justified for a certain
It is not in the main negotiable. It's a firm period of time. Unfortunately, we cannot
requirement that has to be met. authorize retention forever.

MR. CHELIUS: Colonel Griesmer, you now have
offices like in your MX Program. You have PANEL: PROTECTION OF COMPANY PROPRIETARY
offices also at the headquarters level and the INFOM.ATION
AFC levels. Do you find that the guides are MR. W. PETE DENNISON, Moderator
widely distributed within the program offices Head, Security & Safety
at higher levels? Hughes Aircraft, Torrance, California

COLONEL GRIESMER: I'm probably more familiar MR. RICHARD J. HEALY, Paneliac

with the guides on the program I was on before. Head, Security and Safety Departmeit

I know they were, and they were distributed to Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles

Air Force Headquarters as well as OSD. MR. RICHARD A. BARDIN, Panelist
Attorney, Fulwider, Patton, Rieber, Lee & Utecht

I'm pretty sure that program officers or the Los Angeles, California
monitors up in headquarters have guides for their
programs, but beyond that within the headquarters, MR. LORIMER F. MC CONNELL, Panelist

I doubt it very much. Assistant Secretary
System Development Corporation

That's probably a good point. Santa Monica, California

MR. DAVIS: Henry Davis, LTV Aerospace. I'd like PRESENTATION BY MR. DENNI'ON

the panel to address the question of what the
contractor should do when he gete the DD 254 Good morning. Our panel this morning is

written in 1974 that is still spelling out the Protectiug your Proprietary Information, and

old Executive Order? as all of you have, I have been involved in
security for many years, but my exposure has

MR. CARE: Send it back. been with general security, not any specific
area, however, due to many instances too numer-

I'll tell you, you'll soon find out what to do ous to relate here, I've found myself more and

when DCAS makes an inspection, more involved in the subject of this panel.

MR. DAVIS: They did, and did nothing. Even though I consider myself a neophyte, I was
very pleased when I was invited to moderate

MR. CARE: Well, I'm sorry to hear that, but this panel, and before I introduce our first

we've had this problem and they get away from It speaker, I would like to say that we are start-

once in a while. We don't profess to be perfect, Ing late and we had very little time In the

but I'd send it all the way back. first place, and each one of our panelists has
been allotted a certain amount of time, so at

MR. BOWERS: My name is Bowers, from Westinghouse, the end of all the presentations, we will take

Annapolis, Maryland. questions and try to answer them.

Basically, my question is to Mr. Care about the PRESENTATION BY MR. HEALY
point for reviewing for retention. What criteria
do you use for determining authorization to retain The information I'm going to discuss is taken
and just what steps do your people go through to from a book, "Protecting Your Business Against
make this determination? Espionage" published by the American Management

Association, written by Timothy J. Walsh and me.

MR. CARE: Sir, we don't usually deny continued If any of you are interested in obtaining the

retention after the Contract expires. The Manual book it is generally available in your public
allows a retention period of three years after library,
expiration of the Contract. Even at the end of
the three year period, if a continued need to

1
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these things shoit what your competitor's doing, out that another spy had Already made arrange-
you could be pretty safe in competing with him ments for the wastt material. So, we should
and givinF him a lot of trouble, remember that material ii handtritten form

which has been discarded is just as valuable
Next tre the threats that we have to deal with. as the material that finally cotes out ti a
There are really two. There's the external perfect copy.
threat and the internal threat, Firat, the
external threat. Another technique is the use of the applicant

interview and resume. This in a very easy way
The external threat is personified by the indus- to get information. The spy may also make up
trial spy. The individual who is really intent a survey and suld it around to target people.
on getting information. These would be people hti, kutows hav-t the Infor-

mation he want,:. He may ask for a large amount
The industrial spy may use an undercover operator. of useless inforri'lon buti in,.lude.J wJth the
The spy will probably not come into a company him- useless informatiau will h',e a request lor the
self to get the information, but he'll probably area of value to him.
hire somebody to get information. He will put
the undercover operator in the company in the With regard to the appliLca%,t intelview, the
area where he wants to get information. Then he industiial spy will pot mu ad in t- aper and
will collect the information he wants over a advertise a poait ,on involving a potticuler
period of time. skill. Htopefull' t:e'll get an applicant frou.

a particular cot'ri:.ly that he war.ts. lie can
'These fellows are clever. They will not ank the then interview the applicant at- great length.
undercover operator right away for the informs- It he doesn't hali tle- capability ot conducting
tiot they want. They will ask him tor useless a technical tnter-ciew. the may bring wskebody
Informat ton. Sandwiched in between the useless that can. Ot couvoe, .i aii plicant is always
information will be the real inuorm•tton the spy willing to make tha beat possible impras-ion
wanits. The idea here Is that the undercover man ani will be anxious to stIply informatio'n to
ncvcr knowa %tat he has stolen if he is caught. prove his qualifications. The spy may also

ask him to write the informatton down In detail.
Another method is to use a patsy. The spy will
locate a disgruntled employee or a financially The applicant is nti',ira.iiid in imi.reeiii. the
troubled employee, He will then approach him to interviewer, of course, b t;-.: 1-)hb ti,
determine if he can obtait information from him, always made most attractive.
As with tile undercover employee, he asks him for
useless information but mixed with the useless Another techniqui, i•, obtaining inforhittion ta
information will be the information he really through a mat.ger offer. ASa.,t, !'i'•ie a,-e
wants. If the patsy Is ever discovered, he does beeni some iniethicuil compaanies 1:xt te ,i.st Arho
not know what he has given to the spy. have oftered to merge with a compat-.y , vcha

they wanted inforcat ion. As a patrt of th.
Another technique utilized by the spy is treapsi. merger negot tat ioun ace3s to the tio-kv of a

i lie may also pose as a customer or visitor, company will be obtained. Atar tv ' -

tion wanted has been v n,'!,a !t,,s
lst.euing in Another technique. The olive and will tetminat '.. t'- ̀'14; i eet ,'o.n ,'"

the martini has gotten a large amount of pub- rcpotted last yea.r h8, lOVV" atv. cot.,-:'.ib
Ilicity over the years. However, the effective will not deal dirc.ctlv silt- *tno'.-r "tiL .'ri,
spies will tell you that the last thing they r. mer$"r. IinstrO, en.O,4Lt1iti, w,'. V;, - one
want to do isl practice eavesdroppilng anid wire- through an at 4L-uiry 'A' e"ec ite itiet) party.
tapping. lIt's too difficiult to do. There are
just too Many Litllet ways, As you can see to Reverse vrngIneeru ini .i.: tr -- nitque
obtatn information. 'Thiis is legal. It '. he "'.A -L"r'tel tl.- t 04.

first tlien'al oto! g ot "1: .. ' s the I tii in Detrioit
STrash antd acrap is another method, Intelligence is bought by Ford and .- '.- I .'Clt t to see whoat
peoplhe the .Aorldl Over uitilize the t echniqtue. of they 've' done list Is diftlvc r't -" siumO. 1hiii
aototug trash and calcSa to obtaini valuable linltr- is also donle by tlh othfle .ThlaniacttnieiI. luau
matiuon that has beast dtscarded, There'a otie an '-ffort Ia made. to iligitner a r•''•d itteuts.
aitory al't'Ut .ltt itidtaLijal spy that attempted to
bribe a janitor so he tould obtatit the trash anti Soi'cont I ors st.',.IJ ilot i1e -v,1 Ii hotked. - hcy

-icral of a particular organitittoi, lie to.,t-ii Pty he inshide as V0el1 'A 0oi the outM iJ.1 It a

tid
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reproduction facility is being used, it should Also, there Is the moonlighting employee. These
be remembered that valuable material may be sent days many individuals are required to moonlight
out to be reproduced. There was a case reported to make ends meet.
last year which involved data belonging to the
Monsanto Chemizal company. A sensitive Monsanto Marketing employees are also vulnerable.
report from a reproduction facility was obtained Marketing people are naturally aggressive, out-
by a meat salesman who went to a competitor and going, and they want to make a good impression
offered the report for five thousand dollars. on potential customers. How much and the kind

of information they give out may be important.

It turned cut that Monsanto valued the informa-

tion at half a million dollars. The thief Another area is purchasing. The employee in
couldn't believe it when he learned the value of purchasing may be buying material for the company.
the data. It was reported that the meat salesman He wants to get the best buy for the company as
had a friend working in the reproduction facility well as tee correct material so he should be in-
who gave him the report. He was a salesman, so structed to be careful that he does not give too
he tried to sell the report. much information to the vendor. The vendor may

thei% go down the street and give the information
Then there is observation. This can be done in tc a competitor.
any number of ways. A rather striking incident,
involved a case in Texas. DuPont was building a There are a number of miscellaneous employees.
new plant ehere and the configuration of the This includes the employee that runs the projector
plant had a great deal to do with the manufactur- in the Board room, the secretary who knows as much
ing process. A competitor hired a photographer about her boss's business as he does, and the
to fly over the plant site from time to time and janitor, who may be working in sensitive areas
take pictures. Apparently, he flew too low and when no one is around.
the DuPont people got suspicious. They got court
injunction when they found out pictures were Cornultants are ethical, in general, but they
being talsen. should be considered a potential problem and be

included in the information protection program.
The various aspects of external threat have been
covered. The publications area can also be troublesome.

Seminars and trade shown should be coisidered.

NMxt, we might consider the Internal threat. The Control of material going into publications such
Internal threat is personified by employees. as sales brochures, etc., is essential.
generall:y. The disloyal employee is certainly a

threat. de may, for one reason or another feel When an individual attends a seminar he will try
that he's being miatieated by the corapany, to make good impressions for his company. He may

want to talk about his work to other attendees.
One particular case inclveu a chemirt by the
name of Fox at American Cyanamid. Fox became In summary, then, we have outlined the various
disgruntled because he thought that he had not types of information that may be vulnirable to
heT pr-tented adequately and that his salary loss. We next discussed how sensitive data may
tncrmqe was inadequate. So ha decided to steal be lust--through the two types of threatn, inter-

f rom the company. nal and external. The next phase of a presenta-
tLion such as this would be to outline safeguards

lIo- fo~med his on company. He eventually was that should be adopted to protect data. However,
ablE to obtain enough data so that he was able we do not have time for such a discussion.
to ,it. Later ht sold his company to an Italian
cýompony. His activities were uncovered because PRESENTATION BY' HR. BARI)IN
lie tI ced saorn ot the people wo:king in Cyanamid
who were caught. TRADE SECRETS

The mtiles employee Is also a potential threat. I. Nature and Definition
In tf)eCt days, I1,nrttaularly in s ,$cfentific

sri is, an individual cut go acrc&.;: the street A. Widely Accepted Definition--
and get i twenty-five dollar .4 week tlse without
any p'oblem at ., - e ha ae a mbilc society, so "a trade secret may consist (if any formula,
we must bh. caiafit, of the people ;hst nrr noving pattern, device or compilation of Infurmittion
ftrot' cu,•eino co company. ibe ) y way bp doiu, this, which is used in one's business. and wi tch gives
2:r;.os . ,ollert infoi.:tLion that can later him en opportutnity to obtain an advan' *r over

be h'oldl competitors who do not know or use f
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B. Typical Categories of Trade Secrets limited right to exclude others for the statu-
tory period of 17 years is granted once the

1. Formulas patent, issues. Independent creation is no

2. Methods of Manufacture defense.

3. Processing Techniques
4. Prototype or Sample Items (not yet publicly I11. Loss of Rightas

released)
5. Compilations of Technical Information (e.g., A. Subject Matter Becomes a Matter of Public

drawings reflecting dimensions and toiler- Knowledge or of a General Knowledge in the Trade

ances and other results of engineering or Business

effort)
6. Source of Supply i. Disclosure in a Patent or Other Publication

7. Business Plans (e.g., introduction date of 2. Disclosure Inherent in the Item Sold (sub-

new product) ject to reverse engineering)
8. Sales Information (e.g., lists of customers, 3. Disclosure at Trade Shows

contract information and the like)

9. Key Employee Information (e.g., salaries end B. Disclosure of a Trade Secret to Another in

benefits) Confidence or Under an Implied Obligation Not
10. Computer Programs to Use or Disclose Does Not Divest Rights
11. Scripts of Plays and Motion Pictures

1. Disclosure to Employees Having a Need to

11. Legal Basis of Trade Secret Rights Know
2. Disclosure to Licensee

A. Protection Against Breach of Trust or Faith 3. Disclosure by Customer to a Vendor
4. Disclosure to Potential Investor

B. Confidentiality Obligation May Be Based on
Express, Oral or Written Contract (e.g., employ- IV. Practical Effect of Trade Secret Rights
ment agreement), Implied (e.g., under employment
relationship), or by State Statute (e.g., Calif. A. Protects Against Discovery by Unfair or
Labor Code) Unlawful Means

C. Improper Means of Discovery 1. Breaking and Entering
2. Compromising Employees

D. Criminal Statutes 3. Aerial Surveillance
4. Industrial Espionage

111. Patent and Trade Secret Rights Distinguished ---
B. Protection Against Misuse by Those Who Have

A. The protection accorded to a trade secret Lawfully Acquired Knowledge (Most Common

holder is against disclosure or unauthorized use Problem Area)

of the secret by those to whom the secret has 1. Employee or Agent
been confided under express or implied restric- 2. Consultant

tion of non-disclosure or non-use. It also pro- 3. Licensee
tects against disclosure or use when knowledge
of the secret is gained by some "improper" means V. LitiRation
(e.g., wire tapping). Ho protection it afforded

against discovery by fair and honest m ins (e.g., A. Legal Theories
from sales literature or other technics litera-
ture, independent creation, accidental disclosure 1. Breach of Contract
or reverse engineering. Novelty in a patent 2. Breach of Trust
sense is not required, but a trade secret, accord- 3. Interference with Advantageous Business

ing to the prevailing view, must exhibit some Relationships
minimal degree of novelty. 4, llmfair Competition

5. Conspiracy

B. Patents ere granted under the Federal Patent 6. Anti-Trust

Act which has its basis in the Constitution. 7. Improper Means of Discovery
Patentable subject matter is limited to a
"process, machine, manufacture, or composition of B. Course of Suit

matter, or ... improvement thereof." Novelty.

utility and non-obviousness are required. A 1. Complaint

i4

I
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2. Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction D. Inventions Conceived During Period of Employ-
3. Discovery ment but Later Reduced to Practice Likely Belong
4. Trial to Former Employer.
5. Judgment PRESENTATION BY MR. MC CONNELL
a) Daerages
b) Injunction (perpetual, or limited, based on When I was asked to make a presentation, I wasn't

headstart theory) quite sure what I could contribute in addition to
these two very prominent gentlemen who preceded

6. Contempt Proceedings me. They've given you just about everything thatyou could possibly want to learn on the subject.

C. Settlemunt But I thought it might be of interest to you to
know specifically what one company does in the

1. High Percentage of Controversies Settled way of trying to protect corporate information,
so that you mipht compare this information with

D. Inherent Problems how you organize to protect your proprietary In-
formation. Figure 1 gives you an idea of how the

1. Plaintiff Must Carry the Burden of Proof functions are clustered at System Development
(difficult to show that subject matter is, Corporation. Our company's business is informa-
in fact, secret) tion technology; for example, we furnish services

2. Risk of Further Disclosure of Secrets of in the development and manipulation of large data
Both Plaintiff and Defendant systems, and in training people to use such

systems; we also operate such systems. So, infor-
a) Protective Order mation is a very important commodity to us, and

over the years we've found it makes a lot of sense
VI. Factors Tending to Influence Courts in terms of our internal business operations to

gather all of the corporate information control
A. Taking of Documents and Other Physical Items functions under one manager. Nut only military

security classifications, but functions of propri-
B. Effort Made by Plaintiff to Protect Informs- etary information control are found there. tlso,
tion (e.g., use of employment agreements, visitor the corporate policy, procedure and forms func-
control, limited access at plant areas, briefing tions work nicely for us combined in the same
of employees on confidentiality) organization.

C. Time Interval between Former Employment and We have a system for document review which per-
Introduction of New Product or Start-Up of New tains to all aspects of information control.
Business. Figure 2 illustrates a universal form which enables

us to put a document through any kind of Informa-
D. Efforts of Defendant to Compete Fairly tion review process desired--be it for export,

copyright, military classification, or trade
L. Strong Public Policy Favoring the Right of secret control. There is a section at the top of
Individual to Practice his Chosen Profession the form that indicates various actions that one

might want to request--from initial "publication"
VII. Areas of Common Misconception to "diosemination," to "classification" or "other"

review. We have a section midway down on the form

A. No Written Employment Agreement is Required for "classification," and there are two types:
in Order for an Employee to be Under a Confi- "military" and "corporate." Documents being
dentiality Obligation reviewed for whatever purpose--initial publication

or outside release are looked at from the stand-
B. Trade Secret Protection Extends to Both point of the proprietary value to the company as
Information that Is in Writing end that Which Is well as possible military classification. For
Not in Writing example, if it's a document that someone wishes

to release to the public, we consider whether it
C. Provisions In Agreements Restraining Former should be copyrighted or not. So, we attempt to
Employees from Working for a Competitor are Void take all possible information controls into con-
in California and Many Other States, Except Under sideretion at the same time in a single review
Special Circumstances (e.g., in connection with process.
the sale of a business)
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Figure 3 shows a page out of one of our policies protection for computer programs and we've pretty
and procedures which outlines the various SDC much concluded that these aren't very effective.
document review processes required. I simply These may not even be available protections under
want to make the -zint here that we consider it the law. Also, patent protection doesn't seem to
important to have published procedures that tell be a good idea for computer programs. I'm sure
people precisely what reviews are required with- you've all seen telescoping shopping carts in
in the company. the markets; someone who got the idea to do that

has the patent on it; the invention is out there
I think Dick Bardin mentioned that if you're for everyone to see and it would be quite obvious
going to try to protect trade secrets, it's to the inventor or the owner if anyone started
important that you have some kind of system that infringing. But with a computer program, It's a
makes it reasonable to believe that you will different thing. You sen't see it or touch it.
really protect your trade secrets. In this It's invisible electronic bits of information.
regard, we think that it's important to have a If someone steals your computer program, puts it
good corporate documentation system which people on his computer and uses it, it isn't at all
understand. We define a documentation system as obvious to the general public that it exists. In
is indicated in Figure 4. Some of our documents other words, it is very hard to detect the theft
are intended strictly for internal consumption; and the unauthorized use.
we have a particular series of documents called
Notes and we encourage people t. write all We have therefore concluded that it is best to
preliminary, rough, working technical informs- rely on the trade secret method of protection for
tion in this series--with the understanding that most of our things. We do patent a few items and
their Notes will not be disseminated outside of we employ copyright protection for our published
the company. This encourages the entry of many documents; but trade secret is our most important
"uncut diamonds" into a system where protection means of protection.
is possible.

Another area that I don't think we've touched on
We liavc another series of drcuments which we call vet, but which I think deserves attention is the
THs, written with the understardirry that they area of protection of information required to
might well and probably will be distributed out- prevent intrusions of privacy. Some of you may
side. TMs receive greater editorial att.ention have been following, as I have, legislation which
and more extensive review. has been iitroduced regarding proposed controls

ovet the use of private information. (I happened
Now, I didn't realize this when we established to see an article in the June 26th issue of
our documentation system, but Dick Bardizn poir.ted Computer World which describes legislation being
out to me later that our document series serves Introduced in the area of privacy.) There are
our patent function also, in that It serves a thousands of information files throughout the
function similar to the engineering notebook. If country--in credit bureaus, government agencies,
you have a corporate series of ducuments with etc., containing various items of information on
reliable functions for central recording and individuals. Until recently, I guess there
archives, then that kind of does what your engi- hasn't been a lot of concern over this, because
neering notebook does. I was very pleased to these files have been existing with certain natural
learn that because, as you know, it Is often "dividers" stch as geographic and administrative
difficult to get engineers to write everything separation in metal or wooden cabinets; the infor-
in their engineering notebooks. Some people who mation has been en paper stuffed in a drawer some-
have teen with uR for years and terminate turn in Phere; aad, usually, the agency that has the in-
blank notebooks. But theyý have written Notes, so fozmatiol, has it for a particular purpose and uses
vse do retain technical infortnaticn in that manner. it for that purpose, and only once in a while it 's

shared.
An outline of the elements of our proprietary
Iniormation control program arc shown in Fit ire Thingir are changing a lot now. With computer date
5--the front page of our Policy an'd Procedure banks, information about you or I which may be

Directive on Protection of Corporate Information, collected now or may have been collected ten years
ago and Is on a piece of paper in that tile and

As I've said, at SDC wesre very much concerned can now be lut into a computer hank and the inior-
with the protection of proprietary Information, mation in the computer batk can he collerted, can
We've examined possible ways to protect computer be compiled, can be accessed and very quirkly.
programs, for example. We've looked at the
possible opportunitieis of patent or copyright
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Dick Healy pointed out in his presentation on and I think that classification managers can
Industrial espionage that there are icts of ways and ought to be (and I think many of us are)
to get information. It's obviously moxe conve- more than Just defena, information specialists
nient to get at Information when it is neatly and Industrial Security Manual specialists.
compiled in a central computer bank. Therefore, We ought to be concerned with the totality of
computer secrecy is a very important area, and information protection. Then we are true pro-
I would encourage the society to address itself fessionals.
to this issue.

These are some of the things that I wanted to
I'm always encouraging members of the society to share with you: what we do at SDC and some of
expand their horizons and to get into other areas, the things I think our society ought to involve
I hope we don't channel our vision too narrowly, itself with in the future. Thank you very much.
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TABLE 1. MINIMAL REVIEW AND APPROVAL ON FORM 1125 REQUESTS

ACTION REQUESTED MININML REVIEW

OPEN PUBLICATION

e News releases 1) Divieion/Department/Program Hanager
a Articles for trade newspapers and magazines 2) Corporate Relations Office
9 General corporate brochures 3) Vice President, Corporate Development
a Corporate advertisements 4) Vice President, Finance (for financial

statements)
5) President
6) Corporate Information Control (CIC)

* Marketing brochures I) Division Manager or designee
2) Lorporate Relations Office
3) President

4) Corporate Information Control (CIC)

Not contract related: 1) Division Manager or designee
* TMa 2) Corpora:e Relations Office
- SPa 3) Vice President. Corporate Development
"* Oral presentation and papers 4) President
"* Articles for professional Journals 5) Corporate Information Control (CIC)

Contract related: 1) Division Manager or designee
"* TMb 2) Corporate Information Control (CIC)
"* Spa

OUTSIDE REL"ASE QF INFORMATION NOT CLEARED FOR
OPEN PUBLICATION

Contract deliverable: 1) Division/Department/Program Manager or
* T K- designee
* SPa 2) Securlty Office (only if classified)*
* FNs 3) CIC (for foreign releases only)

Not contract deliverable: I) Division/Department/Program Manager or
"* THe desiguee
"a SPa 2) Security Office (only if classified)*
* FNs 3) Vice President, International Division

(for foreign releases only)
4) Corporate Infocmation Control (CIC)

Proposals or related materials 1) Division/Department/Program Manager or
designee

2) Contracts Management
3) Security Office (only if classified)
4) Vice President, International Division

(for foreign releases only)
5) CIC (for foreign releases only)

*If address is listed in PIR System, does nor require Security Office approval.

Figure 3
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WUESTIONS AND ANSWERS words, in awarding damages against IBM he

really hadn't done it right.
MR. HOYLE: I've got a question for Mr. Bardin.

Now, I believe that that award has been cor-

How much legal protection do we have under what retted to be reduced somewhat, but the case is
we know o! the dat. protection or the propri- still very actively involved in appeal and I'm
etary-type notice which is in all documents? not sure just where it is as far as the loss of

rights through inadvertence or otherwise.
MR. BARDIN: It serves as an indication of intent
and should be considered with other facts and I'm just not familiar with the facts enough,
circumatcnces. If the document is transferred really, to comment, and any reliance on the
to somebody under circumstances wehre they know decision would be risky, in chat appeal is of
or should know that they are under a confiden- course very likely.
tiality obligation, that kind of a notice is
helpful, but it is not controlling. Fcr example, MR. RICHARDSON: Thank you.
if you put it in an instruction manual of the
type that is distributed freely with an item you MR. ARNELSON: Mr. Bardin, Bob Arnelson, Rock-
sell to a customer, you can put "CONFIDENTIAL" well International.
or anything else you want on it and it won't
change the character of what otherwise is obvi- When we give briefings that contain proprietary
ously a disclosure of a nonconfidential nature. data, if the briefing is going to be published,

printed, and distributed, it then has an appro-
So, in answer to your question, they are cer- priate patent legend or marking put on it.
tainly helpful in the right circumstances.

However, in an oral presentation where nothing
On the other hand, this is one of the areas is printed or distributed, there is no patent
where companies frequently tend to error by or trade secret restriction put on the presen-
often, say, putting such a notice on every single tation, on the premise that you cannot hold a
document they send out. In my view, that tends captive audience responsible for acceptance of
to hamper your ability to protect anything in proprietary information.
that it shows that it's merely a formal act
rather than a decision that somebody has made on Very recently we had a case where an attendee
the basis of looking at that particular document at a briefing being given, which did contain
and information, quite a bit of proprietary data, but which is

not printed, had a recorder. Under circumstances
MR. BAGLEY: Mr. Bardin, could you give me the like that where the information is going to be
citation on the Supreme Court decision? reproduced--in this case, in that form--gould

it not be appropriate to make a lead chart or
MR. BARDIN: The landmark decision is: Kewanee statement implying or stating the proprietary
Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp., 416 US 470 (1974). nature of the material?

MR. RICHARDSON: Dean Richardson, TI. Hr. Bardin, MR. BARDIN: Absolutely. In fact, one of the
before you sit down, let me ask you another things that I try to encourage is that at sales
question. Have you been following the IBM case conventions and other conventions, even internal
that's been going on for the last three years company ones, is that there be a very clear-cut
concerning their loss of the patentable informa- warning statement given that such and such in-
tion due to this inability or apparent lack of formation, which you're going to present, is of
proper handling of their information? Would you a confidential nature.
care to comment on that?

One of the things that we like you to do if you
MR. BARDIN: Well, are you speaking of the liti- propose to make a disclosure to a vendor, the
gation with the three hundred fifty million ideal situation both from the standpoint of
dollar judgment? knowledge, alerting him and binding him, is to

get him to sign a confidentiality agreement.
MR. RICHARDSON: Yes. That is quite coamon. Vendors will do that in

most instances. There are some companies that
MR. BARDIN: Well, essentially, as I understand have a horrible aversion to them. Perhaps
that case, the Judge acknowledged that he had some of you represent them here, but it has been
applied the wrong damage criteria. !A other my experience that if they want your business
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bad enough, if It's important enough, by and CLASSIFICATION MAMAGEMENT--DIRECT OR INDIRECT

large, they will take it in confidence. COST?
MR. JOHN D. TIPPIT

Now, conversely, if you have a group of people District Manager
come into a meeting and you make a sales presen- A.B.M.1, Security Services
tation--particularly if you're the vendor--and 2145 19th Avenue
you make a sales presentation and you submit the San Francisco, California 94116
information arer on and it's got proprietary M)t. ROBERT E. BONSON
information stamp--particularly, the trade Senior Member, Contracts Staff
secret kind--I don't think that's going to Santa Barbara Research Center
protect you. The vendee is unlikely to know 75 Coromar Drive
when he is at the presentation that he is under (;o:eta, California 93017
a confidentiality obligation, and unlike the
the employer-employee relationship, the circum- PRESENTATION BY MR. TIPPIT
stances wouldn't suggest it.

Ladies and Gentlemen, I would first like toSo it is a touchy area, and oftentimes you Just express our appreciation to the Program Commit-
have to make the disclosure and lose potential tee of this, the Tenth National Seminar of our
trade secret rights, because the businers people Society, for the opportunity to address you
tell me, "We've got to deal in business and if today. This presentation is the by-product of
our legal problem was the controlling factor, over five years of effort devoted to establish-
we couldn't operate," ing and implementing a classified information

management program at the Santa Barbara Research
LT. COL. JONES: I'm Lt. Col..Jones from the Center (SBRC). Our program development started
Army Training and Document Command. I'd like to about one month after I joined SBRC as Security
address an area which hasn't been touched on Officer. At that point I was advised that our
directly and I'd like to address my question to present efforts to comply with DOD security
anybody who can answer it. requirements were really not what they should

be. This advice came in the form of a teamWithin the defense establishment, there are inspection which resulted in some twenty seven
several thousand fuceign liaison officers (27) -'Jor and minor deficiencies. Recognizing
accredited in the United States. They operate that prior to Joining SBRC I had hai very ]lLtli
under different terms and are allowed access to contact with the DOD program, you can understand
classified information. why I asked myself, "What have I gotten synelf

into this time?"
One of my concerns is to see that the informa-

tion released to the people in the Training Docu- From that beginning in mid 1969, our program
ment Command is cortect within the regulations. progressed to the point where we were nominated
Sometimes it's not always clear. I'd like to and selected for the James S. Cogswell award
know if anyone has any indication that industries for 1973. When 1 speak of we, with respect to
in friendly foreign countries have through this the Cogswell award, I 'efer to the comptrry
means of procurement of information gained any management which permitted us to implemeat some
sort of an edge over any of our firms in the Innovative procedures; the scientific and oper-
world markets for military equipment? s-ting personnel who adiapted their nperations to

these new procedures; the Santa Barbara )CAIkSR
MR. BARDIN: I think they have commercially, but personnel, vho did not always agree with our
I'm unaware of it through military channels. I new approaches but were always helpful; and,
might say in that regard, strangely, many of course, our security staff. We liked to
foreign countries nowadays are more cooperative refer to our efforts as a team effort and later
and favorable to proprietary rights than we are so named otnr In-house aeculity bulletin. 3t,
here in the United States, We have a trade case you are wondering why I am telling this
secret-type suit going in England and I've had saga, 1 feel, now looking back. tlot one 0 the
a little experience in Japan, and, surprisingly most significant accompliahments wja the fact
enough, they look on it more favorably in those that we reaftirmed that the DOD) security
countries, and if there is a problem, 1 would program can be a workable and an effective
suspect, without knowing, that it would be easier program. lhat'v nut to say it couldn't stand
to cure perhaps than here in our own country. some improvement; however, we do not need panic
But I have no direct: knowledge of information chac.ges, in my opinion. I say this primarily
having been acquirid through liaison officers. after reviewing some of the pending legislation

now before the Congress.
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I can remember very vividly those first few foind that uuch of our dally effort was sp,•nt on
months when on many occasions I sought guidance tasks that were not required as pert of the DgJ
and assistance from many of m7 associates and program. Most of these efforts involyed our pro-
found abundant help in the areas of phystcal cedurcs f.,r the obtaining, applying and reviewing
and personnel secarity. However, when the sub- of classification guidance, as well en negotiating
ject of retention, DD 254's and such, came up classified rattrial dirposition during the contract
I found nostly negative remarks. Suffice it to life. Granted, these effarts eid wonders fur our
say, if I had believed and followed some of chose prfraiam, but when we got right down to it, very
remarks, I would still be trying to explain why little was required. The punch dina came when I
we had some 2,000 secret documents without proper went to our plant nrnager and explaaied the sltu,-
retention. It seems to ma that we in indusitry ation. He said, "Let's not change onu program,
still have not accepted the fact that the infor- but it wcoId be a lot ecater If it was a diiect
macion Security Program is a program which, at charge program," T"ar crtte•uent s~t.2k with mtý
least in my opinion, could never be successful and led to my decision to tze'kle this project.
as a totally automatic program. It Is rather a
program that will function effectively only when My first tact was to establish the extent of whet
its designers, practitioners and monitors will a contractor is requ'red to do i. 'the area of
remember and follow three basic principles: Classification Management by hisf Department of
(I) Nothing is perfect, thus requiring changes Defense Security Ag.reement, :',D Form 4'1, and its
now and then; (2) two or thre" heads are better attachment, the 1q.duatrial Security Manual for
than one - that's what NCMS is all about; and Safeguardina Cleass'fivd lnmzomsation, datud April
(3) all change is not bad - give all ideas a 1974. The ptrpose toa this being, of course, that
fair hearing, as establieher noder Fection VI of the DD Form

441, "the Govr nmrent shall not be liable for any
The objectives of our presentation this morning cost or claims of the Contractor arising out of
are to (1) share with you 0oe results of our this agreement or imstructions issued hereunder."
efforts which have led us to recommend the The following is a fILinary of my findings:
establishment of a direct contract charge rela-
tionship for contractor conducted Classification 1. Paragraph 5 (Gsuaeral Requirements) establishes
Management activities. We :Iavs gone one step the contracicrs respunulble for safeguarding
further that to just suggest such a relationship; all classified information under his control.
we have identified what we feel could serve as a Among some of the general requirements in-
vehicle for developing this re.'atiunship - that cluded are his responsibility to appoint a
being the use cf the Department of Defense Data security supervisor who ir to be responsible
Management Program (DOD Instruction SCIO.12). for the overall program. Limitation on Dis-
The operation of this program will be discussed closure, Safeguarding, Security Briefings,
in detail by Mr. Bonson a little later in our Security Combinations, Public Release and
presentation, and (2) to recommend the establish- Classified Sales Literature are among some
ment of a joint committee made up of representa- of the other genera]. areas addressed. Of
tives from the National Classification Management course, in this paragraph we also find the
Society, the National Contract Management Associ- wall icown 5L (Disposition of Classified
acion and the Department of Defense, to study our Material) mnd 5M (Retention of Classified
proposal in detail and deliver its ftndings as Material).
soon as reasonable.

2. Ir. Section 11 (Handling of Classified Infor-
At this point I will take a minute or two to mation), paragraph 10 (Classification), it
explain how this idea got started. As mentioned is established that the security classifica-
earlier, we had a Classified Information Manage- tion to be applied to User Agency information
ment Program at SB•RC that we were having great will be supplied by the contracting officer
success with. Our total program continued to or his designated representative. The DD
yield deficient free "696" inspections, except Fcrm 254 (Contract Security Classification
for the normal human failures that exist in any Specification) is established as the form to
program. Then the predictable happened; we had be used for this purpose. We also find the
a busiress slump and, as is normal, we were first suggestion that the contractor might
asked to evaluate our oeprations for possible be of tome help, as the contractor is en-
manpower savings. I, as did other managers, had couraged to advise and assist in the develop-
to ask myself the question, "What can I cut out? ment of the classification specification in
What is really not necessary?" To answer these order that their technical knowledge may be
questions I sat down with my staff and discussed utilized and they may be in a better position
the situation. During the next few days we to anticipate security requirements. Paragraph
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10 goes on to est;ablish detail requirements My fourth task was one of satisfying that the
for applying classification to various cate- program would benefit, assuming this idea was
gories of materials, accepted. This was the easiest of thn tasks,

for I simply reviewed the objectives of the
3. Section VI, paragraph 60 (Classification information security program, which in my view

Guidance) establishes the prime contractorn are; (1) identify sensitive information, (2)
responsibilities to provide subcontractor limit access to that information to those
guidance. Of course, this guidance, in most re,.ponsible individuals who need access to
cases, must be approved by the contracting perform their duties, anO (3) provide protec-
officer. tion only as long as is necessary, so as to

maintain the highest level of program integrity.
4. In Appendix 1 (DD Form 254) the proper comple- Since I can convince myself that the DOD infor-

tion and use of the DD Form 254 is discussed. mation security progrcm does not currently
fulfill these objectives as I beliere they can

The remainder of the I.S.M, is devoted to per- be fulfilled, I was satisfied that if imple-
aonnel and physical security requirements and, mented, our proposal would be of benefit.
of course, the proper handling of classified
information. In 1971, Colonel George Zacharias I ask each of you to consider what could be morestated, "Classification to the beginning and the contract related than contract's classification"

end of the Defense Industrial Security Program." What can be more important than our nation's
Colonel Zacharias made another statement in that defense? We firmly believe that contractor
same speech that I feel none of us should ever conducted Classification Management activities
forget. "Over classification wastes our resources, should have a direct contract charge relation-
underclassification jeopardizes defense." ship. We further believe that this relation-

ship would go a long way in removing the "fear I
I believe we can summarize the major requirements of customer" syndrome, which is often the
thusly;.(1) a contractor is required to apply reason given for lack of these types of activ-
classifications to materials when he can base ities. Further, this relationship would put
such action on present or past guidance provided contractor classification involhement firmly
by his customer, (2) once classified, he must In the proposal stage. It would further provide
handle and dispose of the material as established a realistic base from which industry could con-
in the 1.4.M. or as otherwise instructed by the sistently assist the government by maintaining
contracting officer. I concluded that the DD a professional and an on going program. And
Form 441 and the I.S.M. would not present a bar last, but not least, the cost of doing classi-
to these efforts and felt justified in proceeding. fied work would be allocated to the contract

served, not all government work, performed by
My second task was to define Contractor Conducted the contractor.
Classification Management Activities, compatible
with current government programs. 1 believe the I would now, at this point, like to turn the
following will provide a base from which to work. program over to Mr. Bonson who will present the

real meat of our proposal for your considera-
"Contractor conducted Classification Management tion.
activities include those efforts taken to: (I)obtain valid classification guidance and co so PRESENTATION BY MR. BONSON

maintain such guidance, (2) assist contracting
officers in developing appropriate guidance, and John and I believe that in order for Classifi-
(3) insure a continuing effective application of cation Management programs to be effectively
valid guidance." implemented by Contractors, they should be

handled as a direct charge to the contract
My third task was to evaluate the restrictions, involved. And why not? As a contract adminis-
if any, from the Defense Contract accounting point trator I can tell you that contructors would
of view. At this point I punted and asked Mr. much rather charge direct to a contract than
Bonson to carry the ball. Bob did so and was to embark on extensive indirect efforts that
able, to his satisfaction, to establish that there increase the overhead and G&A rates causing
were no apparent bars from that side of the fence, the contractor to be less competitive In the
However, Bob did advise of the importance of market place. In other words, why should all
finding an established program to use as a vehicle, of the contra.ctor's contracts bear a share of
We feel we have found that program. the costs of Classification Management, when

only a portion are classified contracts?
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In support at our beliefs, let me shnre with you This would permit the Contractor to charge the
some #client points from the Armed Services Pro- contract directly for both efforts and rc.Ad
curement kagulation relecive to tte definitions in esaence cover most of the costs incurred by
of Direct Costs, Indirect Costs and Security Contractor for his Classification Management
Costs: efforts. If additional costs were to be incurred

by the Cottractor for Classification Manmzgorent
Direct Costs: Are defined at ASPR 15-202 as that would not be covered in either the prepara-
"those which can be identified with a particular tdon of the plan cr it- implementation, a con-
cost objective, but a-ee not limited to items tract line item (CLIN) could also be negotiated
which become part of the end product as material between the Contractor and his customer to cover
or lebor.r the specific additional items of direct charge.

We will concentrate here, however, on the two
Compare that with the definition of at, Indirect data items and their use.
Cost at ASPR 15-203: "Indirect costs are those
which, hec2use of incurrence for common or joint Department of Defense Instruction 5010.12 pro-
obJScLLvns, are not readily subject to treatment vides the basic thruit:
as dirert costs." in other words, if it can't
be readily identified as a cost directly related 1. Under Paragraph IV, Applicability and Scope,
to the instant contract, it will be h&ndled as it is stated that "The procedures and
an indirect or "everhead" cost. policies contained in this instruction ...

may be used, where appropriate, for all
By present definition unde.' ASPR 15-205.28, other data such as administrative, financial
"expenses necessary to comply with milizary and program management information ... ".
security requirements" are allowable costs to
be included in overhead as an indirect charge 2. Under Paragraph VI, Policies and Procedures,
or--and this is not clearly stated---they can be Subparagraph I, Technical Data Requirements,
handled 'as a direct charge to the contract, if states that "Personnel reptesenting Program
the co-ils incurred meet the definition on a Managemcnt, Technical, Financial and other
direct charge, functions shall integrate data requirements

in their overall planning. These personnel
We believe we havc a way to meet both the ASPR shall be receptive of the 'data call', to
requirements for a direct charge, and the Con- provide the opportunity for including their
tractor's requirements for implementation on a data requirementa in the contractual docu-
direct charge basis, ment."

During the initial period after John approached 3. Under Paragraph VI, Policies and Procedures,
me on the subject of handling Classification Subpare.graph j, Acquisition of Dats, Sub-sub-
Management as a direct charge, the similarity paragraph 3 states "Data products (items)
between this type of effort and current Contcac- included in the contract data requirements
tual Program Requirement. for Quality Assurance, list shall be selected from an authorized
Reliability rnd Configuration Management could data list."
not be overlooked. Each of these program
efforts require the contractor-on a direct In reviewing the Department of Defense Authorized
charge basis--to submit Program Plans and subse- Data List, dated 1 February 1974, and current
queot status reports. revisions thereto, it was determined that no

data item descriptions exist relative to a con-
In pursuin6 this similarity, we reviewed Depart- tractor's Classification Management Program
ment of Defense Instructions 5010.12 (Management Plan or the submission of status repoTts per-
of Technical Data), 7000.1 (Resource Management tainting rhereto. As a result, we have prepared
SystemA' of the Department of Defense), and 5000.12 proposed data item descriptions for each of
(Data Flements and Codes Standardization Proce- these items. Numbering of each of these data
dures). items has been accomplished in accordance with

DOD Authorized Data List general infurmation,
It appeared to us after reading these documents i.e., Category A (Administrative Management)
that the simplest approach was to create tWo new has been selected because it is most appropriate
data item descriptions pertaining to the stab- to the Classification Management efforts we are
mission by the Contractor of a Classification discussing, and the numbers 4498 and 4499 have
Management Program Plan and the subsequent sub- been arbitrarily selected to indicate our belief
mission by the Ccntractor of periodic status that the data item description should be managed
reports pertaining to the implementation of the by the Defense Supply Agency who 1Las cognizance
plan. over DCAS and Its security functions. Another



possibility woulýd be to put the management of
these 6ata 3tem descriptions under the office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense with
numbering somewhern between 6.000 and 6,099.
(The cognizant .,vernment agency for these two
data item descriptions should be a matter for
investigation and determination during the
period in which the ove:nll proposed approach
io evaluated).

I have four illustrations to present to you:
Figure 1 and 2 set forth the data item descrip-
tion for the Classification Hanagement Program
(DI-A-4498). Figure 3 sets forth the data item
description of the Status Report, Classification
Management Program (DI-A-4499) and Figure 4 (the
last) presents a sample contract data require-
merts list (CDRL) DD Form 1423. This last
Figure takes an actual page 2 of a CDRL and adds
the Classification Mtanagemunt Program data item
and the Status Report data Item to show how they
might be, under actual circumstances, included
in a contract.

It is .ur belief that both Program Kansgement
and the Security Office of the DXOD Agency or
prime ctistomer will be the ones most interested
In receiving, evaluating and approving these
data item submissions. It may be that other

functions may also be interested and/or have a
sigitificant role to play in classification
management, and distribution of the Data Item
submissions to such additional functions should
be specified on the DD Form 1473.

(n preparing his response to the RFP/RFQ the
contractor sets forth the costs for preparing
and submitting each of these data items. It
is assumed in this presentation that all direct
charges associated with the Classification
Management will be covered in preparing aud
submitting these two data items. However, as
we have previously stated, any direct charges
not covered should be included in a separate
contract line Item.

In summary then. we believe we have a reasonable
method and approach to handling Classification
Management as a direct charge to a contract
involving classified hardware and data. This
approach does, in our opinion, deserve scrutiny
and I join with John in recomaending a joint
comnittae be established with representatives
from NCHS, NCMA and DOD for the purpose of
reviewing and evaluating this approach for
possible implementation.
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Classification Management Program USA 1 DI-A-4

This document cetrve, as the basic docuhentetion of lhe
Contractor's planning of the Classification Management i-u-P 11 , p-

Proram to be conducted for the applicable contract I
items. The plan is used by the Procuring Activity to DSAI/.S.

effsct initial review and approval of the Contractor's .SOL WS;..06f

Classification Management Program and as the basis for VIA
Imnitoring and evaluating the Contractor's conduct of
the program. A9P+• &L U•e?,Ao,,,0 I
This Data Iten Description is applicable to all clausi- U/A
fied contracts. Its purpose is to derive early and
continuing Contractor and Procuriiig Activity attention ,
to the handling of classification and classified re-
quirtments on davelopment or production programs with Industriai Security -
these goals to be astablished: 1) reduction in the Manual
creation of classified data, 2) zeduction in retention
of classified data, 3) reduction in cost of producing DI-A-4499
classified hardware or data, and 4) prompt declassi- DD-254

fication of classified hardware or data wherever
possible.

1) The Contractor way be required to provide a preliminary Classification )
4anagedent Plan during the RFP/RFQ stage of Procurement. If so, it will

follow the general requirements set forth for a formal plan.

S2) The Contractor will prepare and submit a formal Classification Management
Plan within the period specified in the DD 14,23 for Procuring Activity
Review and Approval. The Plan shall include:

A. Method for review and acCepLance and implementation of Program DD 254.1

B. Plans for briefing Contractor's Program Team of Program's Classified

Requirements.

C. Implementation of special requirements, ic, Marking, Storage,
Visitors, Shipping Procedures, etc. j

D.. r'eviaw of possible over/under classification situations.

R. Uleans for reviewing areas of possible reduction of costs un producing *
classified hardware or data.

P. Plan for retention of classified data upon contract completion.

G. Compliance with program requirements consistent with the creation of ,

a minimum of clascified data.

H. Plan for review of Program DD 254 on an annual (contracts up to
$1,000,000) or semi-annual (contrscts in ÷.cess of $1 000,000) basis
•o ensure coftiuueOde~fe~t ye ssand applicability ol current guid-

DD "a 1664 .e e

Figure 1

---------------------------- I ~ I I " 'I i
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1 0 , , p a~ ra t I 01% In st ru c t io ns (¢ O u' ", )

1. plans for impl-tismtinlg A througth R above with appl1Ieble sub-
contractors (ftrst ard lower tiers) and Vendors.

). pT lat% *hall be freearod tn Contractor's own format, orManised to

rset the criteria so¢t forth above. Olstrtbutton of copies of ths ap-

proved plma shall be in accordance with the •DO 123.

DD Irom 1664 Pats *.. of .. P•ai°s
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Status Report, Claasification fanaasent Program DSA 0 1-A-""-

This report keeps the Procurinu Activity and other
affected activities aware of the progress of the -, " A-S . 4,.Ki;A'-
Contractor's efforts in Implemonttin the Classifi -
cation hanagement Progralm. owl.Rs

N/A

Definitive Classification Management Program Plans
are submitted by Contractors for Classified Programs.
The status reports describe -,e Contractor's efforts -
so that the program status can be evaluated.

ft pomp APat,"'SW ,Nt~wt -eI,*"

1) Status reports shell be submitted either annually (for contracts up to
$1,000,000) or semi-annually (for contracts in excess of 41,900,000) from
date of contract award.

2) Status reports shall be in Contractor's format and shall report on the
progress made from inception to the first report and subsequently frM
the last report, in implomenting the approved Classification Manalgment
Plan at the Contractor's level and at the Sub-contractor end Vendor
levels.

3) The last status report to be submitted on the contract shall be a final
report covering the period of contract performance including all previous
reports (if any). indicating the Contractor'o overall efforts and ac-
complishments in implementing the Classification Management ?Ia&.

Os or= *~

Figure 3
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QUESTIONS AND ANS"IRS programs are so appropriately classified. you

would not hove to implement it. and it is &

MR. H•YLE.: Jim Hoyle, Lance Project, Office of negotiable item. so if in your activity you did
Huntsville, Alabama. not feel the necessity of implementing this data

item description, certainly as a contracting
I'd like to direct a couple of questions., if I officer, you would have the opportunity.
may, to Hr. Bonson.

HR. BONSON: Even greater then that, the Govern-
I an prefacing my remark by an old saying, 'Nany sent is getting the advantage in your method of
times It's better to ramain silent and be thought having to cost--for doing what you say is being
a fool than to open your mouth and remove all done--spread over all contracts, and I submit
doubt." that there are a great many customers who

wouldn't want that charge to be included in the
However, I do seek knowledge. That's one reason overhead for a nonclasaified program. Why
I come to these seminars. As we gain knowled8e. should he bear the cost for something he is not
t'e get smart, getting any advantage on?

On your proposed data item list, I have to put HR. HOYLE: Right. I concur with that to make a
myself on the other aide of the fence. To me. direct cost. You take one company performing on
in one respect, it was like some wasted effort, many contracts known an one classified, it is
Number one, in a User Agency the directive is logical to make a direct cost for that contract.
given by a DU Form 254 to the contract force. I agree with that.

It's never stagnant. It is changed at least My question was this: Has this been implemented
once a year. Normally, in the downgrading area. with Fort Belvoir?

In the ton years that I've worked on the DD 254 MR. TIPPIT: No.
for our project, for example. we have consistently
downgraded and declassified more and more informa- MR. BONSON: No. we've merely used Fort Belvoir
tion. Now, granted, there are certain supersecret as an example on the Form 1423. 1 chose to show
projects and so forth in which your data items how it might be implemented on a typical 1423.
might be beneficial, but for the regular run of In no way hove we dincussed this with Fort
the mill type. I just can't see it. It appears-- Belvoir.
and I'm on the other side of the fence now--it
appears that the contractor has found another MR. TIPPIT: Next question. Yes, sir.
method in which to make money. Were I in his
shoes, I'd do the same. HR. BOWERS: Bud Bowers, Westinghouse. Annapolis,

Mlryland.
Develop a proposed data item for the security
management program--This is fine. I feel--My I have a double-barrel question for you.
feeling, rather, would be that whatever the con-
tractor desires to do in carrying out a program First of all, how do you determine in your
of security classification management is his proposal effort what the costs are going to be?
business. We give a direction. We have the Is it like a percentage, or is it a factor of
DCASR to do the monitoring, and whatever the con- so many dollars, for basically the same effort
tractor needs to do or has to do in order to goes into a large contrsct as it would into a
carry out those orders is his business, so I'll small one?
be on the other side of the fence in the beginning
in not recommending the data item. The other part of the question is since I have

somewhat of a contract background. I anticipate
I work in the sam office with the man who doen that most of these people are going to find
the data item. I Judt can't see it. resistance from the contract people when they go

to do this, but how do you--I lost my thought.
MR. TIPPIT: Before your qu-ation, let me coment
on your statement. MR. RONSON: Well, your question was, basically.

how do you happen to handle this type of thing,
Recognise, as you do, since ysa're familiar with and my answer is very oimilar to the way you
the data item description, that there is no re- would handl- quality assurance program plans,
quirement for the contracting activity to imple- reliability program plans, configuration manage-
ment it in every contract, and since all of your ment program plans. I think you can argue that
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each of those. should be on indirect charge. slid. dome cases, you would have a classifiled assembly
tit fac~t, they used to be, but the idea of getting at a very, very lowM level. alid I con also toll
At qualityiraliability program at a high level. youi that's txponwuival from a man' facturing; stand-
*hall we day, rather than quality, but a hi.1h i'oiit,
level con! igurat iot management program attendant
to the nteeds tit a cont ract.* they all come &rounid We have figured out ways to roorgattiae our pro-
to having data Item desritpitons *,tabishtd tilt, utioll proltiitam to handle the subesombvtl Lol to
them, and to beIn$ direct charge* tit A contract. a point that they don't #et classified unttil &
and being roquirod at the RY?. XFQ t wage. much later time, an4 the Cooat* asauCated with

all thAt are pushed astide. because we don't have
How do you ideutity the costs that go along with to pass those onl to the CAovernlmeni.
that ta along the saw* rout asa how do you
identify the cost* (tit a quality asmurance0 W.e have been% atble to liet back to outr c~tatomor onl
programe plan. You have quality assurance In a% act ivo elatigif ict ion% mtlanlagemet basis. And
every one tit your companies. It you're otil actively worked the problems of eloagaiteiat lton
industry's side of the house, you have a quialtty maitagomfnt of the 111) .154 to reduce the CoAt to)
assurance department * but the program plan sets then alid to ourse lves.
forth somiathingal that the V-ovornmotit wants to
know, or the customer wants to know. how you're MR. Tll't'T: I might add to that, too, by thlt waly.
going to handle specifically the quality kin that that. aglain, the fact that your ~oviqany--our
particular program, because they have founid that company Slid dome other cotapany does have a
contractor. ate noaitn diffterent approach to %lagiiofisation management,

at litast in my view, aahould nokt be co,maidered bad.
Lot's face it. Your complany to ditteoroet thanl
mieta And our. to ditfferent thman soebody #too'% I think alomotime'4 you con systematist the eftoc-
dlowti the at, ert as tat An implvteMent ig quaolity * t ivonetas tight ouit of the program, said I think
rol abtliity , and c-onfigumration m04anagment .the Innovat ivoetts oit the profoatiotials tin this
Henvo, the customer, satre spectfically. the builinoisa should be allowed to be %axproomsed, and
Itovertimont. sayai, 'Rey, we want to "we what it that extpresoatcn could take the form of Otha
In," and it maya noi haty. to be, the for compalty'. partinuler laiiatn anartaatment
every program. 1140ogres plan, anid rocogltittaiif that the (0. votld

volatinueo to have the opportmuitty to approve and
This programt may bo unique. and that gI't ms the nvegot late the conidit ions o! that plaki.
progr11amA off CC of the cus tomer ml ollport 'unt tV yto
review that pat tictilor program and say, "ye., MR. IKINS014. Or to determine it it was eveni
this one I want ito implement ." required to otart with. We're providingi a vehielea

fo% thoao covstoatomr" And those Agencles that wanit
I think one oft the pointat I want to address with to tpirtakemeut someathting more than umat rout ine or
regard to classification management programi haphaslard laat ati managemenitt on a% program.
plannting I* that contractors will take the DD) 254
will review It. and! they will exert various lovtl* KtN. INE~RS: The latter part of my qktoaitionl I. if
of implementation of that 131) 254. youi hay* a large numbter of contracta. would this

niot be almoat on accounting burdeon to keep track
Noer, John--The program that he and t have %orked tit the hours and timea that wure expendedt tor
ont and what we've donre with ouar particulat pro- ca iiatonmanagemen~t oni a huge numicber of
gream became, I think, very slignifilent because vontractal
we have gottent the propram masnager It% early and
oin a cont inuitig bealia to take a look at the MRt, VONStMI; Not any more than it wold be for a
Problemwa of clasaifiteat io'l managemeant onl a prograut masnager who split. his timw between at
particular prtigram., ntniaer 0 dif ferent programs * and I think most oft

our companies ont indosatry'o side have that kaind
We have had study programs as well aa reproducttontito a atituation where you don't have a progamaf
and produiction prograin. I can tell you with manager tesluttively assigned to on* program, &atil
rega-ti to the product ton program. wit have had he splits hi. time ott nuamorous prtilratms. at,- fie
*some significant reductions tin coat by apprising splits his time upl ottl hi.tie aratitat way,
the program mianageament teamt of how to handle it
in regards to the Dl) 254. For instance, asenu- Also, with regtard to, pay, the* quality astsuratwe.
facturing. witon you atart to put together a-tme I.t you have him referring back to quality. relt-
eassemblies. it you were to follow the DO) 254, In ability anid conf iguwatiLon maa et it the pre-V1

aratioti of the program plan, it's certainly a
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direct charge, because they know how much time itself, not the plant protection. Plant pro-

they spent in preparing that plan. and you also tection under ASPR 15208 Ir an allowable asid
know that they're putting into that the cost of allocable charge.
doing all the research and the engineering work.
And everything also that goes with it. so that MAJOR CHERRY: You will find that you will in-
the costs can be isolated, and quite effectively. crease your clock with your mranagement though
It also reduces your overhead. if he figures out that about twenty-five percent

of his cost is going for security. Most of the
MAJOR CHERRfY: 1'm Major Cherry. I'd like to managers don't rselige that, and if you can coma
speak not as a customer because our organize- up with what your costs are in your individual
tion has a hundred and twenty-two contracts out organizations, you may just find yourself able
with a number of you folks and plus com more-- to--

MR. TIPPIT: We need more. (lAughter.) MR. BONSON: You'll find no disagreement from
us on that.MAJOR CHERRY: Okay. I'd like to show you. I

think, maybe how as classification managers you MR. TIPPIT: 1 really wonder--and as I hear you

can write some of this off as a cost of a classi- speaking, I'm in tune with you--but I think
fred contract as opposed to a cost of your really the thrust of our considerations here is
normal overhead. not the cost being the No. 1 item. What we are

saying is that traditionally in industry the
At FTD. my alarm system alone is now about a thing that's made us get off our duff and get
four hundred thousand dollar arrangement. We've behind a piogram is a direct charge relationship.
got a thirteen and a half million dollar expan-

sion program on alarm systems. To cover that, Now, the gentleman over here who indicated that
it's going to cost a million two hundred In his opinion this might be a way of making
thousand. money, well, I'm not sure of that. I'm not sure

that that would be a way of making money, but I
Now, that I can't really charge off, so let's do know it would be one way of improving a lot
say our exploitation and smae it twenty-five, of the weaknesses that now exist in the program.
Okay, but if you take and figure out how many
secret documents you have to maintain and how They're not written in there, but they are there
asny confidential documents and how many linear and I think both of us on industry and Government
footage in different types of safes, remembering can agree on this.
nw that a confidential document doesn't require
the same degree of protection of secrets and so Yes, air.
forth, you could, I think, very legally, very
jultifiably. show your contract monitor. "Hey, MR. LARSEN: Frank Larsen, CNO. A comment to
1 happen to have "X" number of safes Just to John Tippit on a statement you made during your
cover your contract." Now, this isn't going to presentation.
hwp against the guard force or your alarm
syste'zs or the types of vault doors you happcn It was refreshing to hear your seese of priorities
to have. but it's going to help a Ioý, I would about the information security pvogram, and to
think. paraphrase, when you said, first of all, to

identify, and then, secondly, protect that which
MR. ZONSOII: Well, may I suggest this, that what is truly sensitive in the national interest.
we're talking about is just a little different
than what you're talking about !n regards to We in the Navy feel that that is the sense of
alarm systems, safes, and so forth. priority because this is a security program, and

working together all of the other concerns and
Those types of costs fall into your plant itself, nuances we htar about the information security
the physical plant, and facilities, and on the program will take care of itself. I congratulate
DD 254, there's a block down there in that DD you on your sense of priorities.
254 that says if it's over anO above the require-
ments of your agreement with the Coverument, then MR. SIYTO: Gene Suto, President-elect of NCMS.
those costs are allowable costs and additional
costs. First of all, I want to say that NCMS will be

very pleased to work with you on this particular
What we'r•e talking about here, of course, Is a area,
different thing. It's classification management
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Secondly, we've Already been doing some work in MR. LEYTHUM: I'm Gene Leythum, Boeing.
this particular area that we will send to you in
the very near future, This is in connection with I know some of your zovments are valid, but I
the DD ?54 and the contractor's participation in think there's also some pretty unsurmountable
the Dr) 254. problems you get in a corporation such as ours--

multiple facility and multiple usage.
To address the gentlesan's question over here,
it's fine if you have a User Agency giving you We've found iWs' most efficient to centralize a
all this wonderful detailed classification gjid- lot of our operations such as in our data files.
ance as you're doing, and you're to be compli- Our security operations are important operations
mented, but-- and it becomes quite an extensive acc-intlig

p,'ocedute to try to identify some af those costs

MR. BONSON: This is one of the better program out t-) a specific contract. We've been looking
offices. That's for sure. at some quite some time and we hsven't been able

to come up with a way where you can satisfactorily
MR. SUTO: -- we have found that there are many, identify it solely to a specitied contract.
many contractors around the United States who
are getting little or no classification guidance, The best we've been ahle to do is $dentify certain
and if the contractors are givea this opportunity apparent items to a contract, and others to in-
to develop this guidance, plan, and furnish it direct costs of overhead.
back to the User Agency, we will all be better
off and have a more viable program, so I think In my office alone, for example, I have the respon-
the;9e gentlemen are to be complimented for their sibility of all classified programs. I would have
concept. to hire extra people, and if I kept records of how

much time I spent supporting an individual program,
MR. Yý'ISON: I wish the Lance pro3ram office had it would carry from day to day.
comw way of talking to the rest of the DOD
agencies how it's done. because we don't get We run into the same thing with our security guards.
that kind of support from all our customers. I We utilize a lot of our facilities on a shared
don't have any contracts with him, apparently,. basis, so that the program may come into a facility

only in R manufacturing area, an I can use it only
MR. TIPPIT: I know. That's what you're trying a portion of the time. To try to figure out how
to develop. (Laughter.) The many of yon who much of tt-tt security guards time is allocated to
have been involved, as I have, in offensive that program--
Intelligence, I think you can remember and recog-
nize that one of the most effective aids to the MR. BONSON: Sir, let me atop you right there,
offensive intelligence community is the existance because I think the puint you're making is a
of confusion in the defensive operations of the, valid point, and, for that very reason, we would
you might say, target. not ever anticipate trying to allocate physical

security, either manpower or facilities, against
I suggest that we have a bit of confusion in contractors. Again, this proposal is limited to
this program that is being used significantly those activities which would directly relate to
by offensive intelligence agencies, be it that the classification determination and application
of the Army against the Navy, or what have you, on a contract.
(laughter), but. at the same time. I would like
to say that again we do not have all the answers MR. TIPPIT: Definitely not physical security;
here in our proposal. We do not even think defitnitely not covered at all. We're talking
about coming up with all the answers, but we do strictly about that function having to do with
feel that this could be a viable program and we classification management. I Lend to agree with
feel that the data item description, although what you're saying if you have it on the corporate
it may not be the perfect vehicle, may be the level. I think there's a number of ways to handle
vehicle to get us on the track and subsequently. that from an accounting standpoint, however.
DOD might have another vehicle in mind,

The least resistance for your particular case
So unless there's any other questions or comments-- would be to say not separately priced. It's

Included in overhead.
MR, BONSON: There's one back here.

MR. TIPPIT: We otill have about ten minutes.



MR. TIPPIT: And I think another thing that you MR. TIPPIT: Well, recognize that our program

could consider is that--as Bob pointed out to me was implemented at the Santa Barbara Researrh
earlier in the contract management field develop- Center. We would have probably never gotter. _o
ment, when many of these overhead programs made this point, really, because we were very satis-
the shift--some of the same comments that have fied and having a tremendous success with our
been made here today-- customers in terms of the applications of our

program, but when that inevitable question was
MR. BONSON: What do you do iwith quality assur- asked by the boss, "Hey, what am I paying for?
ance at the top level? Most of the QA directors Is it required by the Government," I had to say,
report at a pretty high level _n the company, "No, it's not," and except for the foresighted-
and the Government wants them that way. The ness of the management at that particular
customers want quality assurance now, and you're facility, I think many managements would have
staffed with some pretty high level people and said "Well, sorry, Charlie, but you've got to
costs, but yet we are able to effectively isolate cut your classification management in two," and
the costs of preparing a program and implementing I think to the detriment of the program, so it
a specific program for a particular contract. was this realization, I think, in my own mind

that led me to discuss the responsibilities with
MR. TIPPIT: I would suggest, frankly, that the Bob, and got us here today.
implementation of a direct charge classification
management progran would really not even come MR. BONSON: The aecond part of the answer to
close to the ..-agritude of the quality assurance, that is yes, we're going to try.
the configuration management, or such type of an
item.

MR. BONSON: We could show those for similarity
of background and purpose rather than similarity
of cost.

,1. RICHARD•ON: Dcan Richardson, T!. Somebody

said to me the other day, "Boy, you got a ques-
tion for everybody, Dean," and I don't really
have questions. I'm just curious about a lot
oi the things that are said up here, and I'm
particularly curious about this very innovative
approach to handling the costs or even just
getting--and a lot of contractors have this very
serious problem--about getting a bill, because
somebody has to pay for that guy, and how is the
company going to afford additional overhead for
a classification management position?

This is a good approach.

Now, let me ask you this. What has been your
track record on acceptance by your customers, aj
I kind of get the feeling you haven't really
done this yet.

MR. BOlSON: We have been doing everything but

getting it on a direct charge basis. This is
the first time we've presented the idea of
direct charge to anybody. We felt this was the
best body to present it to to get a reaction. I
am pleased Lo see that the NCMS people are willing
to particlprte in it.

MR. RICHARDSON: You haven't approached any
customers with this till--

I


